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Abstract 
In today's global market environment, enterprises are increasingly turning towards 

collaboration in projects to leverage their resources, skills and expertise, and 

simultaneously address the challenges posed in diverse and competitive markets. 
Moderators, which are knowledge based systems have successfully been used to support 

collaborative teams by raising awareness of problems or conflicts. However, the 

functioning of a moderator is limited to the knowledge it has about the team members. 
E-nowledge acquisition, learning and updating of knowledge are the major challenges for 

a Moderator's implementation. To address these challenges a Knowledge discOvery And 

daTa minINg inteGrated g<OATING) framework is presented for Moderators to 

enable them to continuously learn from the operational databases of the company and 

sen-n-automatically update the corresponding expert module. The architecture for the 

Universal K-nowledge Moderator (UKM) shows how the existing moderators can be 

extended to support global manufacturing. 

A method for designing and developing the knowledge acquisition module of the 

Moderator for manual and semi-automatic update of knowledge is documented using the 

Unified Modelling Language (UML). UML has been used to explore the static structure 

and dynamic behaviour, and describe the system analysis, system design and system 
development aspects of the proposed KOATING framework. 

The proof of design has been presented using a case study for a collaborative project in 

the form of construction project supply chain. It has been shown that Moderators can 

"learn" by extracting various kinds of knowledge from Post Project Reports (PPRs) using 

different types of text mining techniques. Furthermore, it also proposed that the 

knowledge discovery integrated moderators can be used to support and enhance 

collaboration by identifying appropriate business opportunities and identifying 

corresponding partners for creation of a virtual organization. A case study is presented in 

the context of a UK based SME. Finally, this thesis concludes by summarizing the thesis, 

outlining its novelties and contributions, and recommending future research. 

Keywords: Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, Moderator, Universal K nowledge 

Moderator, Unified Modelling Language, construction project supply chain, Post project 

reviews (PPRs), Text Mining, SMEs, and Virtual Organization. 
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1 

Context 

1.1 Background 
Increasingly competitive market trends demand highly customized products with ever 

shortening production time and this trend is expected to accelerate. Consequently, 

modem business entities are challenged to identify effective means of reducing 

production cost, improving product and service quality, reducing time to market delivery, 

accelerating responses to customer requirement and bettering flexibility and system's 

reusability. Industries are striving to meet these challenges by focussing on their core 

competencies, integrating and collaborating intensively and migrating towards knowledge 

based manufacturing [1]. Collaboration varies from intra-organizations to inter- 

organizations through projects such as collaborative product development, collaborative 

supply chain, collaborative design, collaborative manufacturing, virtual enterprises (VE), 

extended enterprises (EE), and virtual organizations (VO) etc. These exploit the core 

competencies of all the enterprises concerned to form strategic alliances to enhance 

competitiveness by integrating value added activities, information, resources and 

knowledge between enterprises or teams. 

The ManuFuture 2005 Conference and its strategic research agenda "Assuring the Future 

of Manufacturing in Europe" clearly indicated that the future of manufacturing in 

Europe is focussed on knowledge based systems [2]. Nonaka [3] observed that, as the 

market shifts, technologies proliferate, competitors multiply, and products and services 

become rapidly obsolete, successful companies are characterized by their ability to 

consistently create new knowledge, quickly disseminate it, and embody it in new products 

and services. Therefore, it can be seen that in the knowledge based economy, where 

knowledge assets take the centre stage, whoever owns knowledge and can create useful 

knowledge from existing data, information and knowledge will enjoy absolute advantage 

over the competition. 1' nowledge exists in all business functions, from product 

conceptualization to its sale to and feedback from customers. However, knowledge can 

be notoriously difficult to identify, capture, manage and reuse. The proliferation of large 
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masses of data has created many opportunities in diverse application areas including 

engineering and businesses. The opportunities are offered by the abundance and 

availability of data and at the same time the challenges are posed by the problems of how 

to organize, extract and retrieve useful and novel knowledge from this data. The field of 
knowledge discovery and data mining has emerged to address these new opportunities 

and challenges. 

Globally distributed collaborative projects aiin to enhance and facilitate engineering 

agility through collaboration, sharing information and exchanging knowledge seamlessly 
between partners. One of the major issues in multidiscipline collaborative projects is how 

best to share and simultaneously exploit different types of expertise, Without duplicating 

efforts or inadvertently causing conflicts or loss of efficiency through misunderstandings 

of individual or shared goals. The concepts of Moderators to support collaboration and 

team working have been researched in major research projects [4-6]. The main function 

of a moderator is to support collaborative working teams by raising individual members' 

awareness of the needs and experiences of other team members and the concept has 

been successfully demonstrated in product design, manufacturing system design, 

extended enterprise and e-supply chain. Prototype Moderators have been demonstrated 

in the form of knowledge based software support systems consisting of a moderation 

module, multiple expert modules and a knowledge acquisition module. Until now, an 

knowledge acquisition for the prototype moderators has been done manually, based on 

human expertise and experience. 

1.2 Research Aims and Objectives 
The research presented in this thesis addresses the issues introduced in section 1.1 by 

enhancIng the knowledge acquisition capability and functionality of Moderators. The 

Research Aim is: - 

To enhance the functionality and capability of Moderators through the 

integration of a knowledge discovery based semi-automatic knowledge 

acquisition framework which enables Moderators to "learn" and ""update-, -, their 

relevant expert modules from knowledge discovered in the existing operational 

databases of companies. The proposed Universal Knowledge Moderator, 

equipped with knowledge discovery capabi&y should increase awareness within 

the project tearns by highlighting potential problem areas (from preT46us project 
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expeiience) and should identify new coflaborative business opportunities to 

initiate newproiects 

To satisfy this research aim, the foHowing objectives have been addressed: - 

1. To propose and develop a knowledge discovery and data mining integrated 

framework for Moderator services. This framework should enable sen-ii- 

automatic knowledge acquisition and update of knowledge and learning by 

discovering knowledge from operational databases of industries. 

To integrate this knowledge discovery and data mining integrated framework 

with a state of the art Moderator, called the Universal Knowledge Moderator 

(Ul,. ' M) to enhance collaboration in e-manufacturing supply chains and illustrate 

this through an example. 

3. To model the design of this framework using the Unified Modelling Language 

(UML). 

4. To demonstrate the application of the framework by showing its use in extracting 
knowledge from Post Project Review (PPR) reports from construction project 

supply chains and showing how this can be used to update the expert modules of 

a Construction Project Moderator (CPM). 

5. To demonstrate the application of the framework by showing its use in raising 

awareness of business opportunities and identifying coHaborative SME partners 

for a virtual organisation (VO). 

The knowledge discovery and data mining integrated framework that has been designed 

and developed during this research is called the KOATING framework (Knowledge 

discOvery And daTa mINing inteGrated framework), and it will be referred to as the 

KOATING framework throughout this thesis. 
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2 
Scope of Research 

This chapter defines the key research question, provides an overview of the scope of 

research and outlines the structure of the thesis. It identifies the main research areas 

and the main contribution areas. 

Chapter OutHne 

2 Scope of Research ................................................................................................ 
4 

2.1 The Research Question ............................................................................................. 
5 

2.2 Research Methodology ............................................................................................. 
6 

2.3 Scope of Research ..................................................................................................... 
8 

2.3.1 Knowledge Management Systemsfor Collaborative Project and Moderators .... 8 

2.3.2 Knowledge; Types, System and Management ....................................................... 
8 

2.3.3 Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining .............................................................. 
9 

2.4 Structure of Thesis .................................................................................................. 
10 

2.4.1 Background and Scope ....................................................................................... 
11 

2.4.2 Research Review, Learning and Identification of Research Gap ....................... 
11 

2.4.3 Research Solution and Experimentation ............................................................ 
12 

2.4.4 Conclusion and Future Work ............................................................................. 
12 



2.1 The Research Question 
Based on an initial literature review in the area of collaborative projects, knowledge 

management systems, knowledge discovery applications and industrial requirements to 
learn from past experiences by creating useful knowledge, the author devised the 
following research question. 

'TIow to provide On 
, going Learning, (Semi)-Automated Knowledge Acquisition and 

Enbanced Awareness Capabilio tbrou Isco , gb KnowleýTe D veg Inte rated Mod rator ,g 
Servicesfor Collaborative Prqlects? " 

-- -- --------- - 
Existing Moderator Requirements Knowledge Management Sources and Types of 

Research with and Operational i Systems for Knowledge, Systems to 

1 capture the Knowledge Emphasis on Constraints of Collaborative Projects 
Knowledge Acquisition J : iCollaborative Projects and Its Management 

i ia D -M lninýg 
Applications in 

anuffactt4iý!! ýq 

nowledge Discovery' 
from 

Unstructured Data 

Data Mining Integrated 
Universal Knowledge 

Moderator 
(Chapter 7) 

Unified Modelling iýor 
Knowledge 

Requirement and Design 
(Chapter 8) 

Figure 2-1: The research question 

'Knowledge Discovery for 
Enhanced Awareness of 
Business Opportunities 

(Chapter 10) 

Knowledge Discoveýýoý' 
Ongoing Learning from 

Past Project Reports 
(Chapter 9) 

In Figure 2-1, the research question is shown in the central box, and the main research 

problem areas associated with this question are represented by shaded arrows going into 

the research question. This is multi-disciplinary research encompassing multiple domains 

as shown m the six shaded boxes above the research question box. Most coUaborative 

projects face major challenges in identifying, acquiring, maintaining, evolving and sharing 

of knowledge. A better understanding of the requirements of virtual enterprise(VE), 

extended enterprise(EE) and virtual organization(VO), their operational constraints and 
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functions are needed. Knowledge Management systems (KMS) have been developed for 

effective knowledge sharing, identifying problems and raising awareness between 

members. A thorough review and understanding of these systems was required to enable 
this research to make a novel contribution in the research areas. Moderators, which are 
knowledge based systems, promise to identify conflicts and raise awareness between 

project team members, but earlier work in Moderator technology is lacking in terms of 

capturing new knowledge and ongoing learning capability. Furthermore, Knowledge 

itself is notoriously difficult to capture and therefore an understanding of different types 

of knowledge, identification of sources of knowledge and various types of system for 

acquisition and management is needed. Knowledge discovery in databases and data 

mining have attracted the attention of researchers and practitioners interested in its 

application within the manufacturing domain. However, its application is not 

straightforward and major problems include its integration with existing information 

support systems, varieties of data, and diversity of tools, techniques and functions. The 

concept of text mining may also be useful for knowledge identification when available 
data are unstructured yet text mining approaches have seldom been adopted by the 

manufacturing and construction industries. 

Considering all these requirements and challenges, there is a need for further analysis, 

evaluation and exploitation of research into the area of Moderator services to enhance its 

capabihty. 

Figure 2-1 also shows the main contributions areas from this research beneath the central 

box and linked by the arrows emerging from the research question. A knowledge 

discovery integrated Moderator service has been proposed in chapter 7. In order to 

design the proposed system in chapter 8, Unified Modelling Language has been used to 

capture the design requirement and development of the system. It has been shown *in 

chapter 9 that the proposed system can be used to discover and update knowledge of 

different kinds in the expert modules from post project reports of construction projects. 

Furthermore., the results of this research illustrate how the capability of existing 

moderator concepts can be enhanced by raising awareness of new business opportunities 

thereby enabling new or improved collaboration to be established in chapter 10. 

2.2 Research Methodology 
The research methodology adopted in this thesis is delineated in Figure 2-2. It shows 

that the first phase in the research methodology is about understanding the problem area 
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and identifying knowledge discovery tools and techniques which can be used to provide a 

solution. The initial problem areas identified are shown as inputs in Figure 2-1 and are 
discussed in section 2.1. An extensive literature review has been carried out in these 

problem areas to identify the research gaps and determine the requirements and possible 

solutions for this research as detailed in chapters 3,4 and 5. It has been found that 
knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) can be used to fulfil the aims and objectives. 
Therefore, a review of related tools and techniques related to K, -DD had to be carried out 

to identify appropriate tools and techniques which could be adopted for data nnning in 

the KOATING framework. 

Literature review of relevant problem areas and 
identification of research gaps 

Identification of tools and techniques to 
address the research gaps 

M Development of KOATING-T Framework and integration with 
kv !E0 State-of-art Moderator called UKM and illustration 

in the c ontext of e-§i qp ly n. pl h exampl e gq using an - , , ,_ , - 

UNIL Modelling for proposed system design and development 

.... .... --- ------------------- --- 

Demonstration of KOATING framework through case studies 

(A 

Knowledge Discovery from Knowledge Discovery-io-r- 
Post Project Reports Tendering Opportur 

Figure 2-2: Research methodology adopted in this research. 

To address the objective of embedding learning and semi-automatic knowledge updating 

capability, the second phase of the research methodology was to design a solution and 

carryout some initial validation by exanifi-iing this initial solution Mi the context of a 

simple e-supply chain example. The KOATING framework was therefore developed and 

integrated with the existing Moderator services. 

In phase 3, the KOATING framework was clarified and detailed further by modelling it 

using unified modelling language (UML). 
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Finally, in the 4 th phase of the research the KOATING framework was tested by 
demonstrating its use in two different case studies. 

2.3 Scope of Research 
To address the challenges posed in section 2.1, it is important to thoroughly review the 

current knowledge management systems for collaborative projects and identify the 

technologies, which are most likely to underpin the advances in this research area. Taking 

account of the time and resources available in this research, it is therefore necessary to 
focus the research effort into those areas where clear benefits and contributions can be 

identified. Priority has therefore been given to the framework development and system 
design using modelling tools, and demonstration using case studies, rather than to try to 

implement a fully functional prototype Moderator system. 

2.3.1 Knowledge Management Systems for Collaborative Project 
and Moderators 

As previously explained collaborative projects of various kinds pose many complex 

challenges but offer many potential advantages. Therefore, Chapter 3 provides a detailed 

literature survey and identifies the key research gaps associated with this area. The 

chapter is divided into 3 major sections. Firstly, various types of collaborative projects are 
discussed. Secondly, a detailed review of the different knowledge management based 

architectures, knowledge based systems, decision support systems and frameworks used 

to resolve the knowledge and awareness related issues of collaborative projects, is 

presented. Finally, focus has been put on the Moderator technology, its key elements, 

structure and its journey through two major research projects MOSES and MISSION to 

its current application in the context of E-Supply Chains and their use on the semantic 

web. Based on this review and learning about different types of system, key challenges 

and research gaps have been identified. These, along with recom mendations identified by 

researchers across the globe, have been used as a basis for the design of the proposed 

framework to specifically address shortcomings that has been reported in the published 

literature. 

2.3.2 Knowledge; Types, System and Management 
The identification and management of knowledge of different kinds is key to the success 

of the Moderator's function. Therefore, Chapter 4 consolidates the definitions and 
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differentiations of data, information and knowledge. It classifies different types of 
knowledge, identifies the possible sources of knowledge and explores research into the 

acquisition and management of knowledge. Chapter 4 presents a detailed review of 
various systems to support the knowledge acquisition and sharing from an application 

point of view especially in the manufacturing domain. It includes knowledge 

management frameworks, knowledge based system, information and communication 
technology including semantic web and ontology, expert systems, database technology, 

modelling and simulation, and knowledge acquisition systems. Based on these application 

areas, research gaps have been identified primarily M the area of knowledge acquisition. 
During this research, efforts have primarily been focussed on understanding and 

exploiting the flexibility and benefits of existing knowledge based systems, whilst 
determining how to incorporate enhanced knowledge management and knowledge 

discovery functionality. 

2.3.3 Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining 
1-, 'ýnowledge Discovery M Databases (KDD) and Data Mining (DM) incorporate theories, 

algorithms and methods from the intersection of several research fields including 

database technology, machine learning, statistics, artificial intelligence, knowledge based 

systems and data visualization. The ultimate goal is to extract useful knowledge from 

large collections of data. The diversity of data niitýing tools, techniques and 
functionalities provides great opportunities, but the profusion of options leave open 

ended challenges. A detailed review of tools, techniques and functions has been carried 

out in chapter 5, With a focus on capturing different kinds of knowledge, and identifying 

appropriate tools and techniques. A novel serni-automated text mining approach has 

been adopted to automate the process of identifying the research gaps and deternifi-iing 

the good practices M the area of data mining applications *in manufacturing. In addition, 

application areas of text mining which are generally used for unstructured data have been 

reviewed and this review identified that manufacturing and construction industries have 

yet to exploit these techniques. A key aspect of the approach to I-C DD considered in this 

research is the requirement that knowledge should be semi-automatically discovered and 

reused to update the Moderator's knowledge. In this regard, chapter 9 and 10 use the 

case studies from the construction industry and SMEs respectively to capture the 

knowledge to enhance the Moderator's capability using Knowledge Discovery Modules. 
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2.4 Structure of Thesis 
The thesis is divided into four parts as shown in Figure 2-3. The main background topics 
of research mentioned in above section contribute to the design of the proposed system 
as described in chapter 7. 

Context Setting Scope of Research 
(Chapter 1) 

11 
(Chapter 2) 

Research Objectives 

KM Systems for 
Collaborative Projects and 

Moderator Technology 
(Chapter 3) 

Knovvledgeý Definition, 
Types and Management 

(Chapter 4) 

Knowledge Discovery 
Tools, Techniques and 
Review of Application 

(Chapter 5) 

Requirement for Solution 10 

-- ------- ------ - -- -- -- ----------- ................... .... ....... Proposed Design Implementation 
of System using UML 

Identification of Research Gap 
(Chapter 6) 

4 Tools and Mechanism to Provide Solution 

Case Study I Case Study 2. - 
(Chapter 9) (Chapter 10) 

Evaluation of Research, Novelty, Summary of Contributions, Conclusion an 
Recommendation for Future Work 

Figure 2-3: Structure of Thesis 
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2.4.1 Background and Scope 
The background and scope of this thesis is comprised of two chapters (1) Context 

Setting and (2) Scope of Research, which establish the research domains and objectives. 
The first chapter sets the context and overviews the challenges faced by today's 
industries and identify the importance of 1' nowledge Discovery Integrated Moderator 

Services for quick and semi-automated knowledge acquisition. It also provides a brief 

objective of this research. Chapter 2 presents the scope of research micluding the key 

research questions with problem areas and contribution areas of this thesis. 

2.4.2 Research Review, Leaming and Identification of Research 
Gap 

This part of the thesis consists of 4 chapters and presents a detailed literature review of 

the research domains mentioned in the above section. Based on the literature review and 

state-of-art findings, the existing research gaps are identified. Chapter 3,4, and 5 each 

contribute to the thesis in a different way by providing the necessary understanding and 
learning that enable the requirements of the proposed original research solution to be 

identified. Chapter 3 discusses the knowledge management systems for collaborative 

projects including EE, VE and VC). A special focus has been put on the Moderator 

services and their need for ongoing learning, automatic knowledge updating and creating 

new knowledge. In consequence, chapter 4 defines and identifies the different types and 

sources of knowledge and various systems used for knowledge management and 

knowledge acquisition processes. Furthermore, chapter 5 describes knowledge discovery 

and data mining, various tools and techniques for their application and different 

functionality requirements for knowledge discovery from structured as well as 

unstructured data. 

A detailed review of data miniýng applications in manufacturing identifies that operational 

databases of manufacturing can be used as a source to provide the moderator with a 

learning capability by discovering new knowledge. A novel text mining based sen-ii- 

automated approach has been applied to identify the research gaps in this domain. 

Therefore, this chapter supports the validity of proposed system. Based on the findings 

of chapter 3,4 and 5, chapter 6 identifies the research gaps and consolidates the focus of 

this research. 
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2.4.3 Research Solution and Experimentation 
This part of the thesis consists of four chapters describing the framework, design, 

development and demonstration of the proposed system. Chapter 7 proposes 
KOATING framework for Moderators and its integration with the state-of-art 

moderators called Universal Knowledge Moderator. An illustrative example of a 
knowledge discovery process from structured data in the context of an e-supply chain 

has been presented. Chapter 8 discusses the modelling of the proposed system using use 

case diagrams, class diagram, sequence diagram, activity diagrams, component diagram 

and deployment diagram. Furthermore, chapters 9 and 10 discuss 2 *industrial case studies 

illustrating how Knowledge Miners from the Knowledge Discovery Module can be used 

to extract knowledge from a variety of databases and sources. In chapter 9, the 

application of data mining and text mining on the Post Project Reports of construction 

projects has been demonstrated, whereas chapter 10 shows the enhanced capability of 

Moderators enabled by knowledge miners for awareness of business opportunities by 

discovering knowledge from invitation for tender projects. 

2.4.4 Conclusion and Future Work 
This part of the thesis consists of chapter 11, which evaluates the proposed research, 

discusses its novelty, summarizes the contribution, and concludes the thesis with 

recommendations for future work. 
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3 
Knowledge Management System 

for Collaborative Projects and 
Moderators 

During the exploratory period of this research, the author surveyed the literature in 

the area of various types of collaborative projects, architectures, decision support 

systems, ftameworks and knowledge management systems to support collaborative 

projects. This chapter presents a summary of selected research in the problem 

domain areas. It also illustrates the evolution of Moderators ftom conception in 1996 

to current state of the art. 
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3.1 Collaborative Projects: Types 
Coming toTetber is a beginning, Keepin getber ispro g to gress, working together is success 

Henry Ford 
Collaboration between suppliers, manufacturers, and retailers is the key to success and 

can increase the number of satisfied customers by reducing lead times, improving service 
levels, decreasing cost and coping with unpredictable markets. Individual companies 

work together to form inter-enterprise networks across the product value chain. 
Collaboration between companies can facilitate both strategic and operational foci, 

allowing individual team members to exploit their core competencies, in turn 

strengthening the supply chain. Recent developments show that collaboration in 

manufacturing exists in many forms. Next, the author briefly describes some of the 

various kinds of collaborations such as collaborative product design, collaborative 

product development, CPFR, virtual factory, extended enterprises, virtual enterprise, and 

virtual organizations etc. that exists among enterprises. 

In the 1990s, to meet the increased demand of mass customization, reduce product 
development time, and cutback product costs, the traditional approach of sequential 

product development was increasingly replaced by the collaborative product 
development approach. This approach comprises a multidisciplinary concurrent 

engineering approach in which organizations need to draw together representatives from 

all areas of the enterprise and to include suppliers who he outside the enterprise. Some of 

the major issues faced by the companies include [35-37]: (1) understanding the 

customer's needs and meeting those needs by new product development (2) 

development of database models and intelligent problem solving systems (3) 

development of optimization strategies for evaluating manufacturing alternatives and 

tradeoffs for balanced designs (4) identification of problems and misunderstandings 

during design processes to avoid rework at later stages. 

The success of the Collaborative Planning Forecasting and Replenishment process model 

(CPFR) developed by the Voluntary Inter-Industry Standards (VICS) association has 

already been proved by supply chain giants like Procter and Gamble, Wall-Mart and 

Kimberley Clark. CPFR is a type of collaboration where two or more parties in the 

supply chain jointly plan a number of promotional activities and work out synchronised 

forecasts, on the basis of which the production and replenishment processes are 

determined [7]. 



The concept of Virtual Factory (VF) and Virtual Manufacturing (VM) has emerged as a 
result of an increasing need for collaboration. In the late 1990s, the VF was a 
collaborative project (Virtuelle Fabrik) between 30 companies in Europe to develop new 

entrepreneurial solutions to gain competitive advantage for their industrial region 
through dynamic cooperation [182]. The basis for the creation of the VF was reliable 
behaviour among partners With "accepted rules of the game" and "defmed roles and 

responsibilities" that individuals will play in the VF. Six different kinds of roles were 

assigned to the members such as broker, competence manager, project manager, 
in/outsourcing manager, network coach and auditors. In contrast, the target of the global 
VM project (TELEflow) in Europe was to develop a set of tools and methods to serve 

emerging market opportunities by dynamic configuration of resources and competencies 

in a global network [183]. Since European manufacturing companies are smaller in size in 

comparison to USA and Asia, they frequently have to choose a cooperative strategy to 

achieve global presence. The value system (VS) concept was used to represent the 

strategic network of globally distributed partners. The methods and tools developed for 

the design of VS encompass 4 views: namely, re-engineering the business system, 
information and communication technology, strategy based redesign of logistics, and 

organizational culture. The VS consists of 5 phases: (1) VS pre-phase, (2) VS 

Configuration, (3) VS Design, (4) VS Operation and (5) VS Disbandment. A detailed 

discussion about the functioning and concepts of VF and VM are detailed in [8]. 

Extended enterprise (EE) and virtual enterprise (VE) have evolved as advanced forms of 

collaboration to characterise the global supply chain. 

ExtCnded Enterpdse. An EE can be viewed as a kind of "enterprise" which is 

represented by all those organizations or parts of organizations, customers, suppliers, 

retailers and sub-contractors, who contribute to the production and delivery of the 

product to the end user. It includes both the inbound supply chain and out bound 

logistics chain. The EE networks the activities of a number of entities to produce and 

market products and services. Therefore, it is important to have available advanced 

information and telecommunication mechanisms, such as network computing, to 

support the EE. The success of an EE largely depends on the efficiency and speed with 

which information is shared and managed between the partners. The major 

characteristics of an EE in the context of the coordination of relationships and 

communication between partners are delineated as follows [13]: 
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The manufacturing enterprise focuses on its core business and technical activities and 
outsources non-core business activities to outside suppliers and other service 
providers. Outsourcing encourages both the manufacturer and its suppliers' 
competitive ability and enhances their mutual dependency. 

The manufacturer in a manufacturing centred EE develops long term relationships 

with key customers and treats them as important business partners beyond the 

product life cycle. 

Methods, business processes and technologies are available to support the partners 
for coordination and seamless information integration in the EE. 

Virtmd Enterpiise. The VE may be defined as a formal but temporary collaboration 
between autonomous partners to conceive, design, market, manufacture, and deliver a 

specific product (or a range of products). Partners remain independent and possibly 

competitive in all other activities than those related to the product. In a VE, each 
intermediate stage is a supplier to its adjacent downstream stage and a customer to its 

upstream stage. Although the participants in the chain can play various roles, all their 

relationships are limited to supplier and customer roles. An open fast communication 

mechanism is essential for the companies entering into VE network activities, allowing 

members to jointly forecast, develop, produce, synchronize and deliver their product or 

services, and anticipate dynamic customer requirements. Some of the features for a VE 

are delineated as follows [9,13]: 

9 Collaboration on the selected product is close, well coordinated and open so as to 

have the agility to maximize the exploitation of the product. 

Partners may or may not collaborate on any other products. Indeed, it may be 

possible that they will be competitors for different products or services. This implies 

a need for confidentiality, mitigating against the need for openness noted above and 

therefore, complicating collaboration issues. So not all the information can be shared. 

The life cycle of a VE is limited to that of the product or service only and partners 

have no obligation beyond that. 

Partners may join or leave the chain as the product life cycle progresses. 

The selection of VE partners including the initial design and formation of 

consortium is also an important issue. 
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Virtual Organization (VO): Virtual organization is a concept similar to a virtual 

enterprise, comprising a set of (Legally) independent organizations that share resources 

and skills to achieve the VO's mission/goal, providing to the outside world a set of 

services and functionality as if they were one organization, but a VO is not limited to an 

alliance of for profit making enterprises [184]. A VE is therefore a particular case of a 
VO. However, the terms VO and VE are generally used interchangeably by the research 

community. Similarly, VO Breeding environment (VBE) and Virtual Enterprise Network 

(VEN) are interchangeably used by the research community to represent an association 
(also known as cluster) or pool of organizations and their related supporting institutions 

that have both the potential and the will to cooperate with each other through the 

establishment of a "base" long term cooperation agreement and interoperable 

infrastructure. A VO may often be short-lived e. g., a team works together to complete a 

project taking a few weeks, whereas a VEN has a longer life probably stretching over 

several or more years. Several VOs can be formed from the pool of a VEN. Each VO 

can consist of a different groupings of members selected from a VEN. During the life 

span of a VEN, several VOs can be created or disbanded. These VOs may or may not 
follow a similar collaboration structure or pattern [30,31,180]. 

VO Lifecycle, from the knowledge requirement point of view, the life cycle of a VO can 

be divided into four distinct stages as: (1) VO Pre-creation, (2) VO Creation (3) VO 

Operation and (4) VO Termination. These stages are briefly discussed below: 

0 VO Pre-Creation: This stage involves the creation of a collaboration pool or VEN by 

prospective SMEs With the objective to collaborate with the members by offering its 

services when a new business opportunity arises. This stage also requires a 

cooperation agreement, establishing business rules, setting up an infrastructure and 

building trust between the members. During this period, a mechanism is required to 

raise the awareness of business opportunities. This might be on the basis of the core 

competencies of company and the complementary competencies of the collaborating 

companies. 

VO Creation: at this stage a VO is created by a strong partnership between a group of 

companies to respond and make decisions related to the business opportunity 

identified. At this stage, a knowledge management framework is required to raise the 

awareness of issues that may benefit or hinder the creation of the VO. 
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Table 3-1: Comparative study of various types of collaboration 

Virtual Factory Virtual Extended Virtual Enterprise 
Manufacturing Enterprise 
(Value System) 

Strategic issue Stronger long term Stronger short Stronger long term Stronger short 
objective term objective objective term objective 

Partnerships Manufacturing Short term Long term Temporary 
purpose System Design cooperation to business working together 

deliver services cooperation to deliver product 
across all phases of or services 
product life cycle 

Organizational Stable Smaller companies Stable organization Dynamic 
stability organization. with advanced of companies organization of 

competence across the product companies with 
management value chain core competencies. 

Partner Temporary Temporary and Trust and mutual Temporary and 
relationships dynamic dependence for dynamic 

long term 

Boundaries Short term Limited to product The distinctions The distinctions 
and services for between between 

short term. responsibilities of responsibilities of 
the individual the individual 
enterprises are enterprises are 
fully blurred partly blurred 

resulting in a single resulting in a single 
EE for long term. VE for short term. 

Organization type Manufacturing Frequent project Product value Frequent project 
organization or niche market chain based or niche market 

based based 

Co-ordination of Main 6 defined roles and Usually Frequently a 
partnerships manufacturing responsibilities manufacturer broker manages 

company manages the the co-operation. 
partnerships 

Information and Modelling and Sophisticated ICTs Facilitated and Operation 

communications simulation tools enabled by ICT depends on 
technology (ICf) sophisticated ICTs 

Support during life Fully Partly Fully Partly/fully 

cycle 

0 VO Operation: this stage is often termed as the actual project period whereby the 

conceptualization to the delivery of the product or services to the customers is 

achieved within a promised time window. In terms of knowledge requirements, a 

set of functionalities need to be performed at this stage, including evaluating task 

status, indicating conflicts, identifying problem areas sharing knowledge between 

partners, addition or replacement of partners, evaluation of the project, 

improvement of project operations etc. 
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0 VO Termination: This is the last stage of the VO lifecycle wheil it has completed 
it's task by delivering product/ services to the customer and therefore it 
terminates. In terms of knowledge requirements, the "shared" knowledge is no 
longer needed in its shared form. Each company has gained knowledge through 
its experience or learning as part of the VO. There is a potential to learn from the 

operational databases of the coUaborating firms to improve the process in future 

projects. In addition, mechanisms are required to capture the lessons learned 

knowledge. 

Based on the aforementioned review of several types of collaborations and author's 

perception, a comparative study of various types of collaboration is presented in Table 

3-1. 

In this manner, one can see that the knowledge management frameworks are key to the 

success of collaborative projects of various forms. 

3.2 Knowledge management Systems to Support 
Collaborative Projects. 

In the era of knowledge economy and knowledge-based competition, an organization 

must be able to secure various types of knowledge assets and maximize their strategic 

values [3]. Collaborative pro)ects within organizations or between organizations not only 

share the work based on each member's expertise, but also achieve a seamless 
information flow among the collaborative partners. K nowledge sharing is proven to 

improve the productivity and the decision quality of the participating organizations. 
Therefore, management of knowledge is essential and critical to achieve effective 

collaboration during a project [10]. 

Generally people from different disciplines, experiences and backgrounds try to work 

together in a collaborative project. There is a potential for misunderstanding or lack of 

awareness of the needs and interdependencies of each of the individual contributors. The 

importance of awareness and understanding of other partners' requirements in 

collaborative projects was highlighted in the mid 1990s. In this context, the development 

of Mediator was one of the earliest works by Gaines [11]. Mediator is an open 

architecture-based information and knowledge support system for geographically 

dispersed manufacturing processes from requirements through design, engineering, 

production, to maintenance and recycling. It has been implemented on the World-Wide 
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Web to provide a powerful tool for the support of the virtual manufacturing enterprises. 
At this time, the Engineering Physical Science Research Council (EPSRC) funded the 
MOSES project, in the UK which also introduced the concept of a specialist intelligent 

software system called a "Moderator". The "Moderator" system increases understanding 

and awareness in concurrent engineering teams [12]. 

Now a days, enterprises are moving from self-centered close enterprises to open 

networked enterprises such as VE and EE [13]. Frecon and Nou [14] developed a 
distributed virtual environment to support collaborative work 'in teams that are 

geographically scattered. They supported synchronous as well as asynchronous group 

collaboration. Zhou [15] presented a distributed information system architecture using 
CORBA and STEP standards to overcome the heterogeneity of partners and promote 

standardization respectively for VE. In a research project partly funded by the European 

commission, Slade [16] discussed the application of an extensible ontology as a principle 
for integrated information, knowledge management and knowledge sharing among 

geographically distributed collaborators of an EE. However, they mainly focussed on 

sharing, organization, interrelation, and visualization of documents for team members. 

Shafiel [17] proposed a multi-enterprise collaborative conceptual Enterprise Resource 

Planning (ERP)- Decision Support System (L)SS) to maximize the intelligence density, 

improve the quality and visibility of information and to achieve the foundation for multi- 

enterprise collaboration. Panteh [18] developed a framework for understanding the 

dynamics of trust and conflict within the context of virtual Inter-organizational 

arrangements. Ahn [19] presented a knowledge context model to facilitate the use of 

contextual information in virtual collaborative work. The benefits of this were suggested 

as evolutionary accumulation of knowledge aligned with collaborative activities, C1 C? 
supporting the virtual team lifecycle, improving the understanding and searching the 

knowledge for similar context. A new software system called IntehTeam is developed 

based on a web-based collaborative system framework using a multiple perspective 

approach [20]. It consists of a group decision-making approach, many multiple criteria 

decision-making techniques, an intelligent system and advanced communication systems 

such as mobile e-services3 wireless application protocol etc. Misono [21] proposed a 

distributed collaborative decision support system based on semantic web service 

technology to achieve the collaborative goal. 

, ge TecbnoloTies Interdisci linary Research Coflaboration In the UK3 the Advanced Knowled lp 

(AE-TIRC) was k7.6 Million project funded by EPSRC to develop knowledge 
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management technologies as part of the e-science initiative on grid computing. 
Collaborative Advanced Technologies in the Grid (CoAl-ý'MnG) anins to support 
distributed scientific collaboration by integrating meeting spaces, ontology annotated 
media streams from online meetings, decision rationale and group memory capture, 
issues handling, planning and coordination support, constraint satisfaction and rationale, 

and instant messaging presence [22]. 

Collaboration is the centrepiece of product development processes and involves 

multidisciplinary teams, functions and heterogeneous tools. Balasubrarniniam [23] viewed 

new product development as a knowledge sensitive activity and identified problems 

associated with knowledge management issues of new product development by cross 
functional collaborative teams. They developed a prototype system that met the problem 

requirement and captured and managed tacit and explicit process knowledge and 
implemented it on a case study. Huang [24] proposed workflow management as a 

mechanism to facilitate team work in the collaborative product development 

environment where remote web-based decision support systems (TeleDSS) are 

extensively used by geographically distributed team members. Agents were delegated to 

manipulate the TeleDSS, share input and output data, and request remote services on the 

behalf of users. More recently, Mihaela [25] proposed a multi-resolution collaborative 

architecture (MRCA), based on a multi-agent co-ordination mechanism, as a web centric 

co-operative application in global manufacturing. The versatility of the proposed 

architecture and its recursive replication at all levels of resolution within the collaborative 

application were illustrated on a supply-chain example. Rodriguez and AI-Ashaab [26] 

proposed a web based knowledge driven collaborative product development system 

architecture to facilitate the provision of knowledge involved in product development. 

They detailed the research issues and industrial requirements for such a system. The 

implementation of the proposed system has been illustrated using a case study of an 

injection moulded product. 

Recently, the Decision Support Systems (DSS) journal published a special issue dealing 

with knowledge management and collaborative work related issues in electronic 

business, such as organizational memory, virtual collaborative work, knowledge map, 

trust and conflict, intelligence of team, group support argumentation and distribution 

network optimization [10]. However, none of the work discussed above dealt with the 

knowledge discovery issues to aid the decision making process in a collaborative projects. 
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The concept of knowledge discovery based on semantic web technology has been 

applied in very few e-collaborative projects. Scotney [27] provided a flexible method of 
knowledge discovery from semantically heterogeneous data, based on the specification of 
ontology mapping. Wen [28] used web robots to discover the latest knowledge on the 

internet for better service of collaborative design. XML is used to make this system more 

efficient. Numata et al [29] dealt with the knowledge conversion between and within tacit 
knowledge and explicit knowledge in new product development. They also provided an 
internet service for knowledge discovery and sharing for the development of an 
information system for knowledge amplification. However, these researches have 

focused on knowledge learned for distributed data processing and therefore do not cover 

the collaborative project issues and Moderator technology. 

The European Collaborative networked Organizations LEADership initiative 

(ECOLEAD) was an "integrated project" funded by the European Con-nnission within 

the 6 th Framework Programme and involved 20 partners across 14 European countries. 
ECOLEAD allned to create the strong foundations and mechanisms to establish the 

most advanced collaborative and network-based industry society in Europe. It suggested 

that M 10 years time, most enterprises will be part of some sustainable collaborative 

network that will act as a breeding environment for the formation of dynamic VOs 

capable of responding to fast changing market conditions. ECOLEAD mainly addressed 

the most fundamental and interrelated focus areas that form the basis of the dynamic 

sustainable networked organization, including the VBEs, dynamic VOs and the 

professional virtual community. ECOLEAD results claim to provide a set of tools to 

support various networked organizations. The set consists of a Dynamic VO creation 

assistance tool, a VO collaboration and performance measurement tool, a contract 

negotiation wizard tool, a VO management e-service tool, a collaborative problem 

solving support e-services tool, an advanced collaboration platform for professional 

virtual communities tools etc. [30,311. A detailed discussion has been published in 

research papers including [32,33]. However, so far, none of the published literature as an 

output of this project deals with the knowledge discovery issues to support collaboration 

in an industrial context [34]. 

Extensive work has been carried out to provide solutions for collaborative and 

distributed product development. Li and Qiu [35] reviewed collaborative product 

development related works from three aspects (1) Visualization-based collaborative 

systems (2) Co-design Collaborative Systems and (3) Concurrent engineering-based 
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collaborative systems. Based on the review of 130 papers, they concluded that the major 
issues for future collaborative system development are as follows: 

" Integration of various collaborative manners and systems. 

" Security and interoperability of collaborative systems. 

Efficient learning and sharing of knowledge and information for multiple application 
domains. 

Current web technologies, such as the internet, intranets and extranets provide the 

platform independence needed for users to share data and information at any time within 

global network collaborations. However, the enormous amounts of heterogeneous data 

generated through globally distributed partners make it increasingly difficult to share and 

exchange information. In addition, none of the literature reviewed by Li and QiU [35] is 

effectively used the "new knowledge" generated during the collaborative working. There 

is still a lack of support for the collaborative team members to analyze their operational 
data to generate potential knowledge for mutual support of the collaboration. 

In addition, there is no doubt that considerable antagonism based on mutual distrust 

exists between the team members and a number of difficulties such as lack of awareness 

of each other's activities acts as a barrier to good collaboration between partners. The 

manifestation of distrust, lack of awareness, cooperative difficulties and distributed 

decision-making for own goal achievement, increase the risk of highly expensive 

conflicts. 

The concept of Moderators was introduced to support collaboration and team working 

and to address the above mentioned issues. The main function of Moderators is to 

support the collaborative working team by raising the individual members' awareness of 

the needs and experiences of the other team members. Moderators have been 

successfully demonstrated in both the product design and manufacturing system design 

domains. The following section, describes the journey of Moderator from its first 

application supporting product design to the current state of the art supporting globally 

distributed partners on the semantic web. 

3.3 Moderator Technology: History and Background 
Moderators support global organizations and project teams working on a collaborative 

project to achieve their goals whilst reducing remoteness arising from distributing the 
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team and improving the exchange of information between team members at different 

physical locations. Moderators support individuals to perform their individual toles from 

positions of strength and improve understanding through raised awareness of the needs 
of other contributors. A Moderator monitors an active project and alerts those 

collaborative team members who might be affected to changes in an object of interest. 

To date, all Moderators have been designed and implemented as modular specialist 

software systems, consisting of a moderation module, multiple expert modules and a 
knowledge acquisition module [36]. The development of Moderator Technology has 

been carried out in three phases. 

3.3.1 Engineering Moderator (EM) 
The concept of EM was first proposed in the MOSES (N4odel Oriented Simultaneous 

Engineering System, 1992-1995) research project as a support tool for design project 

teams [5]. It acted as coordinating software and addressed the fundamental requirements 
for the provision of support for a design team working in a concurrent engineering 

environment, by encouraging and facilitating communication between team members 
[12,37,43]. The MOSES architecture was based on the use of two information models, a 

product model and a manufacturing model, which could be accessed by an open set of 

application programs via an integration environment. More information about product 

model and Manufacturing model can be found in [38,39] & [40] respectively. Design for 

Function and Design for Manufacturing were the application areas particularly studied 
during the MOSES project [41,42]. 

The Engineering Moderator (EM) was included as a specialist manager or coordinating 

application, whose role was to drive concurrency within the MOSES system. To identify 

and signal conflicts in product design within the MOSES system, the EM needed to be 

capable of performing following operations [43]. 

0 To promote communication and negotiation between design experts. 

9 To identify that a significant problem may have occurred in the design. 

* To determine the course of action to be followed when a problem was identified. 

9 To maintain communication between interested design experts until the conflict of 

interest was resolved. 
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To raise awareness between members of the design team, the EM needed knowledge 

about the individuals within the team, for example, who they were, what elements of the 

design they were interested in and could contribute to. The EM stored knowledge in an 

adaptable format that could potentially work within different database applications. 

As shown in Figure 3-1, the structure and content of all the three versions of Moderator 

mainly comprised of three main moderator's knowledge areas, Expert Module (EM), 

Knowledge Acquisition Module (KAM) and Moderation Module (MM). A flexible 

knowledge representation structure was therefore needed to support the implementation 

of these three knowledge types. The structure that was designed and developed was 

called the 1, '-nowledge Representation Model (IýR. M) [12,37,431. Each element of 

knowledge from the simplest expression to the complex expert module shown in Figure 

3-1, was designed as an object, which could interact with other knowledge objects. 

Storing the knowledge as persistent objects within the Object Oriented Data Base 

(OODB) enabled the Moderator to operate with a high level of flexibility in different 

computing environments. The details of these knowledge areas are discussed below: 
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Moderators consist of multiple expert modules where each expert module represents the 

expertise of an individual member of a team such as an expert in manufacture, an expert 
in design and so on. The key knowledge content of each expert module comprises of: 

9 Personal Profile Detail: This includes the name or identifier by which the design expert 
is known in the system, the expert's contact details, type of design expert, e. g. human 

or software, other information about role or purpose, etc. 

Main Desz: *gn Giteria: This includes design items of particular interest. The main 
design criteria could also be thought of as which variables in the design are 
determined by, influence or constrain an individual design expert. This knowledge 

must be structured to enable the EM to decide whether or not design experts would 
be interested in the design step which has been taken and to assess the level of 
interest. It helps to decide whether a particular expert should be consulted and 

whether the design expert is likely to be able to identify any problems within the 

design, resulting from the change that has been made. 

Communication metbods: This contains the information required to enable the EM to 

commun1cate with the design experts. 

Kn o We dge A cq uisition Mo dule (KAM) 

The KAM provides the Moderator with all the knowledge that it requires to create, 

update and remove knowledge during the course of its operation. Part of the 

functionality of the KAM is to add new design expert's modules to the EM whenever a 

new team member joins the design team. The content of this module can also be 

modified at any time as the project progresses. Also the knowledge required about a 

design expert should be captured in whatever way best suits the design expert's 

requirement, since the best approach depends on the specifics of the problem [44]. 

Moderation Module (MM) 

In all the three phases of moderators' development, the major function of the MM is to 

identify the potential conflicts and to perform moderation activities. The MM operates 

continuously throughout the design project as changes to the design need to be examined 

to assess if any potential problem may be occurring. When a change is identified, the MM 

records it and does a quick check of the information stored for each EM to see if it is 

possible that the change may be significant to one or more of the team members. If the 

MM finds that the change is potentially significant, the moderator takes the further step 
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of processing all the knowledge it has about the particular team member to which the 

change applies. Using all these sources of potential Mformation, the Moderator will 
determine whether it is necessary to communicate with any of the other team members. 

The MOSES design environment restricted the applicability of the Engineering 

Moderator by requiring the contributors to share a single object oriented database but 

did enable the feasibility of a Moderator to be demonstrated. The major sources of 
information provided for this section about MOSES project and EM are [5,12,36,43]. 

3.3.2 Manufacturing Systems Engineering Moderator 
The second phase of Moderator technology was started in the late 1990s during the 

IMS/ESPIRIT funded MISSION (Modelling and Simulation Environment For Design 

Planning and Operation of Globally Distributed Enterprises, 1998-2001) research project 
for manufacturing system design [4,45]. The Manufacturing System Engineering 

Moderator (MSEM) was designed as a intelligent support system to monitor design 

decisions, evaluate their significance to individual project members and con-nnunicate 

them to any team members deemed necessary [51]. Methods for Manufacturing System 

(MS) design are not well understood or documented, although substantial amount of 

work exists in the parallel field of enterprise and manufacturing system modelling [41, 

47-50]. 
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Designing a manufacturing system is a complex task and requires expertise from many 
different disciplines such as process selection, equipment selection, facility layout and 
many others to design or modify the system successfully [36]. 

The Mission project examined the process of designing a multi-site, globally distributed 

manufacturing system. The general goal of the research was to support the 

manufacturing system engineering (MSE) process by integrating the simulation and 

intelligent support system MSEM within manufacturing system design and operation as 

shown in Figure 3-2. The primary function of the MSEM was to support globally 
distributed MS design and enhance the degree of awareness, cooperation and 

coordination between members of the team within the MISSION environment. The 

basic functionality of the MSEM remained same as the EM. Additional necessary 
functionality for the MSE Moderator can be identified through examination of the 

activities in the moderation process. Like EM, MSEM mainly consists of three modules 

as briefly described below: 

MSE Design Agent Module. In the MISSION project, the term "MSE Agent" is used 

to refer to each combination of engineer(s) and supporting software perfornuing an 
identifiable function in order to contribute to the developing MSE Design. Primarily, the 

knowledge of each MSE Agent is structured using the class Design Agent Module. Each 

DAM contains some static information about the MSE Agent, such as their name, 

contact details and the objects in which they seem to interest. The DAM is also linked to 

a knowledge base, which provides detailed knowledge for the MSE Moderator to use 

when determining whether an MSE Agent is interested in a particular change. Here it is 

important to mention that with advances in agent technology, the perception and 

definition of Agent changes. Therefore, the expert module has been used in recent 

versions of moderator to perform the same function. The content and structure of DAM 

remain same as the EM. The prototype implementation of MSE Moderator makes use of 

the flexible KRM concept [51], enabling knowledge about each MSE Agent's areas of 

interest. 

The developing design is shared between Moderator and project contributors through 

the MSE lnterýyration Inftastructure. As described in the MISSION pro*ect fmal report 

D24 [4], the Mission concept was embodied using the MISSION Modelling Platform 

(MMP). In the prototype MMP, *information relating to the manufacturing system being 
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designed was stored in an Oracle database. Access and sharing of the database was 
orchestrated and supported by an MSE agent called Information Manager (IM). 

MSE Knowledge Acquisition Module. The content and functionality of 1ý', -AM remain 

same as in EM. The MSEM must be able to acquire knowledge that is applicable to an 

enterprise, including the knowledge of all current MSE Design agents participating in the 

project. The processing of knowledge is achieved by message passing between instances 

of various classes, including Rule set, Rule, Condition and Action objects as shown 
in. Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3: Knowledge Acquisition Module [511 

MSE Design Moderation Module. The moderation process was activated whenever a 

design decision is made. The maldng of a design decision was identified by a change 

being made to the design information within the shared database. In the prototype 

MISSION system whenever a change was made to the information held in the shared 

(Oracle) databases administrated by the Information Manager, the moderation process 

begins. The shared MISSION information model, managed by the IM, facilitated the 

communication activities in the MMP through the provision of communication message 

class objects which can be passed between the Moderator and MSE Agent through the 

MSE Infrastructure. The MSE Moderator also knew how to contact each MSE Agent. 

Hence the MSEM was able to communicate the detection of possible conflicts to all 
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MSE Design Agents who were needed to resolve the conflict. The MSEM remalned in 

touch with the MSE Agent until the conflict is resolved. 

More detailed information of MSEM can be found in [4,36,51,52]. 

3.3.3 Extended Enterprise/E-Supply Chain Moderator 
The third phase of the work extended the Moderator technology to make it applicable to 

extended enterprises, virtual enterprises and E-supply chain (E-SCM)[53] environments. 
It enhanced the semantic interoperability and reuse of knowledge resources within 

globally extended manufacturing teams or E- Supply Chain Management [55]. 

Heterogeneity of data causes a major problem in sharing and exchanging the information 

within a VE. The three most general heterogeneity problems among the multi database 

community are as mentioned below [36]. 

Syntax: Le. data format heterogeneity. 

Structure: e. g. schema heterogeneity in RDBs and OODBs. 

Semantic heterogeneity: e. g. differences or similarity in the meaning of data between 

the different component databases. 

It is an important requirement to make design knowledge effectively accessible and 

sharable across virtual enterprise team members, by using an explicit and wen defmed 

terminology [54]. The adoption of "semantic web" technologies, like ontologies, content 

metadata and reasoning about conceptual knowledge, have been investigated by Lin et al 

[55]to support a variety of the essential activities of evolving MSE Moderator knowledge 

management including knowledge retrieval, storage, sharing and moderation. 

Lin and Harding [56] proposed an MSE Ontology Model to provide a common 

understanding of manufacturing related terms and therefore to enhance the semantic 

interoperability and reuse of knowledge resources within the global extended enterprises. 

They used protege to automate the process of building domain specific knowledge 

acquisition and knowledge based systems. The MSE ontology defined in Lin's research 

has been converted into a formal ontology language, a resource description framework 

and a resource description framework schema, to serve as ontology metadata that may be 

used to create delete, modify and query the MSE ontology. A method of ontology 

inference was proposed by building sets of declarative mapping rules that could be 

applied to map all the shareable semantic metadata between the common MSE ontology 
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and any manufacturing system models to enable semantic and syntax integration [54,56, 
57]. The MSE Ontology model has been captured in seven top level classes (Prq1*ect, Flow, 
E-%-tended Enter prise, Enter pfise, Process, Resource, and Strate using the knowledge and : 9Y) 

experience published in manufacturing system information models [41,42,58-60]. A 
detailed study about classes, sub-class hierarchy and properties of the MSE meta data can 
be found in [6]. 

The main function of the EEMSEM is to coordinate expertise and to support the role of 
concurrency within the engineering activities of an mter-enterprise environment. Two 

major differences that exist between MSEM and EEMSEM are delineatedm Figure 3-4. 
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Figure 3-4: The architecture of EEMSE Moderator [551 

Design Information changes (including addition or deletion) are expressed 'in 

different languages and terrrunologies. 

Information or knowledge of what team participants consider as important aspects of 

the design (e. g. key variables or values) is expressed in different languages and 

terminologies. 

The first difference directly affects the EEMSEM's design mode-ration process and the 

second difference affects both the design moderation process and its knowledge 

acqwsition process. 
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The EEMSE Moderator operates on an open extranet-based platform to support the 
execution of globally distributed MSE web applications on the VAVW. It includes four 

major modules: Ontology Acquisition Module, Ontology Mapping Module, KAM and 
Design Moderation Module, as shown in Figure 3-4 [57]. 

The design of KAM and Design Moderation Module are broadly similar 111 
implementation to their counterparts in MSE Moderator in the MISSION Project, 
however details of all four modules are given below: 

Ontology Acquisition Module. The first step In developing the Ontology Acquisition 

Module (OAM) is to acquire the common ontology and metadata created by a particular 
VE team group. Additionally the common ontology should be extensible so that it can 
be changed as necessary when the structure of project team in the VE's or supply chain's 

environment is changed. Further details are available in [6], where the model is used to 
illustrate the manufacturing system domain and cover all the terminology aspects and 

needs for an e-SCM. [36]. 

Ontology Mapping Module: Ontology Mapping Module (OMM) enables an the 

participants' individual terminologies to be translated to the mediating metadata created 
in the OAM. In order to perform the semantic match translation, the initial step of the 

OMM is to solve the syntactical level heterogeneity by transforming an participants' 
information, presented in the different data formats, into a standard ontology format. 

Knowledge Acquisition Module. The functioning and content of KAM remains the 

same as in the very first Moderators. However, the KAM in the EEMSEM translates the 

knowledge into a neutral format to deal with any syntactic and semantic differences in 

the terminology that may be used by different project team members. This is achieved 

through the OAM and the OMM and then this knowledge about design experts can 

repose as mapped results in the Knowledge Rules Ontology Server, as shown in Figure 

3-5. 

Design Moderation Module: The Design Moderation Module (DMM) is used to assist 

and keep track of changes made to the MSE design and identify whether any current 

design experts may be interested in the change. The DMM should be activated whenever 

a change is made to any information that may be related to interests recorded in any 

design expert's module. These changes can then be passed through the translation 

process, through the OAM and the OMM and into the VE Ontology Server as shown in 

Figure 3-5. If information changes in the VE Ontology Server have been identified, the 
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DMM will be notified of the change and also connected to the I-, '-nowledge Rule 
Ontology Server which is needed for the moderation process of conflict detection [36]. 
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Figure 3-5: The structure of the KAM and DMM in the EEMSE Moderator 

3.4 Ongoing Development: Collaboration Moderator Services. 
The advancement of Moderator Technology continues with the recent seventh 
Framework Programme funded project "Supporting HighlY Adaptive Network 

Enterprise CollaboRation ThrouGh SemanticallY Enabled I-, '-nowledge Services" 

(SYNERGY). SYNERGY is a multi-miffion euro project funded by European 

conirmssion between 8 institutes and industries across Europe. The overall airn of 

SYNERGY is to enhance support of networked enterprises M the successful, timely 

creation of, and participation in, collaborative Virtual Organizations (VO). SYNERGY 

anns to provide an infrastructure and services to discover, capture, deliver and apply 

knowledge relevant to support collaboration throughout the life cycle of a Virtual 

Orgarnzation. The main objectives of this ongomg project are to [61]: 

0 provide semantically ontology based models of knowledge structures for 

collaboradve working; 

0 develop a self-oriented self-adaptive SYNERGY holistic solution for knowledge- 

based collaboration services; 
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facilitate the testing and evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency of this solution 

on industrial case studies. 

In order to contribute towards achieving the overall objective, advances are going on M 
Moderator Technology to design, specify and further develop Collaboration Moderator 

Services. The anns and objectives of collaboration Moderator services are [61]: 

raising awareness of potential business opportunities for user; 

alerting a user of short-falls in the competencies required to avail the user of the 
business opportunity; 

raising awareness if other users/partners are available with complementary or 

equivalent competencies to participate in exploiting the business opportunity; 

monitoring an active project and alerting changes in objects of interest to those 

project partners who might be affected by the changes. 

raising awareness of lessons learnt and updating knowledge, etc. 
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Figure 3-6: EVOIving Moderator Knowledge 
To achieve this) tools and methodologies are needed for acquiring, retaining and 

accessing the expanding range of knowledge within individual enterprises and in VOs to 

enhance the efficiency and productivity in collaboration and maximize the benefit of 

both long and short term knowledge sharing. Enterprise knowledge relevant to the 

Virtual organization life cycle of collaborative ventures will include, but is not limited to, 

(1) Enterprise Core competency, (2) process knowledge for VO formation, (3) Process 

knowledge for partner selection (4) VO operation management knowledge. Therefore, it 
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is necessary to identify, share and apply different types of knowledge between partners 
and often across industrial sectors to gain the competitive advantage in the market. 

3.5 Evolving Moderator Knowledge Areas 
In all the versions of Moderators, more sophisticated knowledge about all the partners in 

the collaborating team is required to accomplish the Moderator's objective. Moderator 
knowledge structuring, sharing and evolution become even more important when teams 

come together from different companies and different locations to create, operate and 

manage the virtual enterprise. In such circumstances, the core functionality of the 

moderator remains the same but its knowledge must be extended to provide greater 

understanding of the extended environment in which it is operating. Figure 3-6 shows 
the schematic representation for evolving moderator knowledge. More details of the 

evolving knowledge moderator areas can be found in [36]. 

In this manner, it can be seen that management of different kinds of knowledge are key 

to the success of the Moderator's functions. The quality of the support that any 
Moderator can provide is limited by its knowledge of team members' knowledge, as 

collected by the Knowledge Acquisition Module and stored in the Expert Module. To 

date, all the knowledge acquired for the Moderators has been provided by human experts 

after looking at their best practices or interviewing them. However, huge amounts of 

experience and expertise he within the databases' of manufacturing operations. 
Therefore, knowledge discovery for moderation as an identified research gap is key to 

this research [62]. To develop a framework to capture knowledge, one must know the 

definition of knowledge, its various types, its management and the systems used to 

capture the knowledge. The next chapter deals with these issues and reviews its 

applications. 
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4 
Knowledge: Types, Management 

and Acquisition 

During the initial phase of this research, the author explored issues related to 

knowledge, such as the definition of knowledge, the difference between data, 

information and knowledge, various types of knowledge, sources of knowledge, 

various ftameworks and techniques related to knowledge management applications. 

The knowledge acquisition process and the need o automated knowledge acquisition 

methodology such as knowledge discover to derive knowledge ftom data of various y 
kinds are core issues in this research. 
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4.1 Towards an Understanding and Definition of Knowledge 
Knowledge is Power 

Francis Bacon 
E-nowledge and expertise are arguably the most valuable assets of any organization. The 

power of knowledge is a very important resource for preserving valuable heritage, 

learning new things, solving intricate problems, creating core competencies, and initiating 

new situations for both individuals and organizations now and in the future. Liao [63] 

categorized knowledge as explicit and tacit and recognizes the creation of knowledge as a 

spiraling process of interactions between explicit and tacit knowledge [64]. There are 

many challenges for researchers entering the areas of knowledge management, 
knowledge sharing and artificial intelligence. Indeed there is not even agreement between 

researchers on "What knowledge is? ". Several authors have defined I-,, nowledge from 

various perspectives ranging from the practical to conceptual to the philosophical and 
from narrow to broad scope [65]. The following definitions are from a knowledge 

management (KNý perspective. 

9 Knowledge is information that has been organized and analyzed to make it 

understandable and applicable to problem solving or decision making - [66] 

I-,, nowledge encompasses the implicit and explicit restrictions placed upon objects, 

operation, and relationships along with general and specific heuristics and inference 

procedures involved in the situation being modeled -[67] 

Knowledge consists of truth and beliefs, perspectives and concepts, judgments and 

expectations, methodologies and know-how. - [68] 

Knowledge is the whole set of insights, experiences, and procedures that are 

considered correct and true and that therefore guide the thoughts, behaviors, and 

communication of people. -[69] 

Knowledge is reasoning about information and data to actively enable performance, 

problem solving, decision making, learning and teaching. -[70] 

The next section differentiates between data, information, and knowledge 
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4.1.1 Data, Information, and Knowledge 
Some people use the terms data, information and knowledge almost interchangeably, 

whilst others would consider data to provide less benefit and have less value than 
knowledge. Before proceeding to capture and manage knowledge, the difference between 

data., information and knowledge must be clarified. Spiegler [71] considered two models 

of knowledge, the first following a conventional hierarchy of data, information and 
knowledge and the second using a reverse hierarchy where knowledge precedes the data 

to information process. They defined a lifecycle of knowledge generation where a 

recursive and spiral model links the three. "Yesterday's data are today's information", and 

tomorrow's knowledge, which in turn recycles back through the value chain into 

information and then into data. They mentioned that the objective of data mining is to 

detect, interpret, and predict qualitative and quantitative patterns in data, leading to 

information and knowledýge. Any definition of knowledge must start from data and 

information. A parallel inference has been made that if data becomes *information when 

value is added, then information becomes knowledge when it adds insight, abstraction, 

and better understanding. 

Several authors [65] draw distinctions between data, information and knowledge as 

follows: 

1 Data 

2 Information 

3 Knowledge 

Facts, numbers, texts, images, or sounds (+ interpretation 

meaning + organized =) 

Formatted, filtered, and summarized data (+ action 

apphcation =) 

Instincts, ideas, rules) and procedures that guide action and 

decisions 

Aamodt and Nygard [72] discussed that the role of knowledge is to play an active part in 

the process of transforming data into information, deriving other jnformation and 

acquiring new knowledge. It can be summarized as follows: 

0 

0 

0 

To transform data into information - referred to as data interpretation 

To derive new information from existing- referred to as elaboration 

To acquire new knowledge - referred to as learning 
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Researchers have also classified knowledge into knowing-what and knowing-how. In 

conclusion, it can be summarized that knowledge is the production of new facts, or even 
that the production of new knowledge, is a recursive or reflexive process that is 

, infact, 

infinite. Such a model may be a partial melding of two knowledge models: data --+ 
information--+ knowledge, and the reverse hierarchy of knowledge preceding information 

and data. 

4.2 Types of Knowledge 
Generally knowledge can be categorized as follows [3,73]: 

ENpfiiýit knowled 
, ge. This is formalized knowledge, easily expressed as words and numbers, 

shared in the form of data, principles, procedures, facts, figures, rules or scientific 
formulas. This kind of knowledge can be readily transmitted between individuals formally 

and systematically. As knowledge becomes more explicit, it becomes more stable, more 

routinized, and thus less complex in terms of its observed behaviour. Explicitness moves 
knowledge away from the knowledge pole and towards the data pole [74]. Generally, 

explicit knowledge is associated with data through business processes, and they may be 

implemented in an enterprise formation system, through primitive operations such as 

create, read, update and delete (CRUD). However, as operations become more complex 

and subject to interpretation, they move away from the data pole towards the knowledge 

pole, and include complex processing algorithms. 

9 Tacit knowledýge includes experience, ideals, emotions, intuitions, and insights, and 

therefore is subjective and cannot be expressed. Tacit knowledge is demonstrated by the 

application of knowledge - the interrelationship between the content of knowledge and 

the associated behaviours, experiences, and feedback. Tacit knowledge has two 

dimensions: technical and cognitive. Technical knowledge is best described as a craft-like 

skill or "know-how". It is highly dependent on experience. Cognitive knowledge is 

composed of schema, values and beliefs. Tacit knowledge is the foundation of 

innovation and creativity - all knowledge originates as tacit knowledge in the heads of 

people. In terms of accessing the knowledge, Liebowitz [65] defined three stages of 

accessibility as follows: 

Txit (Human mind, Organization): Accessible indirectly only with difficulty through 

knowledge elicitation and observation of behaviour. 
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Implicit (Human mind, organization): Accessible through querymg and discussion, but 

informal knowledge must first be located and then communicated. 

o Exp&it (Documents, computer): readily accessible, as well as documented into 

formal knowledge sources that are often well organized. 

So(ial and Indhýdual knowledge. The social knowledge is shared, and may be either explicit 

or tacit. The most obvious kind of shared explicit knowledge is referred to as scientific 
knowledýge, which is generally available. But, knowledge may be both shared and tacit. This 

is known as communal knowledýge; its social and tacit dimensions arise from the fact that it is 

taken for granted among members of an organization. Individual knowledge is always 

tacit. An individual may be aware of his or her knowledge, known as conS67*Ous knowledTe, or 

take it for granted; in that case it is known as automatic knowledýge. Spender [73] suggests 

that competitive advantage arises from the interaction of the four types of knowledge 

(scientific, communal, conscious, and automatic). 

In recent decades, the conversion of data into information and knowledge, and managing 
knowledge has become important issues. The Knowledge Management (KM) community 
has developed several frameworks, architectures, methodologies, tools, functions, and 

real world implementations M terms of demonstrating KM technologies and applications. 

4.3 Knowledge Management 
KM involves the identification and analysis of required knowledge assets and knowledge- 

asset-related processes, subsequent planning, and finally, control of procedures, which 

are needed to develop both the assets and the processes in order to satisfy organizational 

goals [75]. X -M can establish routines for identifying knowledge, as well as supporting the 

experts who have possession of the knowledge [76]. KM recognizes the process of 

mapping out where knowledge resides and identifying the conditions that foster its 

generation and re-use. The definition of K. M, can be found mi "Knowledge Management 

Handbook" [65] and Harvard Business Review on "IC-nowledge Management", as wen as 

the recent review papers of [63,77,78,79,80,81]. 

As a part of KM research, the next section will focus on surveying knowledge 

management framework developments through a literature review. I'm technologies 

have been classified into seven categories. These are KM frameworks and applications, 

knowledge-based systems (KBS), information and communication technology (ICI), 

expert systems (ES) and applications, database technology and applications, modelling 
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and applications and knowledge discovery in databases together with their applications 

on different research and problem domains. 

4.3.1 Knowledge Management Frameworks and Applications 
Recently, researchers have developed a set of management definitions, concept activities, 

stages, circulations, and procedures, all directed toward dealing with objects in order to 
describe the framework of knowledge management as a KM methodology [65][78]. A 

conceptual framework presents KM as consisting of a repertoire of methods, techniques, 

and tools with four activities such as Review, Conceptualize, Reflect and Act, performed 

sequentially. Furthermore, Rubenstein-Montano et al [82] developed a systems thinking 
framework for KM, providing suggestions for what a general KM framework should 
include. Also, the emergence and future of 1,, '-M and its link to artificial intelligence has 

been discussed in [83]. 

Several authors including [84], [83], [85] have implemented I'm frameworks and 

methods for knowledge creation, knowledge assets, knowledge inertia methods and 

techniques, K. -M development and history, organization learning, organizational 
innovation, organization impact, intellectual capital, and strategy management. 

4.3.2 Knowledge based Systems and Applications 
The most common definition of a KBS is human-centred, highlighting the fact that I", BS 

have their roots in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) and that they attempt to 

understand and implement human knowledge in computer systems [86]. The four main 

components of KBS are usually distinguished as: a knowledge base, an inference engine, 

a knowledge engineering tool and a specific user interface [87]. On the other hand, the 

term KBS includes all the organizational information technology applications that may be 

helpful to manage the knowledge assets of an organization, such as Expert Systems 

(ESs), rule-based systems, groupware, and database management systems (DBMS) [88]. 

In the context of manufacturing, 1-c' BS have been applied on problem domains as shown 

in Table 4-1. Most of the researchers, as mentioned above, have identified the major 

challenges as follows with regard to I-, BS: 

0 How knowledge is used and produced within an organization 

0 What must be done so that KBS can earn their place as tools for K M? What 

technology do ICBS support? 
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9 How to implement KBS in a specific problem domain. 

Whilst the published literatures on knowledge based systems and applications is largely 

from acaderrucs sources, many of the projects represented in the following Table 4-1 are 

supported by industrial case studies and examples showing the research's industrial 

applicability. 

Table 4-1: Knowledge based ms and their industrial applications 
Knowledge based system 

and appEca tion 

Authors with year ofpubfication 

Engineering failure analysis [89] 

Production Management, [90] 

Decision support system [91] 

Knowledge management [92] 

Knowledge representation, [931 

Decision making and learning [94] 

Plant process control [95] 

Concurrent system design [96] 

Process Monitoring [97] 

Material Selection [98] 

Computer aided process planning [99] 

Customer support [100] 

Prediction [101] 

Mould design system [102] 

Concurrent engineering design [103] 

Project Management [104] 

Autonomous Vehicle planning [1051 

4.3.3 Information and Communication Technology 
An information and conununication technology (lC-f) infrastructure provides a broad 

platform for exchanging data, coordinating activities, sharing information and supporting 

globahzed commerce. The internet is a kind of ICT that can be combined with other 

network technologies and services such as Intranet, exttanet, virtual private network 

(VPN), and wireless web, to construct a digital environment to consistently create new 

knowledge, quickly disseminate it and embody it in an organization/ enterprise. [106] 

discussed the KM software tools of ICT in terms of their origin and applications. 
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ICT enables X-M activities for collaborative decision support, information sharing, 
organizational learning, and organization memory [107]. Now a day, ontology is an 
integral part of ICT which enables other types of knowledge integration through 
different representations of the same type of knowledge at different levels of 
formalization. 

4.3.4 Semantic Web Applications 
The semantic web has added a new level to web services [7]. The concept of the semantic 

web is, without any doubt, gaining attention in both industry and academia. It is defined 

as the conceptual structuring of the semantics of data in a machine readable way that 

enables web entities to interoperate with each other, dynamically discover resources, 

extract knowledge, and solve problems [7]. The declaration of domain knowledge in a 

machine readable way enhances the understandability of disparate information. Although 

the semantic web has been proposed as the way to provide machine understandable and 
interpretable semantics for computers, it is unable to provide a suitable infrastructure for 

interaction and encapsulation of processes and skills. Therefore, web services are needed 

to address these requirements directly by providing an interface for encapsulating and 

uniýýg the technologies. The concept of semantic web services was proposed for 

enabling a system automatically to discover, invoke, compose, and monitor the 

associated processes and system. Recently, semantic web services have received a great 
deal of attention for their ability to make interactions among firms more flexible and 

automated. They have been used to annotate the information available on the web for 

automated processing and information integration. Semantic web services have been 

used in the following research directions [7]: 

(a) Provide common syntax for machine understandable statements; 

(b) Establish common vocabulary; 

(c) Develop repository of computer manipulatable data having well defined semantics. 

A detailed review of Ontology and Semantic web applications in the context of 

manufacturing enterprise has been carried out. This work is accepted for publication [7] 

and an abstract of the paper is attached as appendix 1. 
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4.3.5 Expert Systems and Applications 
Expert Systems (ESs) are a branch of applied artificial intelligence. Expert systems are 
knowledge intensive computer programs that capture human expertise in a limited 
domain of knowledge [88]. Usually, ESs capture the human knowledge in the form of a 
set of rules. An ES can assist decision making by asking relevant questions and explaining 
the reasons for adopting certain actions. ESs for representing knowledge include 

knowledge based systems, rule based systems, knowledge frames, expert system shells, 
inference engines and case based reasoning [63,108]. Sometimes, ESs are integrated with 

other Al methods such as neural network, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithm and intelligent 

agents using their functions of automated reasoning and machine learning. Object- 

Oriented (00) technology provides an alternative approach to ESs that combines, 
through encapsulation, knowledge and procedures into a single object with specific 

procedures that operate on data, where the object combines data and program code. 
Object oriented programming leads the ES towards the fourth generation language, 

which provides a user friendly structure and environment. 

4.3.6 Database technology and Applications 
A database is a collection of data organized to efficiently serve many applications by 

centralizing the data and minimizing redundant data. A database management system 

may be defined as software that permits an organization to centralize the data, manage 

them efficiently, and provide access to the stored data by application programs. Large 

databases make knowledge computationally expensive. Therefore, modern database 

technologies need to process large volumes, multiple hierarchies and different data 

formats to discover in depth knowledge from large databases. These include multi- 

dimensional data analysis, online analytical processing, data warehouses, web and 

hypermedia databases. Recently, databases and architecture design have been used with 

other methodologies for implementing ontology creation heuristics, andintelligent agents 

into databases conceptual modelling and knowledge repository domains. Database 

technology has been applied in several domains including, hierarchical modelling, 

knowledge refinement, machine learning, error analysis, knowledge representation, 

knowledge discovery, database design, knowledge reuse, and web services [63]. 
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4.3.7 Modelling and Applications 
The modelling technology of X-M includes the quantitative methods for exploring the 
issues of knowledge discovery, knowledge classification, knowledge acquisition, learning, 

pattern recognition, artificial intelligence algorithms, and decision support. Some 

methodologies are presented as examples of fuzzy logic, including process modelling, 

cognitive modelling, pattern language, system dynamics, decision trees, knowledge value 

modelling, genetic algorithm/programming, intangible asset modelling, and 

mathematical modelling etc., [63]. Modelling technology has been recognized as an 

interdisciplinary methodology of Is'-M in order to build formal relationships With logical 

model design in different knowledge /problem domains. Modelling application areas of 
1,, '-M includes Knowledge discovery, knowledge classification, learning, business values, 

pattern languages, knowledge acquisition, cognitive modelling, value of knowledge, 

process reengineering, intellectual capital, intangible assets, and knowledge transforming 

etc. 

UML is generally used to write software blueprints that are used to model, specify, and 

visualize various types of software-intensive systems or its artefacts. It provides the 

ability to capture the characteristics of a system by using notations and several diagrams. 

UNIL diagrams could be adapted for developing knowledge-based systems [109]. Afshar 

[110] suggested that until now, the process of knowledge acquisition remains a great 

barrier in knowledge engineering. Hakansson [111] suggested Unified Modelling 

Language (UML) to represent the expert's domain knowledge, knowledge acquisition and 

related case studies M this area are rare. In addition, none of work reviewed in the 

domain of UML applications have modelled the automated knowledge acquisition 

systems. 

4.4 Knowledge Acquisition 
Knowledge acquisition is a key component of the 1,,, '-MS architecture. K nowledge 

acquisition includes the elicitation, collection, analysis, modelling, and validation of 

knowledge for knowledge engineering and 1CM initiatives. Any application constructed 

will depend directly on the quality of the knowledge acquired. Therefore, it is vital to 

determine where in the organization the knowledge exists, how to capture it, and how to 

disseminate it throughout the enterprise. Knowledge acquisition is the most expensive 

and challenging task in building and maintaining the knowledge in a I<MS due to 

elicitation of knowledge from human experts [112,113]. Knowledge acquisition is the 
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process of acquiring, organizing, and studying knowledge about a certain domain and 
transforming the knowledge into a computerized representation. An important part of 
the process concerning knowledge acquisition is identifying the sources of where to 

uncover and identify the rules, policies, procedures and practices applied to the domain. 

A detailed study of various knowledge acquisition technologies is given in [65]. 

4.4.1 Automated Knowledge Acquisition: Knowledge Discovery 
In the digital world, Enterprises capture and store large volumes of detailed data related 

to business processes, operation, design, manufacturing, sales, marketing and inventories 

etc., in real time. However, these collected data are commonly not exploited to their full 

potential. This potentially valuable knowledge resource is generally not thoroughly 

understood, reused or exploited. The current limited use of the accumulated data has led 

to the rich data but poor information problem. Existing databases generally contain large 

numbers of records and attributes that need to be simultaneously explored because of 

the possible relationships and interrelationships that may exist. The volume and/or 

complexity of such data generated make manual analysis impossible and therefore 

automated knowledge acquisition methodologies ate essential for knowledge to be 

extracted in a form that can benefit the business. Hence, knowledge discovery in 

databases and data minýing will become extremely important tools for manufacturing 

enterprises which can use them to derive knowledge from data [114]. The next chapter 

discusses knowledge discovery in different types of databases. 
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5 
Knowledge Discovery in 

Databases- Tools and Techniques 

This chapter discusses knowledge discover in databases (KDD) and differentiates itftom y 
data mining. It describes types of data mining, different functions, and tools and 

technique used for data mining, It reviews the existing literature in the domain of 

knowledge discovery applications in manufacturing, discusses text mining and reviews its 

application areas with a view to identifying the research gaps. 
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5.1 Motivation 
Necessio I'S the Mother of Invention. 

In recent years, knowledge discovery in database (KDD) and data minýg PM) have 

attracted a great deal of attention in manufacturing enterprises. The major reason for this 
is the wide availability of huge amounts of data and the need for turning these data into 

useful and novel information and knowledge. In the context of Moderator technology, 

the efficiency and effectiveness of decision making is largely dependent on the relevancy 

and accuracy of knowledge associated with it. One of the major problems identified in 

the earlier Moderator's research is the gathering of required expert knowledge manually 
by interviewing and inputting knowledge into a database to implement the Moderator 

system. The review in chapter 3 revealed that the Moderator system requires up to date 

knowledge and therefore [36] recommended that the Moderators need the capability of 

ongoing learning. I-, '-DD techniques can help In (semi-) automating the time consuming 

process of knowledge acquisition that is essential in the development of knowledge based 

system like Moderators. Automation would increase the speed and reduce the cost of 
development by decreasing the amount of time needed from experts and knowledge 

engineers. Implementation of 1--, DD tools and techniques also has the potential to 

uncover knowledge that might otherwise be overlooked by those involved in the 

knowledge acquisition process. Therefore, as mentioned in section 1.2 the research aims 

and objectives and section 6.2 as focus of this work, this research proposes that the 

Moderator system should be integrated with a knowledge discovery capability to provide 

an ongoing learning mechanism and identify the new knowledge necessary to enhance 

the awareness Within project teams. However, this is not a straightforward process due to 

the wide variety of tools, techniques and functions that are needed to perform KDD on a 

variety of structured and unstructured data. 

5.2 Knowledge Discovery in Databases and Data Mining 

5.2.1 KDD and Data Mining 
In the past, deriving knowledge from data has been given a variety of names such as data 

mining, knowledge extraction, information discovery, information harvesting, data 

,g in archaeology and data pattern processing. The term data minin has ostly been used by 

data analysts, statisticians and management information system communities. The term 
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KnowledTe Discoveg in Databases (KDD) was first coined at the first KDD workshop in 
1989 [115] to emphasize the fact that knowledge is the end product of data driven 
discovery. K DD refers to the overall process of discovering useful knowledge from data 

and data mining refers to a particular step in this multi step process. Data mining is the 

application of specific algorithms for extracting patterns from data [116]. The IK_DD 

process includes several pre-processing methods aimed at facilitating the application of 
the chosen data mining algorithm and post processing methods aimed at refining and 
improving the discovered knowledge. 

5.2.1.1 Interdisciplinary Nature of KDD 
1-,, 'DD is an interdisciplinary field, using methods from several research fields including 

machine learning, statistics, pattern recognition, databases technology, artificial 
intelligence, knowledge acquisition for expert systems, data visualization and high 

performance computing. The unifying goal is to extract high level knowledge from low 

level data from large data sets. The data mining component of KDD currently relies 
heavily on known techniques from machine learning, statistics and pattern recognition to 
find patterns from data in the data mining step of the KDD process. Therefore, the over 

all KDD process can be viewed as a multi-disc'Plinary activity that encompasses 

techniques beyond the scope of a single discipline such as machine learning or statistics. 
However, some authors [117,118] mentioned that statistics in particular has much in 

common with EMD. Knowledge discovery from data is fundamentally a statistical 

endeavour. Statistics provide a language and framework for quantifying the uncertainty 

that results when one tries to infer general patterns from a particular sample of an overall 

population. Thus, data mining is a legitimate activity as long as one understands how to 

do it correctly; data mining carried out without paying attention to the statistical aspect of 

the problems needs to be avoided. K DD can also be viewed as incorporating a broader 

view of modelling than statistics. K DD aims to provide tools to (serni) -automate the 

entire process of data analysis and the statistician's "art" of hypothesis selection. Another 

related field called data warehousing helps set the stage for ICDD by (1) collecting and 

cleaning the data and (2) providing access to the data. Another popular approach from 

data warehousing called Online Analytical Process (OLAP) focuses on simphfying and 

supporting multi dimensional data analysis, but the goal of EMD is to automate the 

process as much as possible. 
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5.2.1.2 Basic Definitions of KDD 
KDD is the nontrivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and 

ultimately understandable patterns in data [116]. Here, data are a set of facts F, and a 
pattern is an expression E in some language L describing a subset FF of the data or 
model F. E is called a pattern if it is simpler than the enumeration of all facts in F.. The 

term process implies that KDD comprises many steps such as data preparation, search 
for patterns, knowledge evaluation and refinement, all repeated in multiple iterations. A 

measure of certainty, measuring the novelty of discovered patterns, is a function C 

mapping expression in L to a partially or totally ordered measure space Mc. An 

expression in L about a subset F. (-- F can be assigned a certainty measure c=C (E, F). 

Another term in the definition novelty of patterns can be measured by a function N (E, 

Fý with respect to change in data or knowledge. Patterns found should potentially lead to 

some useful actions as measured by some utility function u=U (E, F) mapping 

expressions in L to a partially or totally measured space Mu. The unified goal of 1,, '-DD is 

to make patterns understandable to humans. This is measured by a function s=S (E, F) 

mapping expression E in L to a partially or totally measured space MS [119]. 

5.2.1.3 Desirable Properties of Discovered Knowledge 
Freitas [120] mentioned that the knowledge derived from the 1', '_DD process must satisfy 
three general properties namely, accurate, comprehensible and interesting. The 

discovered knowledge should therefore have a high predictive accuracy rate. In addition, 
discovered knowledge should be comprehensible for the user. Knowledge 

comprehensibility can be achieved by usMg high level knowledge representation. In the 

context of data mining, a popular representation is a set of IF-THEN rules. In the 

context of prediction, each rule is of the form: 

IF (some-conditions are safis zed) -f 

-f -- 
THEN (predict Mme-valueý orL an attribute) 

The third and important property called interestingness is usually taken as an overall 

measure of pattern value, combining validity, novelty, usefulness, simplicity and 

understandability, and can be expressed as i=I (E, F, C, N, U, S), which maps 

expressions in L to a measure space MI. Given these notions, a pattern ECL can be 

considered as knowledge if it exceeds some user specified threshold IG MI, i. e., I (E, F, 

C, N, U, S) > 1. A user can select some threshold ce Mc, and se Ms and uc Mu and 
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term a pattern E knowledge iff C (E, F) >c, and S (E, F)>s, and U (E, F) > u. As a 

matter of fact, knowledge in this definition is purely user oriented and domain specific 

and is determined by whatever function and threshold the user chooses. The role of 

interestingness is to threshold the huge number of discovered patterns and reports only 

those which may be of some use [1165 119]. 

Data mining is a step in the b'-DD process that consists of applying data analysis and 

discovery algorithms that under acceptable computational efficiency limitations produce 

a particular enumeration of patterns (or models) over the data. 
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Figure 5-1: The KDD process [116,1191 
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5.2.2 The KDD Process 
The overaH I-, '-DD process is oudined m Figure 5-1, which shows that the I-, '-DD process 

is interactive and iterative involving numerous steps and requiring several decisions to be 

made by the user [116,119]. 

ge: This i cludes understanding the application domain and Background knowled in 

relevant background knowledge related to the application area. It is also important 

to clearly identify the problem and determine the goal of the KIDD process from the 

customer's view point. 
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Data: The collection and selection of appropriate data includes the collection of raw 
data, selecting subsets of the data, and focussing on the set of variables which were 
most relevant to the problem. 

3 Pre-processiq:: This Mcludes the pre-processing of data such as noise removal, 
insertion of missing values and data cleaning. Data from the real world are often 
erroneous, incomplete and inconsistent, perhaps due to the operational errors or 

system implementation flaws. Therefore, such low quality data needs to be cleaned. 
Furthermore, data should be consolidated into forms appropriate for niinýing. 

4 Transformation: This includes finding useful features to represent the data depending 

on the goal of the task. Using several techniques such as dimensionality reduction or 
transformation methods, the effective number of variables under consideration can 
be reduced, or invariant representations for the data can be found. 

5 Data Minin 
, g: To achieve the goal as defined in step one the kind of knowledge to be 

mined must be considered and various data mining functions or a combination of 
functions such as clustering, classification, prediction, association, regression, 

summarization etc. need to be performed to derive a model. This includes choosing 

an appropriate data mining algorithm and its parameters to perform the desired 

function to find the patterns in data or derive a predictive model. 

6 Interpretation and evaluation: This includes the interpretation and evaluation of patterns 

to derive novel knowledge. 

7 Knowledge: The discovered knowledge may be incorporated into a performance 

system for further action or it may simply be documented and reported to the 

decision maker. This process also includes the checking and resolving of any 

conflicts between previously believed (or extracted) knowledge and new knowledge 

discovered. 

The overall K DD process can involve significant iterations and can contain loops 

between any two steps. In the past, most KDD works have mainly focussed on step 7 i. e. 

data mining. However, other steps are as important or even more for the successful 

implementation of X-DID. 
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5.2.3 Data Mining 
Data mining uses automated tools and employs sophisticated algonthms to discover 

hidden patterns, associations, anomalies and/or structure from large amounts of data 

stored in data warehouses or other information repositories. A data mining task can be 

descriptive, i. e. discovering interesting patterns describing the data, or predictive, i. e., 

predicting the behaviour of the model based on available data. Data mining involves 
fitting models to, or determining patterns from, observed data. The fitted models play 

the role of Mferred knowledge based on whether the model reflects useful or interesting 
knowledge and this judgement is part of the overall interactive KDD process, where 

subjective human Judgement is typically required. Most data niinýing methods are based 

on tried and tested techniques from machine learning, pattern recognition, and statistics. 
In general, a data mining algorithm can be viewed as consisting of three primarily 

algorithmic components as follows: 

Model representation: Is the language used to describe discovering patterns. If the 

representation is too limited then no arnount of training time or examples can 

produce an accurate model for the data. The functions of the model include 

classification and clustering, and its representational form includes tools like neural 

network and linear discriminates. 

Model evaluation 6, riteria: Are quantitative and represent the goodness of the fitness 

function of the model to the data. For example, predictive models are often judged 

by the empirical prediction accuracy on some test data, where as descriptive models 

can be evaluated along the dimensions of predictive accuracy novelty, utility, and 

understandability of the fitted model. 

Searcb algoritbmr Consists of two components: (a) parameter search and (b) model 

search. Once the model representation and evaluation criteria are fixed then data 

mining is purely an optimization task i. e. finding the parameters and models that 

optimize the evaluation criteria. 

particular data mining algorithm is usually an instantiation of the 

model/ evaluation/ search components. The more common model functions in current 

data mining practices are discussed in the next subsection. 
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5.2.3.1 Data Mining Functions 
In general, the two high level primary goals of data mining are prediction and description. 

However, the boundaries between these two are not sharp and some of the predictive 

models can be descriptive and vice versa. The goal of prediction and description can be 

achieved using a variety of data mining functions as described follows: 

Classification: is a learning function that classifies a data item Mto one of several 

predefined categorical classes. It is one of the most studied data mining functions by 

machine learning and statistics community [120]. The goal is to predict the value (the 

class) of a user specified goal attribute based on the value of other attributes called 

the predicting attributes. The classification rules can be considered as a kind of 

prediction rule where the rule antecedent (IF part) contains a combination - typically 

a conjunction- of conditions or predicting attribute values and the rule consequent 

(THEN part) contains a predicted value of the goal attribute. For example in context 

of credit check in finance the classification rule may be: IF (Unpaid Loan? = 'No') 

AND (Current account balance > C3,000) THEN (Credit - 'ýood'); 

IF (Unpaid_Loan? = "Yes") THEN (Credit = "Bad"); 

In the classification task, the data being mined is divided into two mutually exclusive 

data sets, the training set and the test set. The data mining algorithms discover rules 

using only a training dataset. Once the training process is finished, and the algorithm 

has found a set of classification rules, the predicting performance of these rules are 

evaluated on the test set., which was not seen during the training. The performance is 

measured using predictive accuracy. A detailed discussion of a prediction function is 

presented in [121]. 

* Regression: is a learning function that maps a data item to a real valued prediction 

variable. Regression has a wide application for example in manufacturing, estimating 

the surface roughness of a turning process based on the input parameters such as 

feed, rate and depth of cut; predicting the consumer demand based on the marketing 

parameters; predicting the quality of a manufactured product based on the input 

parameters such as variables used at the different stages of production. Several 

advancements have been made in regression analysis and an advanced approach 

called multi parametric extended regression analysis can be seen in Figure 5-2 below. 

Where the X Rating value determines the quality of product. 
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Figure 5-2: An advanced regression analysis on the manufacturing data 

Cluste-ting: Clustering also known as unsupervised learning, is a common descriptive 

task. Unlike classification (supervised learning), in clustering the class object of each 
data object is not known. Clustering maps a data item into one of the several clusters, 

where clusters are natural groupings of data items based on similarity metrics or 

probability density models. Within the same cluster data objects are similar to one 

other but they are dissimilar to the objects in other clusters. Liao and Wen [122] 

reviewed the application of artificial neural networks (ANN) for clustering and 

classification. A detailed review and study of clustering techniques' application areas 

are mentioned in [123]. 

Summaiization: Summarization as a part of descriptive data mining describes the 

dataset Ma concise and summarative manner and presents interesting general 

properties of data. More sophisticated methods of summarization *include the 

derivation of summary rules, multi-variate visualization technique and the discovery 

of functional relationships between variables. Summarization techniques are often 

applied to interactive exploratory data analysis and automated report generation. 

Discove-zing Association rule: Association rules niiiýg was first 'introduced in 

1993 and is used to identify relationships between a set of items Ma database [124]. 

These relationships are not based on inherent properties of the data themselves (as 

with functional dependencies), but rather are based on co-occurrence of the data 

items. Generally, it is used by management for market basket type analysis to 

discover association rules to increase the effectiveness (and reduce the cost) 

associated with advertising, marketing, *inventory and stock location on the floor. An 

association rule is a relationship of the form IF X THEN Y, where X and Y are sets 

of items and X r) Y=0, A very simple example is; IFfiied 
-potatoes 

THEN sOjUnnk, 
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ketcbup. Although both classification and association rules have an IF-THEN 

structure, there are important differences between them. First, association rules can 
have more than one item in the rule consequent, whereas classification rules always 
have one attribute (the goal one) in the consequent. Second, unlike the association 
task, the classification task is asymmetric with respect to the predicting attributes and 
the goal attribute. Predicting attributes can occur only in the rule antecedent, whereas 

the goal attribute occurs only in the rule consequent [120]. Moreover, these 

associations may have pre-specified strength and confidence. A detailed survey of 

association rule applications has been presented in [125]. 

Dependency ModeMng: This task can be regarded as a generalization of the 

classification task. It consists of finding a model that describes significant 
dependencies between the variables. A dependency model exists at two levels: (1) the 

structural level of the model specifies (often in graphical form) which variables are 
locally dependent on each other and (2) The quantitative level of the model specifies 

the strengths of the dependencies using some numerical criteria. For example, using 

the same example as in classification, a prediction (IF-THEN) rule is discovered, 

since this is a high level knowledge representation. The rule discovered may be: IF 

(Salag = 'Tligh') AND (Current account balance > (3,000) MEN (Credit = 'ýood'); IF 

(Credit = 'ýood') AND (4, ge > 21) THEN (Grant loan = ýýes'); Detailed discussion of 

dependency modefling can be found in [116]. 

Sequence Analysis: This task models sequential patterns, like time series analysis. 

The goal is to model the state of the process by generating the sequence or to extract 

and report deviation and trends over time. A more detailed discussion about 

sequence analysis or change and deviation detection is given in [126]. 

To perform these data mining functions, one or a combination of tools and techniques 

are applied. The following subsection discusses the basic algorithms used in data mining. 

5.2.3.2 Data Mining Algorithms 
Several techniques including statistical approaches, machine learning and other soft 

computing techniques have been applied to handle the various challenges posed by the 

data mining. The main constituents of these algorithms include statistical methods, 

regression analysis, fuzzy sets, neural network, neuro-fuzzy computing, genetic algorithm, 

rough set theory, association rule mining, decision tree and other hybrid techniques. 
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Each of them contributes a different methodology for addressing the problems in its 

domain. This is done in a cooperative, rather than a competitive, manner, The target 

result is to achieve a more intelligent and robust system providing human interpretable 

and low cost approximate solutions. It is important to mention that there is no 

unlVersally best data mining method; choosing a particular algorithm or a combination of 

algorithms is entirely dependent on the particular application and requires human 

interaction to decide on the suitability of the approach. The following section describes 

some of the basic algorithms. 

Statistical Approaches 

Historically, statistical work has focused mainly on testing of preconceived hypotheses 

and on fitting models to data. Statistical approaches usually rely on an explicit underlying 

probability model. In addition, it is generally assumed that these methods will be used by 

statisticians and hence human intervention is required for the generation of candidate 

hypotheses and models. Statistical methods of data analysis vary from one dimensional to 

multivariate data analysis and provide a variety of data minýg techniques including 

different type of regressions. There are a variety of statistical data mining techniques 

available in the literature. A detailed discussion and description of several statistical data 

mining approaches is presented in [127]. However, several methods are briefly 

mentioned below for the sake of completeness. 

Summag Stafisficr In data mining analysis, it is quite informative to know about the 

central tendencies and data dispersions of the datasets. These describe the differences 

between datasets. Typical measures for central tendency includes the metrics, mean, 

median and mode, while measures of data dispersion include range, variance and 

standard deviation. 

Predictive regression: The prediction of continuous values can be modelled by a 

statistical technique called regression. The objective of regression analysis is to 

determine the best model that can relate the output variable to the various input 

variables. There are several forms of regression, such as linear, multiple, weighted, 

polynomial, non-parametric and robust (where robust methods are useful when 

errors fail to satisfy normalcy condition or when the data contain significant outliers). 

DisctiminantAnalý'sij- this technique is used to predict a categorical response variable. 

Unlike the generalized linear model, it assumes that the independent variable follows 
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a multivariate normal distribution. The procedure attempts to determine several 
discriminant functions (linear combinations of the independent variables) that 
discriminate among the groups defined by the response variables. 

Time seriej- there are several statistical techniques for analyzing time-series data such as 
auto regression methods, univariate ARINLA (Autoregressive Integrated MovM*g 
Average) modelling, and long memory time series modelling. 

0 SunVval AnayISIr several well established statistical techniques exist for survival 

analysis, which originally were designed to predict the probability that a patient 

undergoing a medical treatment would survive at least to time t. Now a days, it is 

more applicable to manufacturing where the life span of industrial equipment can be 

estimated. Several popular methods include Kaplan-Meier estimates of survival, Cox 

proportional hazards regression model and their extensions. 

A detailed discussion of these and several other statistical methods are discussed in [127]. 

Fuzzy Sets 

The modelling of Imprecise and qualitative knowledge, as weR as the transmission and 
handling of uncertainty at various stages are possible through the use of fuzzy sets. Fuzzy 

logic is capable of supporting, to a reasonable extent, human type reasoning, in natural 
form. Fuzzy set theory constitutes a powerful approach not only to deal with incomplete, 

noisy or imprecise data, but for developing uncertain models of the data that provide 

smarter and smoother performance than traditional systems [128]. A detailed discussion 

of the application of fuzzy sets for knowledge discovery is presented in the special issues 

[129,130]. In literature, fuzzy sets have received strong attention for performing several 
different functions such as clustering, association rule, functional dependency, data 

summarization and web applications. 

Inductive Leaming technique 

Inductive learning techniques can be divided into two main categories, namely decision 

tree induction and rule induction as described below: 

9 Decision Tree Induction: Several algorithms such as classification and regression tree 

(CART), ID3, C4.5 and C5.0 have been developed to build decision trees. These 

learning systems are categorized as "divide and conquer" inductive systems. The 

knowledge induced by these systems is represented as a decision tree, which consists 
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of internal nodes and leaf nodes. Each internal node represents a test on an attribute 

and each outgoing branch corresponds to a possible result of this test. Each leaf 

node represents a classification to be assigned to an example. To classify a new 

example, a path from the root of the decision tree to a leaf node is identified based 

on values of the attributes of the example. The class at the leaf node represents the 

predicted class for that example. 

CART is a binary decision tree algorithm which uses "Gini 'index" as an evaluation 
function for splitting the nodes. ID3 is a well known decision tree system which 

utilizes the "information gain" criteria for splitting the nodes. The information gain is 

computed from the entropy measures that characterize the impurity in a collection of 

training instances. Detailed discussion about CART and ID3 algorithms are 

presented in [131]. C4.5, a variant and extension of ID3 is another popular decision 

tree. It uses "gain-ratio" criteria because the information gain criterion has a strong 

bias in favour of attribute tests with many values. To relax the over fitting problem, 

C4.5 also uses a tree pruning method that tries to simplify the tree by eliminating 

sub-trees that seems too specific. The C4.5 can also transform the generated decision 

tree to a set of IF-THEN rules. A detailed discussion of C4.5 induction learning 

system is presented in [132]. 

* Rule Induction: Several rule induction algorithms such as AQ15, CN2, RIPPER, 

SLIPPER and RULES have been used as inductive learning technique. These 

learning systems are categorized as "separate and conquer " inductive system. In 

contrast to decision tree learning, rule induction directly generates either an 

unordered set of IF-THEN rules or ordered set of IF-THEN rules also called as 

decision lists. The general operation of rule induction algorithms is the same. They 

induce the rule i. e. "set one rule at a time". After a rule is generated, the instances 

covered by it are removed from the training data set and the same induction 

procedure is applied to the remaining dataset until all the instances are covered by 

one rule in the rule set. The detailed discussion about all the techniques of Rule 

Induction as mentioned above is presented in [133]. 

Neural Networks (IVNs) 

In the past, neural network were thought to be unsuitable for data mining because of 

their inherent black box nature. No information was available from them in the symbolic 

form, suitable for verification or interpretation by humans. Recently , there has been great 
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emphasis on redressing this situation, by extracting the embedded knowledge in trained 
networks in the form of symbolic rules. This serves to identify the attributes that, either 
individually or in combination with, are the most significant determinants of the decision 

or classification. In general, it provides a practical method for learning real valued and 
discrete valued target concepts in a way that is robust to noise in the training data [134]. 
It has been recognized that neural network models are well suited to problems in which 
the training data corresponds to noisy and complex sensor data. NNs can be classified 
according to their mode of learning namely supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement 
leaning. Reinforcement learning is a special type of supervised learning where a critic is 

employed to evaluate the goodness of the NN output corresponding to a given input. 
For data mining, perhaps the back propagation network and the Kohonen neural 

network [46] are the most popular algorithms. As shown in Table 5-1, there are many 
different types of neural network models and their functions and each of them has their 

own advantages and disadvantages as mentioned in [134]. The selection of a model and 

architecture for the neural network depends on the data type and quantity of data, 

training and functional requirement. In the past, for data mining purposes NN was 

mainly used for rule extraction, rule evaluation, clustering and regression [119]. One of 

the main advantages of NN is their wide applicability; however they also have two 
drawbacks (1) complexity in understanding the produced model (2) and time consuming 

training process. Recently, several initiatives have been made in developing new NN 

methods to address these issues [122]. 

Table 5-1: Summarv of different neural network models [1351 
Model (network) Training 

Paradigm 
Topology Primary function 

Adaptive resonance theory Unsupervised Recurrent Clustering 

ARTNIAP Supervised Recurrent Classification 

Back propagation NN Supervised Feed forward Classification, modeling, time 
series 

Radial-basis function NN Supervised Feed forward Classification, modeling, time 
series 

Probabilistic NN Supervised Feed forward Classification 

Kohonen feature map Unsupervised Feed forward Clustering 

Learning vector quantization Supervised Feed forward Classification 

Recurrent back propagation 
NN 

Supervised Limited 
recurrent 

Modeling, Time series 

Temporal difference leaming Reinforcement Feed forward Time series 
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Genetic Algatithms (GA) 

Genetic algorithms are adaptive, robust, efficient and stochastic random search 

optimization techniques, which have been inspired by the process of biological evolution. 
They are mainly applicable to situations where the search space is large. Several GA 

based systems have been developed for learning classification rules and association rules. 
In the context of GA, rules ate represented in the form of bit strings whose particular 
interpretation depends on the application. The search for an appropriate rule starts with a 

collection of randomly generated solutions called a population and each rule is called a 

chromosome. A collection of operations such as crossover, mutation, selection and 

reproduction are applied to the current population to generate an improved population. 
GAs use an iterative process and at each iteration the rules in the current population are 

evaluated relative to a given measure called a fitness function where the fittest rule is 

selected probabilistically as seeds for producing the next generation's population. The 

process performs a generate-and-test beam search of the rules, in which variants of the 

best current rules are most likely to be considered next. GAs have been applied to a 

variety of learning tasks in manufacturing systems. However, the literature in the domain 

of GA based data mining is not as rich as that of other algorithms. Recently, hybrids of 

GAs have been frequently used in combination of other algorithms such as neural 

networks. A detailed discussion about GA is presented in [136,137]and [138]. 

Rough Set Theo-ry(RST) 

Rough Set Theory has emerged as a mathematical tool to manage vague and uncertain 

data for problems related to information systems, indiscernibility relations and 

classification, attribute dependence and approximation accuracy, reduct and core 

attribute sets, and decision rules. The fundamental principle of a rough set based learning 

system is to discover redundancies and dependencies between given features of a 

problem to be classified. It is an effective tool for extracting knowledge from a decision 

table in the form of IF-THEN rules. The RST first creates a knowledge base, classifying 

objects and attributes within the created decision tables. Then a knowledge discovery 

process is initiated to remove some undesirable attributes. Finally, the data dependency is 

analysed in the reduced database to find the minimal subset of attributes called a reduct. 

A detailed discussion of RST has been discussed in [139]. In the context of 

manufacturing, it has a wider applicability and K, -usiak [140] used RST for prediction 

purposes in semi-conductor manufacturing. 
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Association Rule Mining 

Association rule mining (ARNý is one of the most important and well researched 

techniques of data mining to extract interesting correlations, frequent patterns, 

associations or casual structures among sets of items in transactional databases, or other 
data repositories. ARM is generally used to identify association rules that satisfy the 

predefined minimum support and confidence from a given database. It is generally a two 

stage process. The first stage includes finding those itemsets whose occurrence exceeds a 

predefined threshold in the database; those itemsets are called frequent or large itemsets. 

The second stage generates association rule from those frequent itemsets with the 

constraint of minirnal confidence. For example, one of the frequent itemset is FK ::::: f, lý 
12) 13) -) 1j, the first association rule with this itern set is: (11,12) 133 ... ) 

'KA -> 110) by 

checking the confidence this rule can be determined as interesting or not. In this manner 

next rule is generated by deleting the last itern in the antecedent and inserting it to the 

consequent, further the confidences of the new rules are checked to determine the 

interestingness of them. This process is iterated until the antecedent becomes empty. If 

desired, additional interestingness measures can also be applied to identify the novel rule. 

The apriori algorithm provides one early solution to association rule mining and recently 

several advances have been built upon it. A detailed discussion about association rule 

mining,, apriori algorithms and state-of-art developments have been mentioned in [141, 

142]. 

In this manner, it can be seen that the first generation of data mining algorithms has been 

demonstrated to be of significant value across a variety of real world applications. But, 

these seem to work best for the large sets of numerical or symbolic structured data 

collected in a single database with a particular decision making task in mind. 

5.2.3.3 Challenges of the Data Mining Algorithms 
The recent development of new generation algorithms is expected to tackle more diverse 

sources and types of data in order to support mix initiative data mining, where the 

human experts collaborate with the computers to form a hypothesis and test them. [116, 

119) 143] identified the main challenges of data mining as follows: 

1 Si, -, xe of Dataset. - Very large databases create combinatorial. explosive search spaces and 

need robust and efficient algorithms. In contrast some algorithms cannot be applied 

to smaH datasets. 
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,g and Statistical SiTni I th 2 Overfztfiý ficance: There is a possib ty that due to large dataset e 
presence of spurious data points may lead to overfitting of the model. There is a 
need for regularization and resampling methodologies for designing the model. 

3 Non standard, Missin 
,g andNoig Data: the data can be missing and/or noisy. 

4 Understandabilio of Patternr It is necessary to make the discovered knowledge 

understandable by humans. 

5 User interaction andprior knowled 
, ge: Data mining methods are iterative and interactive in 

nature and therefore there is a need to incorporate the relevant information 

including the domain knowledge into the model. 

6 Integration witb otber gstem: Most data mining methods are standalone and need 
integration with the databases and other knowledge based systems to realize the true 
benefit of I-, '-DD process in decision making. 

7 Mixed data: learning from data that is represented by a combination of various forms 

of data such as numeric, symbolic, images and text is a challenging task. 

Management of cbaqiq data and knowledge: discovered knowledge and patterns need to 
be updated as the data in the databases are continuously modified, deleted and 

augmented. 

5.3 Data Mining in Manufacturing: A Review based on the 
kind of knowledge 

Data mining has emerged as an important tool for semi-automatic knowledge acquisition 
from manufacturing databases [143]. A very thorough review of data mining applications 
in manufacturing with a special emphasis on the kind of knowledge to be mined has been 

carried out by the author. Han [144] classified the kind of knowledge to be mined as the 

data mining functions to be performed on data as mentioned in section 5.2.3.1. 

Furthermore each knowledge type is identified in several key knowledge areas in 

manufacturing such as yield improvement, manufacturing processes, design, defect 

analysis, fault diagnosis, maintenance, supply chain, customer's relations management, 

planning and scheduling, manufacturing systems, decision support systems, quality 

control product development and process improvement. This paper was published in the 

journal of Intelligent Manufacturing as Choudhary et al [145] and its abstract is included 

as appendix 2. It shows that there is a rapid growth in the application of data mining in 

the context of manufacturing enterprises. From a detailed review of 150 papers, 50% of 
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the papers were published in the last three years. This review revealed the progressive 

application areas and identified existing research gaps in the context of manufacturing 

enterprises. A novel text mining (TNI) based approach was adopted to identify the 

research gaps and good practices using the abstracts and keywords of 150 identified 

papers. A detailed discussion of the approach used is given mentioned in [145]. 

Therefore, only a brief summary of this published paper is presented in the following sub 
sections. 

5.3.1 Analysis of literatures and discussions 
Despite the rapid growth in the application of data mining, there is still a slow adoption 

of this technology in some manufacturing industries primarily due to following reasons: 

9 In a particular knowledge area, it is very difficult to determine which data mining 
function needs to be performed to derive novel knowledge. 

9 In many cases a number of data mining techniques are possible, however, which 

technique should be used, or which one is most appropriate is not clear. 

To address these challenges, a novel TM based approach has been applied on the 

reviewed literature's keywords and abstracts to identify a pattern *in the application areas. 
A detailed discussion about text mining is presented in section 5.4. The major objectives 

of this application and results are as follows: 

, 
ýing the researcb gaps: This research is the first of its kind Automating the process of identi 

where identification of research gaps has been automated. Text mining techniques 

such as text analysis and link analysis have been applied on the abstract and keyword 

based data of 150 reviewed literatures of data mining application in manufacturing. 

Linkages have been established between the keywords of key knowledge areas, 

techniques used and functions performed. Detailed analysis as presented in [145] 

shows that very little or negligible work has been carried out in the areas such as data 

mining applications in collaborative projects, virtual enterprises and supply chain 

management (only 5 out of 150 papers). Data mining based intelligent decision 

support can be used to automate the process of decision making from data 

generated in areas such as RFID applications, supply chain planning and 

optmuzations, ERP systems and virtual enterprises. 

2 Identification of overlooked and under examined arear. it has been found that major data 

mining apphcations have been carried out in the semi-conductor industries Mi the 
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areas such as quality control, manufacturing process, fault diagnosis, maintenance, 
job shop type problems, and yield improvement. One of the reasons for this may be 

that large amounts of data are generated during these processes and this is easily 

available to use and does not need any dedicated equipment for data gathering. In 

addition, small improvements in the semiconductor industry can have a significant 
impact on cost. Fewer applications have been found in supply chain, virtual 

enterprise and collaborative projects and this may be due to the integration issues of 

the data mining system with the existing system. In addition, less work has been 

carried out in association rule mining function in comparison to other data mining 

functions. 

,g common practices andgoodpracticei- The TM experitnents also showed that the 3 Idenfifi)in 

techniques like NN, regression analysis, tough set theory and decision tree are 

mostly used for prediction purposes in manufacturing. For clustering purposes, 

hybrid algorithms and fuzzy c means clustering have mostly been used. Most of the 

hybrid algorithms include neural network as a primary tool. Similarly for 

classification purposes hybrids of neural network or tough set theory have been 

used. Some of the techniques have been more frequently used in a particular type of 

manufacturing area. For example, NNs have been most commonly applied to 

analyse manufacturing process related data. Similarly, association rule mining has 

been applied more frequently to analyse product design related data. Some of the 

functions are more frequently used in chosen areas such as prediction in 

manufacturing processes, maintenance and job shop, association in product design, 

concept description for job shop type problems, classification in quality control etc. 

A detailed discussion is presented in appendix 2. 

4 Increased use of bybrid data mining metbodi- It has been found that there is no universally 

best data mining method for all manufacturing contexts. Therefore, there is an 

increased used of combinations of traditional data mining algorithms to capture 

advantages from each technique used to perform the desired function of data 

mining at various stages of KDD process. Another noticeable fact is the use of 

fuzzy sets with various data mining techniques. One of the reasons for this may be, 

that fuzzy sets are inherently suitable for coping with linguistic domain knowledge 

and producing more interpretable solutions. In addition, when fuzzy sets are used in 

association with a different data mining technology, they are capable of handling the 

issues related to understandability of patterns, incomplete and noisy data, and 
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human interaction, and can provide approximate solutions faster in comparison to 

stand alone algorithms, It has been found that hybridization of NNs and fuzzy logic 

is increasingly used in manufacturing. In addition, researchers and practitioners have 

also modelled, or advanced the existing algorithms according to the problem 

environment. Thus, it can be said that hybridization of data mining algorithms may 
lead to a better solution quality when compared to existing and traditional 

algorithms. 

In this manner, the research revealed in [145] and this thesis is primarily concentrated on 

the application and therefore quality of data, data preparation issues has not be taken 

much into consideration. However, a more generic process of data cleaning is essential to 

enable the growth of data mining in manufacturing. Greater focus also needs to be put 

on the knowledge representation and quality of rules discovered through data mining of 

structured data. Text mining is starting to be used by the data mining practitioners and 

researchers to handle the unstructured data. However, there are very limited applications 

of text mining in real world applications and it is yet to be adopted by manufacturing 
industries. Therefore, KDT and Text mining are discussed in the next section. 

5.4 Knowledge Discovery in Text(KDT) and Text Mining(TM) 

KDT and TM are multi-disciplinary fields of research that try to resolve the problem of 

information overload by identifying and retrieving useful knowledge from large stores of 

text-based data. I-, '-DT and TM Involve techniques like information retrieval, text 

analysis, information extraction, clustering, categorization, visualization, machine 

learning, natural language processing, data mining and knowledge management [146]. 

KDT refers to the overall process of turning unstructured or sen-ii structured textual data 

into high level information and knowledge. Following the definition of EMD by [116], 

. 
fiing valid, novel, potentially useful, and [146] defined KDT as "Me nontrivial process of identi 

y understandable patterns in unstructured data" On the other hand, Text Minin FM) ultimatel g( 

is a step in the KDT process consisting of particular data mining and natural languqge processing 

aýoritbms that under certain computational efuienýy and limitations produces a particular enumeration 

of patterns over a set of unstructured textual dald. Text mining uses unstructured or serni 

structured textual data or information and examines it in an attempt to discover structure 

and implicit meanings "hidden" within the text. 

As shown in Figure 5-3, KDT consists of three main steps. 
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Document Collection: The very first step in the KDT process is to identify and collect 
the documents which need to be retrieved for example, customer emails, technical 

reports, biomedical documents, patents, project reviews etc. 

,g and pre-processin 
3 

2 Retfiei)in T documentr When the documents have been retrieved they 

wil-1 normaUy need to go through a pre-processing stage to transform them into a 
form suitable for the TM techniques which are going to be applied. The precise 

nature of the pre-processing wil-l vary depending on the characteristics of the 
documents and the types of TM to be used. For example, unwanted text may also 
be removed to reduce the size of text. Transformations may also be done to 

represent the documents in another form such as XML, Standard Generalized 

Markup Language (SGML), etc. The resulting documents may then be processed to 

provide basic linguistic information about the content of each document. 

Retrieve 
and Pre- 

Document 
process Text Report 

nowled Collection documents Mining generation 

Closed loop feedback for continuous 
evaluation of mining results 

Figure 5-3: Knowledge discovery in text and text mining process 

3 Text Mining. As a part of the KDT process, TM uses various algorithms and tools to 

extract metadata or high-level information and / or to discover patterns and 

relationship within the extracted information. Results are generated in the form of 

reports, which, if requared can be further processed to extract the high-level 

knowledge. Therefore, generation of reports and text mining work as closed loop 

feedback for continuous improvement of nii_nýing results. 

The results of TM are "knowledge" (in different forms) which can be used by decision 

makers to take further decisions and make improvements. 
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5.4.1 Text Mining Operations 
TM combines techniques from several areas, including natural language processing, data 

mining, machine learning, information retrieval and information extraction to 

automatically discover patterns, extract information and generate meta data from large 

quantities of text. [147] described information extraction (IE) as a technology based on 
analyzing natural language in order to extract snippets of information. This process takes 

texts as input and produces fixed format, unambiguous information as output. 
Information extraction is different from Information Retrieval JR) M the following 

sense: 

9 An IR system finds relevant texts and presents them to the user. 

9 An IE application analyzes text and presents only the specific information that the 

user is interested in. 

Text Mining covers many different types of techniques and it is therefore difficult to 

identify the "best" tool for a particular job. Some of the functions performed by TM are 

suminarised below: 

0 Feature extraction: Identification and extraction of key features from the text that can 
be used as the data and dimensions for analysis. The number of times each term 

appears in a document (word frequency) should also be indicated. 

* Text Based Nazýgafion: Enables users to move about in a document collection by 

relating topics and significant terms. It helps to identify key concepts and some of 

their relationships. 

0 Searcb and retrieval. Searching and retrieving for particular text. 

9 Text CatepriýZqfion: Identification of the main themes of a document. Categorization 

counts the appearances of words and from the counts, identifies the main topics 

covered in the document. Categorization often relies on a thesaurus in which topics 

are predefined and relationships are identified by looking for broad terms, narrower 

terms, synonyms, and related terms. 

0 Clustering. Automatically groups documents on the basis of some similarity measure, 

without predefining the category. Documents can also appear in subtopics, ensuring 

that useful documents are not omitted from the search results, 
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Summan*ýZqfion: Reduces the length and detail of a document while retaining its main 
points and overall meaning. Sentence extraction is a widely used strategy to extract 
important sentences from a given text by statistically weighting all the sentences in 
the text. Microsoft Word's Auto-Summarize function is a simple example of text 

summarization. 

9 TrendsAnalýsir 1dentifies trends in documents collected over a period of time. 

Asso6iafion: Identifies relationships between various attributes (features that have been 

extracted from the documents) such as whether the presence of one pattern implies 

the presence of another pattern in a given set of documents. 

Information Visuali, -ation: Visual text mining or information visualization puts large 

textual sources in a visual hierarchy or map and provides browsing capabilities, 'in 

addition to simple searching. 

Text OLAP (Dimensional Matrices): Text OLAP (online analytical process) provides an 

opportunity to perform quick navigation through the textual data. In order to 

perform that initially a dimensional matrix is created. The dimensional matrix is a 

collection of user defined dimensions. Each dimension contains either values from a 

categorical, numerical, or consists of user words or phrases from a text column. 
While working with the OLAP report, the user defines the value of one of more 
dimensions and then browses the subset of reports belonging to that slice. 

A detailed discussion of the abovementioned techniques and 1, ', -DT process is presented 

in the Handbook of Text mining by [146]. 

Table 5-2: Text mining products, vendors and their websites 
Vendor Wlebsite Product name 

Inxight . vw-w. inxight. com 

SPSS www. sl2ss-COm 

Autonomy Nv-vvw, auto nomy. co 

SAS -vvww, sas. com 

Smart discovery, Vizserver 

Text smartl. O, Clementine 

Autonomy incorporated 

SAS Text miner 

Clear forest -, vww. clearfOre st. coin ClearForest text-analysis suite 

Megaputer www-megaputer. com 

IBM www. il)m. com 

Convera Nvww. comvera. co 

Polyanalyst5.0, Text Analyst2.3 

Intefligent nUner for text, TAKMI 

Retneval ware 
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5.4.2 Text Mining Software, Features and Analysis 
There are several commercial products available for text mining, as shown in Table 5-2 

which lists various vendors and their commercial products used for the text mining 
purposes. The functionality of the Mining products marketed by the abovementioned 
vendors varies substantially, particularly as some of the software systems listed focus 

exclusively on text mining tools, whilst for other, larger vendors (e. g. SPSS, SAS), the 
TM tools represent only a small portion of the software developed and marketed. 

General Architecture for text Engineering (GATE) [147] is free and open software for 
both commercial and research purposes. It has been successfully used for Information 
Extraction purposes. IE differs from traditional techniques in that it does not recover 
from a collection a subset of documents which are hopefully relevant to a query, based 

on key-word searching (perhaps augmented by a thesaurus). Instead, the goal is to extract 
from the documents (which may be in a variety of languages) salient facts about 
prespecified types of events, entities or relationships. These facts are then usually entered 
automaticaRy into a database, which may then be used to analyse the data for trends, to 

give a natural language summary, or simply to serve for on-line access. But, its 

application is limited to information extraction only. 

In Table 5-3, a comparative study has been made of all the tools available for text 

mining, based on the text mining operations mentioned in Section 5.4.1. It can be seen 
from Table 5-3 that none of the software examined proVided the full range of necessary 
functionalities to achieve A the text mining operations. 

Table 5-3: Comparative study of text mining software in terms of performing the 
following text mining operations 
Product I FE TBN SK TC Clus. Sum. TrA Asc In. Vs 

1 1 Smart discovery X X 

2 Text miner 1.0 X XX 

3 Autonomy XXXXX 

4 SAS Text miner XXXX 

5 Clear forest XXXXXX 

6 Polyanalyst 5.0/ XXXXXX 

Text Analytics2.3 

7 Intelligent Miner XXXX 

8 Retrieval ware XXXX 

FE: Feature extraction, TBN: Text Based Navigation, SR: Search and Retrieval, TC: Text Categorization, 

Clus.: Clustering, Sum: Summarization, TrA: Trend Analysis, Asc: Association, InV; Information 

visualization. 
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For experimentation purpose PolyAnalyst 5.0 [148] has been used in this research as it 
provided a good range of functionalities. The application of text mining in various 
domains is discussed below to identify the potential research scope. 

5.5 Review of Text Mining Application areas 
To date, very little research has been published in the area of text mining applications but 

the main application areas identified include analyzing the following types of databases: 

Biomedical documentr [149,150] carried out a detailed survey of text mining 

applications in biomedical research community. The goal of biomedical text mfiiing 
is to allow researchers to more efficiently identify needed information, uncover 
relationships obscured by the sheer volume of available Miformation. In this manner, 
the burden of information overload from the researcher is shifted to the computer 
by applying text mining to the vast amount of biomedical knowledge that exists in 
the literature as well as the free text fields of biomedical databases. 

2 Patenti- Patent documents contain important research results and consist of complex 
technical terminology, which makes it difficult for manual analysis. Tseng et al [151] 

described a series of text mining techniques used by patent analysts to automate the 

process of decision making. These techniques include text segmentation, summary 

extraction, feature selection, term association, cluster generation, topic identification 

and information mapping. 

3 Fina&ial reportf. Kloptchenko et aZ [152] combined data and text mining methods for 

analysing quantitative and qualitative data from quarterly financial reports from three 

industries in telecommunication sector to see if the textual part of the report 

contains some indications about future financial performance. Gerdes [153] 

described a EDGAR-Analyzer, a text mining tool to analyze the textual portion of 

EDGAR database by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). EDGAR 

consists of financial and operational disclosures of thousands of public companies. 

This tool allows the users to specify subject areas of interest and retrieve the relevant 

information to help making investment decisions. 

4 Customer relations management- Dorre [154] demonstrated the application of IBM's 

Intelligent Miner for text mining purposes to provide the necessary tools to unlock 

the business information that is "trapped" in emails, insurance claims, news feeds, or 
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other document repositories. It has been successftffly applied in analyzing patent 
portfolios, customer complaint letters and even competitors'Web pages. 

5 Product developmentprocessei- Menon et al [155] showed that text mining can be used in 

analyzIng the service centre database, call centre databases) customer survey 
database. They also investigated the needs and benefits of text mining for product 
development processes. 

6 Medical recordj-. Loh et al. [156] used text mining to discover the useful knowledge 

from textual medical records representing patients' symptoms, signals and 

social/behaviour characteristics. An automatic system was constructed with this 

whose goal is to help physicians in disease diagnoses. 

The vast majority of this research has been done within the last 5 years and there is 

negligible work carried out in the manufacturing or construction industries. Some of the 
difficulties facing the application areas as follows: 

Information des6, ripfion: Users in different circumstances or with different needs, 
knowledge or linguistic habits will describe the same information using different 

terms. The degree of variability in descriptive term usage is generally very high. In 

addition, some times one term can have more than one distinct meaning. These add 

to the difficulties of understanding the texts let alone analyzing them. 

Noig database: Textual databases may contain spelling and grammatical errors, which 

makes the analysis more difficult. 

Presence of uninformative wordr In the textual databases there are several words which do 

not add any value to the text mining process. These uninformative words and 

redundant words generally tend to adversely affect the text processing results and 

hence it would be important to identify and remove them during pre-processing. 

Another major difficulty comes in directly extracting the knowledge in the form of 

IF-THEN rules. 

The discussion in this chapter shows that data and text mining has played a vital role in 

extracting useful and novel knowledge from a variety of industries. The last three 

chapters have reviewed the state-of-art in methodologies adopted for the proposed 

interdisciplinary research from areas including moderator technology, collaborative 

working teams, knowledge types and its management and finally methodologies for 

automated knowledge acquisition particularly KDD and I-, '-DT. The next section will 
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identify the research gap and focus of the proposed research based on the last three 

chapters. 
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6 
Identification of Research Gap 

This chapter identifies and consolidates the research gaps that exist in the literature 

survey conducted in the last three chapters. It summarizes the focus and objectives of 

current research to address the identified research gaps. 

Chapter Ou&ne 

Identification of Research Gap ......................................................................... 
74 

6.1 Research Gaps Identified in Literature ................................................................... 
75 

6.2 Focus of Research Work ......................................................................................... 
76 
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6.1 Research Gaps Identified in Literature 
The literature review carried out in several domains as mentioned in the last three 

chapters identifies the following research gaps and requirements from the state-of-the-art 
literature. 

The extensive review carried out by the author into the context of knowledge 

management systems for collaborative projects in chapter 3 and the literature review 

of 130 papers in the domain of collaborative and distributed product development 

reveals the need for efficient learning and sharing of knowledge from multiple 
domain collaborative projects. Very little work has been done in the area of 
knowledge discovery in e- collaborative projects. None of the literature reviewed by 

the author and Li and Qiu [35] have used knowledge discovery and data mining as 

tools for ongoing learning support of the collaboration by discovering novel 
knowledge in collaborative projects. 

2. The literature survey for all the three versions of Moderators showed that their 
functionalities are dependent on knowledge based approach for the extraction of 

useful information by interviewing experts and best practices to acquire knowledge. 

[36] and a paper published by the author [62] indicate the potential for Moderators to 

learn and update the knowledge in it's expert modules by uslng knowledge 

discovered in the operational databases of project teams. 

3. The literature survey and methodologies for knowledge management and acquisition 

as discussed in chapter 4 indicate three major issues as follow: 

Although capturing tacit knowledge is very difficult, it can partially be captured in 

the form of implicit knowledge for example post project reports. However, 

abundance of implicit knowledge transforms itself into data. Therefore, there is a 

need to further discover useful knowledge from this so called "abundance of 

implicit knowledge". For example, post project reports are kind of implicit 

knowledge as a result of brainstorming, discussions and feedbacks from experts. 

However if there are many reports, they transform themselves into data. 

Another issue identified is the continuously changing data, information and 

knowledge with time. 
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[63,77] identified one of the major challenges for knowledge based systems as: 
How to produce knowledge within an organization? 

Several modelling techniques have been used for developing knowledge based 

systems. Also a limited amount of work has been carried out for modelling the 
knowledge acquisition process using Unified Modelling Language (UML) in 

various domains. However, according to the best knowledge of the author, none 
of the work in the identified literature discusses the design of an automated 
knowledge acquisition system using UML. 

4. Several authors including [116,119,143,145] have indicated the need for the 
integration of a data mining system with a knowledge based system to realize the true 
benefits of KDD. In addition, the literature review as published by the author in 
[145] revealed the scope for the application of data mining M collaborative projects, 

supply chain and virtual enterprises. 

5. The review of Text Mining application areas discussed in chapter 5 and the paper 

pubhshed by the author show the scope, needs and benefits of text mining in the 
PPRs of construction project. Appendix 3,4, and 5 presents the abstracts of these 

published papers. Neghgible work has been carried out in this area whereas in the 

context of manufacturing very limited work has been done in areas such as 

customer's relations management and product development processes. 

6.2 Focus of Research Work 
Based on the identified research gaps discussed in section 6.1 and to meet the aims and 

objectives listed in chapter 1, the main focus of work presented in the remaining chapters 

of this thesis is as follows: - 

1. The proposal of the KOATING (knowledge discovery and data mining 

integrated framework) which enables scn-ii-automatic knowledge acqwsidon and 

update of knowledge and learning by discovering knowledge from operational 

databases of industries. (Chapter 7, sections 7.1 to 7.5) 

2. The mtegration of the KOATlNG framework with a state of the art Moderator, 

called the Universal Knowledge Moderator (UK. M) to enhance collaboration in e- 

manufacturing supply chains and illustration of this through an example (Chapter 

7, section 7-6) 
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3. Modeffing the design of the KOATING framework using the Unified Modeffing 

Language (UML). (Chapter 8) 

4. A demonstration of the application of the KOATING framework showing its 

use m extracting knowledge from Post Project Review (PPR) reports from 

construction project supply chains and showing how this can be used to update 

the expert modules of a Construction Project Moderator (CPM). (Chapter 9). 

5. A demonstration of the application of the KOATING framework showing its 

use in raising awareness of business opportunities and identiýýing coUaborative 
SME partners for a virtual organisation (VO). (Chapter 10) 

The next chapter discusses objectives 1 and 2 as mentioned in section 1.2. 
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7 
Proposed Knowledge Discovery 

and Data Mining Integrated 
(KOATING) Framework for 

Moderators 

This chapter proposes a KOATING ftamework for Moderators. It describes the 

knowledge discovery module and discusses knowledge miners, knowledge managers 

and repositories. The architecture for the Universal Knowledge Moderator (UKA4) is 

presented An illustrative example has been presented to show the functioning of the 

proposed system. 
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7.1 Knowledge Discovery and Data mining Integrated 
(KOATING) Moderators 

All previous Moderators have used a knowledge based approach to capture the relevant 
knowledge and information by interviewing experts and storing the knowledge in an 
object oriented database (OODB) based on a Knowledge Representation Model ý<LRM) 

[43]. This is a very time consuming process therefore there is a need to semi-automate 
the process of capturing the knowledge by embedding a learning capability that can be 

derived from the operational databases of participating teams. Semi-automating the 

process of knowledge acquisition would increase the speed and hence reduce the cost of 
development by decreasing the amount of time needed to acquire knowledge from 

experts and knowledge engineers. In addition, every piece of knowledge has a lifespan for 

its validity and therefore it is necessary to continuously review and update the knowledge 

contained in any knowledge based system. However, integrating the semi-automated 
knowledge acquisition system with an existing knowledge based system is not simple and 
is yet another challenge. 

These challenges and requirements provide the context of the present research as they 
indicate that better knowledge management and knowledge discovery integrated systems 

are required to support Moderators. Knowledge discovery and data mining tools and 

techniques have been explored in this research to provide a sen-ii-automated 

methodology to analyze the real time and historical operational data and to deterrmine if 

useful information and knowledge can be discovered at various steps of collaborative 

projects and can then be used to update the expert modules. Data mining also has the 

advantage that it is "exploratory" in nature and can be carried out on existing rather than 

especially collected data. 

To contribute towards the satisfaction of the stated objectives of this research in section 

1.2, this chapter proposes a KOATING framework, which incorporates tools and 

techniques of data mii-iing to provide useful information and knowledge to the 

Moderators. Figure 7-1 shows the existing structure of a typical Moderator, where the 

knowledge in any expert module can be manually updated by the knowledge acquisition 

module. Therefore, there is a need for the KOATING framework to enable the KAM to 

serni-automatically update the knowledge content of expert modules. 
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Moderator Interface 

Expert Module 1 ýýExpert Module 2 Expert Module n 
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-F. 

Shafed database 

Figure 7-1: Existing structure of Moderator 

Enterprises continuously generate large amounts of data during their normal operation 

and this data can be a valuable asset and potentially important source of knowledge. 

Identification and retrieval of these knowledge assets may be achieved by applying 

intensive and intelligent data analysis approaches to these databases with the objectives 

of identifying patterns, discovering rules and predicting results. Hence, the proposed 
KOATING Moderator services should be able to apply data mining technology to 

extract and exploit valuable knowledge ftom existing and historical operational databases. 

Therefore, this research attempts to fill the research gaps identified in chapter 6 by 

proposing the KOATING framework for Moderators. In this framework, a knowledge 

discovery module (KDM) has been integrated with the knowledge acquisition module 

J<' ý from previous moderator systems to extract useful knowledge from large datasets 

and store them in the expert module for further reuse. The combined functionality of 

knowledge miners, knowledge manager and repository provides continuous learning, 

thus enabling semi-automatic update of its expert modules from time to time. This 

learning capability therefore overcomes some of the imperfections In previously reported 

knowledge based research as mentioned in the earlier chapters. 

Here, it is unportant to remember that the EMD Guru Fayyad [116] has mentioned that 

the blind application of data mining to generate knowledge can be dangerous, leading to 

the use of meaningless patterns. Therefore, it is desirable to incorporate expertise and 
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existing prior knowledge to get valid and interpretable patterns. In addition, it is also 
recommended that a check be made on the newly generated knowledge to avoid 
misunderstandings or contradictory knowledge within the knowledge assets by validating 
the discovered knowledge. Hence a form of serni-autornatic update of the expert module 
is considered to be more realistic than a fully fledged automatic system. This chapter 
therefore provides a generic framework for use in the context of multi disciplinary 

collaborative teams. Due to the time and resource constraints of a PhD project a fully 
functional system and specification for hardware and software has not been provided. A 

conceptual framework and detailed description of the set of modules needed to develop 

KOATING moderator services and examples of their application in different 

collaborative scenarios where different types of knowledge assets are available. 

7.2 Proposed KOATING Framework 
The basic knowledge acquisition module (KAM) of previous Moderators must be further 

refined to provide the Moderators With all the knowledge that they require to create, 

update, learn and remove knowledge during the course of their operations. The 

KOATING framework does not replace the existing KAM but supports it and enables 

automatic/ semi-automatic knowledge update. Therefore, the supporting module to 

perform this function has been termed as the knowledge discovery module (KDM) 

which is proposed as an integral part of KAM. The main contribution of this framework 

is the elements within the knowledge discovery module which can be seen by comparing 
Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-2. In the proposed framework, the project life cycle and 

operational data can be used to generate structured knowledge by the I-, '-DM with the 

primary aim. that the generated knowledge should be at least as good as the knowledge 

provided by domain experts. 

Figure 7-2 shows the proposed KOATING framework for the KAM of a Moderator 

system. This framework incorporates the features of a knowledge based system designed 

for individual as well as cooperative learning, knowledge reuse, and corresponding 

update of expert module's knowledge within the Moderator system. The knowledge 

miners can use many different knowledge discovery and data mining tools to resolve the 

challenges of identifying, verifying and incorporating new knowledge within the existing 

expert modules. For example, as shown in chapter 9, the knowledge miners within the 

KDM of the KOATING framework use techniques of text mining such as text analysis, 

link analysis, semantic search and dimensional matrix to extract novel and useful 
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knowledge from post project report based textual data of the construction industry. As 

shown in Figure 7-2, the proposed framework 1 consists of several modules) 
communication mechanisms and data sources. 

Database/knowledge base 

Figure 7-2: Proposed KOATING framework for Moderator [62,157,1581 

The K, -AM, expert module and moderation modules are the three major modules of the 

system. As in the original Moderators, each expert module stores the relevant 

information and knowledge about a participating project team member. In the 

KOATING framework, it also stores the discovered knowledge delivered by the I-,, '-DM. 

As in the original Moderators, the major function of the Moderation module is to 

identify the potential project problems and perform the moderation activities. These 

activities have not been changed in any way by the KOATING framework and therefore 

are not discussed in detail here. Detailed discussions of I-", DM as an integral part of the 

KAM, expert module, moderation module and information managers are given in the 

subsequent sections. The bottom part of the framework in Figure 7-2 shows the 

databases of the individual project team members. In any collaborative scenario there are 

issues of confidentiality and risk which need to be considered as these will potentially 

constrain what information should or should not be shared. Particularly in business 
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contexts issues of intellectual property and competitive advantage are important. This is 
indicated in Figure 7-2 as these databases are of two types. The first database contains 

the data produced during a variety of operations of the company that they do not want to 

share with the partners. For example, the competitive advantage or intellectual property 

of one of the company is the processes it produce a unique product. In this context, the 

company would not be willing to share the data related to its processes. The knowledge 

generated from this data source would only be stored in the dedicated expert module of 

the company to enable the moderator to perform its activities effectively, but not share 

this knowledge directly with other partners in the collaboration. The other database is 

called the shared database which combines the data sources of partners with a view to 

generate knowledge to improve the collaboration. The double or single headed arrows 

show the communication between different modules. The detailed description of 

communication between various modules is presented in the chapter 8 while modelling 

the system. Further issues of risk and confidentiality are beyond the scope of present 

research. 
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Figure 7-3: Integration of Data Acquisition System, KDM and Moderator. 

7.2.1 Knowledge Discovery Module of KOA TING framework 
The X-DM supports the KAM by providing a semi-automated knowledge acqWsition 

mechanism to identify and retrieve appropriate knowledge from available data sources 

and store them in a format appropriate for further use by the Moderator. The proposed 

KDM requires its Integration with the Moderator as weU as the data source. This research 
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assumes that the data source is accessible for analysis purposes by the KDM. Similarly, 

the KDM is integrated with the Moderator to provide KOATING Moderator service as 
shown in Figure 7-3. 

A data acquisition system could take many forms and it varies from industry to industry. 
ERP is one of the prominent data acquisition systems. Generally, it provides firms with 
the ability to gain access to their data through a common graphical user interface (GUI), 

made possible through client/server technology. In addition, the data acquisition system 
must be capable of achieving integration by bringing together data from different sources 
within the firm. This may include disparate databases that exists across different 
functional units within a supply chain, customers relations management, business to 
business, procurements and operations etc., helping the firm to gain a more complete 

and realistic picture of all the data they hold. However, in this research the author is less 

concerned about the various approaches adopted for data collection and has focussed 

more on the functionality of the E'-DM. In this research, the assumption is made that 

suitable databases already exist within the collaborating companies and the KDM has the 

ability to access data stored in theses database and transform them through various data 

analysis techniques. The transformation of data provides the user with a high level view 

of data thus providing the Moderator with an ability to discover trends, Patterns) 

relationships etc in the data. Once discoveries are made, the KDM supports them 

through all the period of learning and facilitates the update of the expert module(s) by 

the KAM thus enabling more accurate, timely and knowledgeable decisions to be made 
in the future. 

Another benefit of integration of the Moderator and 1-"-DM can be extended to include 

the collaboration of multiple enterprises. Firstly, the functionality of the KDM can 

provide the Moderator With an ability to identify possible business opportunities and 

create awareness of any opportunity among the potential collaborating partners. This will 
be demonstrated through an example in chapter 10. Secondly data, information and 
knowledge need to be shared beyond the confines of the individual's internal 

environment between partners to meet the competitive demands. By doing this, the 

Moderator facilitates the decision making by enabling the discovered knowledge to be 

viewed across the entire extended value chain. This is demonstrated using an illustrative 

example of virtual e- supply chain in section 7.6 of this chapter. 
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7.2.1.1 Knowledge Discovery Approach Embedded in KDIVI 
Knowledge discovery process can be achieved through two different approaches namely 
Data Mining Software Tool Approach PMSTA) and Data Mining Application System 
Approach (DMASA) [159]. DMSTA, which is also known as first generation data mining 

approach involves the application of data mining software tools on ad hoc data mining 

projects and requires a significant expertise in data mining methods, databases and/or 

statistics. Data mining tools usually operate separately from the data source, which 
requires a significant amount of additional time spent with data experts, data imports, 

pre-processing, post processing and data transformation from various sources. The 

disadvantages associated with this model include the need for several experts to 

collaborate in a project and transferability of results and model. This implies that the 

results and models derived can be used for reporting, but cannot be directly utilized to 

integrate with other systems [159]. These limitations restrict the application of this 

approach in the context of the 1,,, '-DM. 

In contrast, the DMASA approach primarily focuses on the requirement of knowledge 

users and decision makers enabling them to view and exploit data mining models. 
Models can be presented in a user understandable manner through a user friendly and 

intuitive GUI using standard and graphical presentation techniques. Knowledge can be 

discovered by focussing on a specific problem domain covered by areas of analysis With 

the possibility of repeated analysis in periodic time intervals, or when required by the 

user, or at a particular milestone such as at the end of projects. Several authors and 

practitioners have recommended this approach for better integration in the business 

environment and in decision processes [159]. Therefore, this research adopts DMASA 

approach. Data mining standards and platforms are important issues for any data mining 

based system, however, data mining standards and platforms are not the current focus of 

this research. A detailed study of data mfi-iing standards and platforms are presented in 

[160]. 

7.2.1.2 Process Model of KDM 
The process model represents how the knowledge generation and decision making 

process is supported by the knowledge based system. Determining the process model is 

one of the key issues for the design of the K-DM for Moderators. CRISP-DM (Cross- 

Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) process model is a data mining process 

model developed by the industry leaders in collaboration with data mining experts, users 
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and data mining tool providers [161]. The analysis of various other data mining models 

equivalent to CRISP-DM, identifies CRISP-DM as the most appropriate process model 
for knowledge based system implementation [161]. In the present context, the CRISP- 

DM process model has been modified in order to make it applicable to the IsMM. Unlike 

the CRISP-DM model, the process model for the 1,, '-DM has been divided into seven 

phases and three stages. Each of these phases and stages includes a variety of tasks. The 

phases include: domain understanding, data understanding, data preparation, modelling, 

evaluation, deployment and conflict resolution. The sequence of the phases is not strict 

and moving back and forth between various phases is always required. Based on the 

outcome of each phase the next phase or a particular task of a phase that needs to be 

performed can be decided. The arrows indicate the most important and frequent 

dependencies between phases. The inner circle shows the cyclical nature of knowledge 

discovery process itself It means that a knowledge discovery process continues even 

after knowledge is discovered during the deployment phase. The lessons learned and 

experiences gained during this whole process can benefit the subsequent data niining 

processes. It is important to mention that the elements of KOATING framework have 

been shown as an actor in Figure 7-4. As shown in Figure 7-4, the modified structure of 
CRISP-DM has been adapted to the needs of the I-CDM as three stages: 

0 the preparation stage 

9 the knowledge production stage and 

9 the implementation stage 

As shown in Figure 7-4, the preparation stage of the process model prepares the area of 

analysis for production and implementation uses. This stage focuses on performing the 

first five phases, i. e. from domain understanding to evaluation in an iterative manner. 

The major reason the multiple iterations may be carried out is to achieve step by step 

improvement in all the phases. For example, a slight redefinition of an objective might be 

required in the domain understanding phase depending on the results of the evaluation 

phase. Similarly in the data preparation phase, the procedures required for the recreation 

of datasets might be improved. Datasets must be created automatically on a periodic 

basis, say every night based on the current state of the existing databases, data warehouse 

and the transactional data. The problems identified in the data preparation phase may 

demand changes in the data understanding phase. 
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In the modelling and evaluation phase the models are created and evaluated for multiple 
times with an aim. to fine tune the data mining algorithms through finding the adequate 

values of the tuning parameters for the algorithm. Therefore, it is necessary to perform 

enough iteration in order to monitor the level of changes in datasets and models 

acquired. With this approach, the stability of the data preparation phase is reached and 

optimal or near optimal values of parameters of the data mining algorithms are identified. 
In this manner, according to results gained in the evaluation phase through multiple 

iterations, the preparation stage can either reject the area of analysis due to insufficient 

quality of model or approve it with or without a slight modification in the objectives in 

the domain understanding phase and consequently changes in the other phases. 

The second stage is called the knowledge production stage, which mainly focuses on 

modelling, evaluation and deployment; it does not mean that other phases are not 

encompassed in the production stage. At this stage the models are created and evaluated 

multiple times With an aim to fine-tune the algorithms and parameters used. These 

functions are performed by knowledge miners with support from knowledge managers 

and repositories. These are discussed in further detail in the next sections. The third 

stage, called the implementation stage, involves the updation of the fine-tuned knowledge 

into the expert module and consists of the modelling step through to the conflict 

resolution step. 
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Figure 7-4: The Process Model of Knowledge Discovery Module 
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This stage provides inputs to all the prior stages based on the extracted knowledge. This 

stage requires interaction from users, knowledge miners, knowledge managers and 
repositories as shown in Figure 7-4. Conflict resolution between the existing knowledge 

and the discovered knowledge requires input from users based on their knowledge of the 
domain. 

The development of a process model for the KDM provides a basis for the development 

of knowledge integrated moderator services. As shown in the KOATING framework 'in 
Figure 7-2 and the process model Figure 7-4, KDM mainly consists of four components: 

(1) Knowledge Miners: to actively discover hidden data relations, patterns or models 
within data associated with the team member. 

(2) Knowledge Manager: to provide coordination and communication of knowledge, 

and management support between various components of the K. DM; 

(3) Information Manager: to implement the changes being made to each expert module 
during the project process as this relates to changes in the information and knowledge 

stored about individual team members. A detailed discussion and its relation to KAM is 

discussed in section 7.3. 

(4) Repository: to provide a mechanism for current intelligence, temporary storage of 

rules and tuning parameters specific to an algorithm. 

These components of the 1,, ', -DM have been treated as intelligent agents. The definition of 

agents is still a research issue and the boundary between an 'intelligent program and agent 

overlap with each other as can be seen from several literatures [162-166]. Several authors 
including [135,167,168] have used agent based data mining systems to discover useful 
knowledge in the contexts of multi criteria decision making, e-con-imerce and shop floor 

control respectively. One of the major reasons to choose the agent based modules is their 

flexibility to interact with the other modules of the system. However, this is not the main 

contribution of this research and therefore less emphasis has been put on describing the 

agent oriented architectures and their integration issues. Considering these aspects, the 

next sections discuss the internal structure and the functionality of knowledge miner, 

knowledge manager, information manager and repository respectively. 
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7.2.2 Knowledge Miners 
Knowledge nuners are an integral part of the KDM and their major functionality is to 

extract patterns, relationships and useful knowledge from the operational databases to 
equip, build, populate and update the expert modules associ 1 members. 'ated with the team 
In this manner, each expert module consists of knowledge about an expert, their objects 
of interest, priorities etc., which can be reused to support the moderation process. In the 

present context, the performance target of a knowledge miner is to generate knowledge 

wl-lich is as good as or even better than the knowledge associated with human experts in 
the same situation with the same input datasets. At present, a successful application of 
data mining generally relies on the experience and expertise of both the data minýg 

expert and the domain expert, and therefore is a semi-automatic process. 

Figure 7-5 schematically shows the architecture of a knowledge miner, which acts as an 

intelligent agent. It consists of a data interface, operational facility, agent knowledge base 

and knowledge interface. The knowledge interface manages the commumcation between 

the knowledge manager and the knowledge miner. The communication is based on 

message passing based on a shared ontology; this means that when the knowledge miner 

receives messages that are represented in a common ontology, the knowledge miner 

interface converts these messages into local format based on the common ontology. In a 

similar way, when the knowledge Miner sends messages to the knowledge manager, the 

knowledge interface translates them into a common format first and then sends them to 

the knowledge manager. A detailed study of ontology models are presented in [169] and 

the complexity associated with this approach is beyond the scope of this research. 

Knowledge Miner "n" 

. ....... . ...... .. - ----- 

ikgent Kno-wle-dge ba-se] Operational facility 

Domain ZKio: 
wýledqe Inference Engine 

KDD Facility 
Decision History 

Zornmon -VocabulaFy 

Mini 

--- -------- 

[ý'-ýWa -ba sZ-7Kjj-diiFe -da-e-I 

L- base I 

Figure 7-5: Architecture of the Knowledge Miner 
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The operational facility component is the central control and action part of the 
knowledge miner. It consists of sub components such as an inference engine, and KDD 

Facility. The KMD facility is one of the main components of the knowledge miner and it 

could be implemented in several different ways, e. g. as code, software or an expert 

system. It performs the mining task of discovering causal and interesting relations from 

the dataset and presents them in a form compatible with the knowledge manager. This 

component must carry out several functions that are required to carry out the data 

mirýg functions mentioned in section 5.2.3.1. 

The knowledge required to perform the mining task, common vocabulary; knowledge 

about different users, past decisions, mining objectives and domain knowledge are stored 
in the agent knowledge base. The data interface component of the system provides a 

mechanism to extract data from the external data source such as data acquisition systems. 
In order to perform the mining task in a variety of application areas (as described in 

Appendix 2), I-, '-DD facility uses a variety of tools, techniques and functions as discussed 

in chapter 5. After the knowledge miners complete their tasks, they send the knowledge 

mining results to the knowledge manager using the knowledge interface and the 

knowledge miner then terminates. 

The functionality of the process model (Figure 7-4) accomplishes its main objectives of 

knowledge discovery through the implementation of 4 modules in the KDD. These are 

described as follows: 

1. Data Acquisition Module: This module performs three major tasks, firstly it acquires 

data from the current data acquisition systems/data warehouses of the company.. 

Secondly, it identifies data types such as structured numerical data or unstructured 

text based data. Thirdly, it selects a sub set of the data or focuses on a subset of its 

attributes based on the objective. Finally, it must have the capability to acquire an 

understanding of the application area, relevant prior knowledge and the goals of 

performing the EMD. 

Data Preparation Module: This module performs all the functions needed to transform 

the raw data into a form which can be fed into different algorithms. This involves (1) 

replacing any missing values with a suitable one such as mean, median or one with 

maximum frequency or removes incomplete records if no suitable substitution can be 

used for missing values. (2) Eliminating noisy data to improve the efficiency of 

algorithms and improve the accuracy of the results, (3) If required, it normalizes the 
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database in order to avoid duplication, and possibly eliminate various kinds of logical 
inconsistencies that could lead to loss of integrity of database (4) Transform the data 

to different values depending on the problem domain and, (5) create derived 

attributes in order to reduce the computational burden. The identification of critical 
process attributes may make it possible to achieve a desired level of quality 
knowledge by optimizing only a smaU number of variables. 

3. Modeling Module: based on the goal of data mining, this module performs one or more 

combinations of the data mining functions such as classification or prediction, etc,. 
To perform these functions, this module consists of a set of data mining tools and 
techniques. A detailed study of such techniques and functions are presented in 

chapter 5. These algorithms are applied to obtain and extract the patterns from the 
databases. 

4. Knomled 
, ge Evaluation Module: this module evaluates the generated knowledge based on 

certain criteria to make sure that it is novel and useful. It applies statistical techniques 

to determine the validity of the identified knowledge over the universal set. 

In this manner, one can see that the provision of these facilities validates the process 

model developed in the earlier section as they provide A the functionality to achieve A 

the stages mentioned in the process model. 

Moderators require two types of update of the expert module (1) regular or periodic 

update and (2) User requested update. Periodic update is required as there is a change in 

the database and correspondingly new knowledge can be generated from the updated 

data. User requested update is required when the user finds some unusual knowledge or 

wishes to identify a specific type of knowledge. Considering these requirements of the 

Moderator system, there are two types of knowledge miners, which work in two different 

manners. The first type is termed as Periodic Knowledge Miner and the other type is 

called Task Oriented I,,, "nowledge Miner. A periodic knowledge miner starts at the 

beginning of the life cycle of project. Usually a periodic knowledge miner works 

periodically and generates knowledge based on changes in the database of the 

corresponding team member. For example, say every day at 3 AM In the morning data 

acquisition system updates data warehouse. The addition of data triggers could enable a 

periodic knowledge miner to also perform the mining task every day. Another type of 

periodic knowledge mining may occur whenever a project finishes and new data such as 

a Post Project Report is added to the database. Addition of the report will trigger the 
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knowledge mining facility to perform the knowledge discovery process. Periodic 
knowledge mming will follow a sleep -work-sleep-work cycle and will be destroyed when 
the entire moderator system terminates. A similar approach has been used by [167] for 

group decision making purposes. In contrast, task oriented knowledge miners are 
activated for a particular data mining task. This may be based on a request from the 
knowledge manager when an expert's role or interest changes or whenever something 
unusual happens, or the knowledge about an expert is identified to be incorrect. Task 

oriented knowledge mining also provides the user with an opportunity to capture some 
particular type of organizational knowledge from defined data. The user passes this 

message to the knowledge manager, and the request is then relayed to the knowledge 

miner. After the knowledge miner has completed the task, the results are sent to the 
knowledge manager for further processing. 

7.2.3 Knowledge Managers 
The knowledge manager acts as the heart of the proposed KOATING framework and 
plays a Vital role of manager, mediator and communicator between the different 

knowledge miners, the information manager, the EMs and the repository for knowledge 

sharing. The knowledge manager is an integral part of the 1""-AM and makes the decisions 

to create or delete EMs based on the extracted information, recommendations from the 

various constituent elements and information about the project team. The knowledge 

manager mainly consists of four components: miner interface, knowledge acquisition 

interface, functional facility and the knowledge manager agent knowledgebase that 

provides support for localized reasoning. The basic structure is represented in Figure 7-6. 

The knowledge manager checks what special types of knowledge are relevant to specific 

EMs and consequently which types of databases and files are appropriate to mine in 

order to update the knowledge content of any particular EM. It activates the responsible 

knowledge miner to perform the mining task. When mining and update tasks are 

completed, it stores the knowledge about these activities into the repository for possible 

future use and transfers the relevant new or updated knowledge into the EMs through 

the knowledge acquisition interface. The updated EMs can then be enabled, so that they 

can be used in the ongoing moderation processes. The operational facility provides the 

mechanisms for knowledge transactions. 
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The knowledge manager mediates requests from the user and analyzes these requests 

through its localized knowledge and inference engine and then initiates a knowledge 

miner to perform the desired task through the miner interface. It communicates the type 

of knowledge to be mined i. e. the function that needs to be performed on the data. The 

information manager, the repository and the knowledge miner are interfaced with the 
knowledge manager. It also communicates with the knowledge miner to start the task 

oriented mining process whenever the knowledge about a particular expert is not correct 

or appropriate. It also communicates the task driven knowledge nuiner to identify 

particular knowledge whenever something unusual happens or when information about a 

particular situation is needed. 

7.2.4 Knowledge Repositofy 
The repository temporarily stores the mining results and tuning parameters and helps the 

knowledge manager by providing a set of knowledge required by knowledge nuiners. 

When the knowledge manager receives the mining request for information, it first queries 

the repository to see if relevant knowledge pertaining to the request has already been 

discovered. If it has not been found, then the knowledge manager initiates the knowledge 

miner(s) to mine the appropriate knowledge/data bases. In addition, the repository 

provides the mechanisms for using a common vocabulary. As all the components within 

the KDM work on the same problem domain and communicate with a set of valid 
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message objects, it is essential for all the components of the KAM to share a common 
vocabulary. Furthermore, meta-knowledge stored in the repository, such as system 
configuration, (e. g. various mining parameters of the knowledge miner like number of 
clusters, similarity criteria, interestingness measures, confidence etc. ), design 

consideration of data mining framework such as generic software and knowledge can be 
shared and reused by other similar systems in the future. 

7.3 Information Manager 
An earlier version of the information manager was interfaced with the MSEM in the 
Mission project, to share and access the information stored in Oracle databases for the 
design team members. In the present context, the main functionality of the information 

manager is to share and access the shared data and knowledge bases. It also notifies the 
knowledge manager about particular contributions or changes to the shared data desired 
by particular project team members. The information manager also maintains its original 
functions during the Moderation process as it signals the Moderator whenever a change 
in the project data is recorded in the project database. However this does not affect the 
knowledge acquisition process, so will not be considered further here. In this research, 
the information manager also assists the knowledge manager in deciding when to create, 
delete or update a particular expert module. This wiU happen whenever a new project 
team member joins a project or when existing contributors are changed in any way, or 
when new knowledge or experience is identified within the enterprise which may 
influence how a contributor to the project will make his or her project decisions. 

7.4 Expert Module 
Moderators use expert modules (EMs) to represent each team member and therefore 
EMs are populated with all the knowledge about the team members in the collaborative 

projects. Hence, the collection of EMs provides the moderator with the background 

knowledge that it requires to support the multidisciplinary team. Harding [43] mentioned 

that the information and knowledge for Moderators should be captured in a flexible 

manner to ensure its reusability in a variety of situations by a variety of users or 

applications over a period of time. They have used the KRM [43] concept to represent 

the knowledge as a groups of associated interactive objects called modules. The objects 

can exhibit different types of behavior including collecting information, processing 

information, checking the truth of specific conditions, and communicating with users etc. 
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The KRM can be used to produce a knowledge base by storing the objects in a object 
oriented database. Based on earlier Moderator concepts, in the present context, 
knowledge about individual team members, knowledge of their area of interests, their 

competencies, and the knowledge about changes that are important to them and actions 
that need to be taken when such changes occur are stored in objects called Expert 
Module. The interactive objects associated with Expert Modules come from various 

classes, including ruleset, rule, condition and action objects. The processing of knowledge 

is achieved by message passing between instances of these classes. 

In the present context, particular types of knowledge can be mapped in the form of 

rulesets and particular knowledge can be mapped as rule. The I,, DM can produce a 

variety of rules including, classification rules, prediction rules, association rules, which 

will be in the form of IF (Condition) THEN (Action). By producing the IF-THEN rules, 
KDM follows the KRM concept and updates the knowledge which can be applicable to 

the Moderator. When the Moderator updates an expert module, a notification is sent to 

the user indicating of what knowledge have been updated and also of any conflicting 

rules found in the EM. In this manner, generated knowledge needs to be verified by the 

user before it is used in the moderation process. In addition, it is also feasible to update 

the area of interests and competencies of individual team members based on their past 

work or performances. As discussed in chapter 9, this feature will be achieved thorough 

the application of text mining. Again, the verification of this discovered knowledge is 

required from the user. Section 7.6 of this chapter provides an illustrative example of 
how the knowledge can be generated in the form of IF-THEN rules, which can be 

further updated based on changes in the dataset. 

It is important to integrate the proposed framework with the current state-of-art 

Moderator and to achieve this, the next section discusses the Universal Knowledge 

Moderator (UK. M). Here, the major emphasis is to show how the KOATING 

framework can be integrated in the context of heterogeneous data sources. 

7.5 Universal Knowledge Moderator for E-Supply Chain 
The complexity of moderator technology increases when manufacturing projects are 

large and members are globally distributed in the context of an extended enterprise (EE) 

or virtual enterprise (VE) [9]. Manufacturing projects operating within EE and VE 

environments face additional problems that different information models are likely to be 

used by different parts of the manufacturing project teams. Supply chain partners 
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inevitably use different vocabularies and terminologies in their work resulting 'in 

misunderstandings and confusions. Moreover, the escalating use of web technologies 

has also accelerated the growth and complexity of manufacturing digital information. The 

consequent enormous amounts of heterogeneous data (e. g. structural heterogeneity or 

semantic heterogeneity) make it increasingly difficult to communicate between different 

project teams and organizations. In response to this problem and to achieve true 

information interoperability, Lin et al [55] adopted the ontology and semantic web 

technologies within a Manufacturing System Engineering Moderator (MSEM) to enable 

semantic Interoperability across extended project teams [57]. 

This research builds on previous work on the MSEM and therefore, this section of the 

research proposes how the MSEM may be extended to provide knowledge discovery for 

globally distributed and collaborative e-supply chains on the semantic web. The aiin of 

this research is to develop and establish a flexible method for knowledge discovery from 

semantically heterogeneous data for the moderation of project teams M globally 

cooperative e-manufacturing chains by integrating KOATING framework with state-of- 

art Moderator. The proposed universal knowledge moderator should therefore be able 

to: 

9 Analyze and define the specification of a common manufacturing ontology for the 

manufacturing industry in an ontology server. 

* Enable VAVW information exchange between partners in cooperative manufacturing 

chains via common mediated meta-models across different disciplines within 

engineering project teams through semantic mapping. 

0 Enable the moderator's I-, '-AM to incorporate "learning 7) , updating and reuse elements 

which exploit knowledge discovery techniques. 

Previous research by Lin [55,57] has addressed the challenges of different partners 

within an e-supply chain using different vocabularies and terminologies and therefore the 

first two of the above objectives are beyond the scope of this thesis. This section now 

sets the KOATING framework into the context of a Moderator to support coUaborating 

working in extended supply chains or similar organizations. 
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Figure 7-7: The Architecture of Universal Knowledge Moderator (UKM) 

The main contribution of this thesis is therefore how to integrate KOATING framework 

with the other different element of the existing EEMSEM services to provide the above- 

mentioned functionalities. The previously listed research objectives are discussed in the 

context of an architecture model for UKM to enable semantic integration of 

geographically distributed knowledge discovery services. Three main modules have been 

identified as shown in Figure 7-7: 

9 Umversal Manufacturing Enterprise Schema (UMES) Module [55,57] 

0 Knowledge Discovery Module 

0 Moderation Module 

This is an extension of a previous architecture for MSEM that was implemented during 

the MISSION project, and provides a means of moderating semanticaUy heterogeneous 

databases distributed over the Internet 
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Figure 7-8: The Universal Manufacturing Enterprise Schema - Mediated 
Ontology Q57]). 

7.5.1 Universal Manufacturing Enterprise Schema Module 
This architecture of UK M uses a dynamic mediated and shared ontology model for 

manufacturing enterprises, in order to achieve information interoperation for a UK'm 

within an internationally collaborative environment. The mediated ontology model may 

involve simple logical reasoning for semantic and syntax mapping. The methods of the 

UMES are listed and briefly described as follows: 

e Analyze and identify the terminology, representation and classification of the 

manufacturing system for Ul,, '-M activities in the context of a global high tech 

industry e. g. PC, IC manufacturing, operating in a globally co-operative e- 

manufacturing cham. 

0 Convert the UMES into a web-based ontology language, e. g. Resource Description 

Framework (RDF) and Web Ontology language (OWL). 
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9 Define a set of semantic mapping rules for automatic reasoning of heterogeneous 

document structure and data for the UMES in the Metadata Integration Ontology 

server. 

Figure 7-8 schematically represents the UMES. A detailed study of these functionalities 

and further discussions are presented in Lin et al [55] and therefore not the focus of 

present research. Therefore only brief details have been included here for completeness. 

7.5.2 Knowledge Discovery Module of UKM 
The IMM is an integral part of the KOATING framework. The basic structure and 
functionality of this module remains the same as discussed in section 7.2. It consists of 
knowledge miners, knowledge managers and miners interface. This module is interfaced 

with the UMES module to deal with the semantic heterogeneity of heterogeneous data 

sources and interoperabihty issues. K, -nowledge discovery is based upon the defmed and 

common ontology, so that the E' : DM generates knowledge in appropriate language or 

vocabulary to be used to update and enrich the expert module knowledge. 

7.5.3 Moderation Module 
The major functions of the Moderation Module are to identify the potential project 

conflicts and to perform moderation activities. It does so by continuously reviewing the 

current state of the activities associated with the project and information about recent 

project decisions, and comparing this with the knowledge it has about team members' 

interests and requirements as stored within the EMs. The moderation process is activated 

whenever a project decision is made and this is identified by a change being made to the 

project information within the shared database. The information manager can notify the 

Ul-<' M of each change. The UKýM checks the interests of the team member in its 

knowledge base by examining the EMs. If the Moderator finds that one or more team 

members have an interest in the current type of change, the interested team members are 

contacted by the UKM and it remains in dialogue with these team members until 

conflicts are resolved. 

Clearly when team members came from different cooperating companies, it is very 

important that information is understood by different parties and the use of ontologies 

has previously been covered in detail in [55,57,157]. 
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7.6 An Illustrative Example of KOATING Framework on E- 
Supply Chain 

The e-supply chain is the communication and operations backbone of a virtual network 

that links suppliers, business partners and customers together as one cohesive 

collaborative entity. A virtually enabled supply chain network is a series of value added 

processes or stages owned by one or more enterprises, starting with a material or 

information supplier and ending with consumers. In this structure, each intermediate 

stage is a supplier to its adjacent downstream stage and a customer to its upstream stage. 
Although the participants in the chain can play various roles, all their relationships are 
limited to supplier and customer roles. An open fast communication mechanism is 

essential for the companies entering into supply chain network activities, allowing its 

members to Jointly forecast, develop, produce, synchronize and deliver their product or 

services, and anticipate dynamic customer requirements. A typical example of a e-supply 

chain is schematically shown in Figure 7-9. 

Figure 7-9: A generic view of Virtual e- Supply Chain 

This example assumes that a VE has been created by a leading UK automobile 

manufacturer N which operates in UK and Europe. The automobile enterprise "X" 

wishes to contract a supplier to produce 2 parts A andpb) in order to build a new 

prototype in the UK. However, no local manufacturer can be found with enough 

resource to meet the demand. The solution adopted was to form a collaborative virtual- 

e-chain with 4 enterprises including suppliers and manufacturers. 4 EMs are created, each 

containing knowledge about one of the enterprises in the e-supply-chain. These will be 
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referred as supply chain agents in this example. The UKM has access to all of these EMs 

and therefore has knowledge about the each Supply chain agent. 

Supply chain operations start when an order for the two products (Pa and Pb) has been 

sent to the 3 suppliers (Sl, S2, andS3) through a web interface with requirements such as 
lead-time, quantity, and product type. Two different partspal and Pa2, andpbl andpb2are 

assembled to produce the productspaandpbrespectively. For productPa supplier S, can 
only providepal, Pa has to be ordered from S3. Similarly, for product Pb, S2 can only 
providepbl) Pb2has to be ordered fromS3.0n the other hand, S3 can supply all the parts 
Pal) Pa2, Pbl andPb2 to produce Pa andpb. All the suppliers are able to produce different 

products with different lead times, quantities and prices. All the suppliers use different 

terminologies for the same context. For example S, uses lead time, S2uses due date, and 
S3 uses delivery time for the same context of delivering the product to the customer. 
Similarly, S, uses quantity, S., uses number of products, andS3uses number of pieces for 

the same context. The product information for each supplier is given below in Table 

7-1, which contains the data that the supplier wishes to share with the Coordinator X. 

Therefore, a semantic heterogeneity for the product information exists, where different 

suppliers use different terminologies for the same context. The UMES module of the 
Uls'-M takes care of this semantic heterogeneity by a developing a common and agreed 

ontology. For example in the present context ontology can be developed for lead time, 
due date and delivery time. More details about the development of common/mediated 

ontology are discussed in [57]. 

There are several combinations of price/ quantity/ time over several ranges of values 

which should be considered to ensure that the orders are placed with the most cost 

effective suppliers. The Ul, 'ýM can help to ensure that this is done providing it has up to 

date information about current price/quantity/delivery combinations that are best for 

each supplier. All the EMs must contain the knowledge in the form of rules stating that 

which combinations of supplier are cheapest. This expert module also contains the items 

of interest for each supplier such as orders detail, quantity, lead time, due date and price 

etc. The focus of this research is limited to the knowledge acquisition aspect therefore 

this example only shows that how knowledge can be generated for the EM associated 

with company X from shared database of suppliers. In present context, the data 

presented in Table 7-1 is used as shared data. There is a need to transform these data into 
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knowledge in order to obtain the effective combinations of quantity, price and due date. 
This knowledge can then be stored in the expert module for further Moderator activity. 

Table 7-1: Supplier details and their capabilities for producing products 
Product information for supplier S, 

Lead Time Quantity Unit price 

1-4 1-30 48.5 

5-8 1-100 47.5 

9-12 1-150 45 

Product information for supplier S2 

Due date Number of products Cost per product 

1-3 1-10 49 

4-7 1-70 48 

8-12 1-150 44.5 

Product information for supplier S3 

Dehvery Time Number of pieces Seffing price per piece 

1-3 1-50 50 

4-8 1-100 46.5 

9-12 1-150 46 

In order to discover the knowledge, knowledge manager instructs the knowledge miner 

to find patterns, relationships and rules Within the shared data associated with supply 

chain agents considering minimal price/product. The mining engine component of 

knowledge miner finds rules for minimum price. In the present context, IF-THEN rules 

were discovered. For example for the given data set the discovered rule may be as 

follows: 

I IF (LxadTime>8) THEN Select Supplier S, & S3. 

2 IF (Quantio -:: ý 30) AND padTime: 53) THEN Select Supplier S, 6-r S3. 

pplierS3. 3 IF Quanfiýy :ý 100) 
-, 
ýD (4: ýLeadTime: 5 8) THEN Select Su 

4 IF (30<, Quantity < 50) AND padTime: 58) THEN Select Supplier S3. 

5 IF (Leadf ime > 7) THEN Select Supplier S2 & S3. 

6 IF (Quantio :ý 10) AND PadTime: 53) THEN Select Supplier S2 & S3. 

7 IF (Quantio :5 100) AND (4: 5LeadTime: 5 8) MEN Select SuppfierS3. 

8 IF (10 <Quantio :5 50)AND (LeaaTime: ý 8) THEN Select SupplierS3 
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These rules are stored in the expert module of Company X and need to be checked 
whenever a order is raised. Similarly, expert module of suppliers 

Sl) S2 
and S3 

must be 

populated with knowledge about its area of interests. For example, for Slthe knowledge 
in the EM would be: 

IF (Lead time ý: - 3) AND (Quantio :ý 30), MEN notij of order. 

IF (9 : 5- Lead time :5 12) AND (Quantio :5 150) MEN notij of order in competition Witb S3 

Similarly for S, The knowledge in the corresponding EM would be. 

IF (Lead time : 5- 3) AND (Quantio :5 10), THEN nofib, of order. 

IF (8 :5 Lead time) AND Quanho :S 150) MEN noti of order in ompefition WitbS3 

ForS3, f, '-nowledge in EM would be 

IF 4, ead time ýý 4)AND (Quantio !ý 100), MEN Wit 61 of order. 

IF (8 '-"- Lead time '-S 12) AND (Quantio :5 150) MEN notij of order in competition witb S, 
SP 

These are very simple rules and could be generated manually, but, consider a situation 

where several other qualitative and quantitative attributes such as supplier reputation, 

quality of product, physical location etc, are considered. In the present context scenario, 

a decision tree algorithm can be used by the data mining engine of a knowledge miner to 

generate these rules. These rules need to be updated whenever the data changes. It means 

that whenever the supplier changes their capability, the dataset will change. For example, 

after a few orders supplier S, may have improved their way of production and be capable 

of producing more products at reduced cost. Based on this fact, they have changed the 

information related to the product and the combination of lead-time, quantity and price. 

Changes in the dataset will trigger the knowledge manager to prompt a message to the 

knowledge miner to initiate the mining task. The knowledge miner will therefore apply its 

data mining algorithm to extract new rules, patterns and relationships, and thereby 

generate and update new knowledge within the expert modules. At this stage, if it finds 

that there is a conflicting rule, it will trigger a message to the user to resolve this conflict 

based on its domain knowledge. 

Now when the e-supply chain is operating and production is going on, the UKM 

discovers a delay in the delivery of part P., by supplier S, Details of each delivery and 

order are stored in the company's databases so regular updates of UKM knowledge could 
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identify that there is an error in the usual rules as one of the supplier has been deliver' 9 in 
"later" than the quoted date. This delay is critical to the lead time requested by the 

customer. This delay can be a hindrance to the successful completion of the order by the 

suppliers involved. Therefore, UKM must notify this delay to relevant supply chain agent 

responsible for Supplier S3 and Company X. This alert can be sent in the form of an e- 

mail about the problem occurrence. 

In this case, to overcome this problem UX-M may recommend company X to: 

0 Send the order to an alternative suPplier or; 

0 discuss the quality of dehveries with the existing supplier and negotiate new terms or; 

9 Increase the working hours of corresponding supplier. 

There might be situation where the manufacturing enterprise "X" needs to collaborate 

with another supplier 4. In this case, chain will be increased based on an agreement of 

the entire supply chain. In this case, knowledge acqu1sition module will generate a new 

expert module corresponding to supplier 4. Above mentioned example is Just an instance 

of several activities involved in the operation of virtual enterprise supply chain. 

7.7 Summary 
Competitive advantage can be gained through targeted exploitation of proprietary 

knowledge of all types, but especially of expertise and experience. In earlier research 

projects Moderator technology, in the form of knowledge based software support 

systems, has been successfully demonstrated in both the product and manufacturing 

system design domains. However, knowledge acquisition, learning and updating of 

knowledge has not previously been studied fully. Therefore this chapter presents a 

KOAT1NG framework to provide semi- automated knowledge acquisition for 

moderator technology in collaborative projects to update the expert modules. This 

enables the reuse of discovered knowledge from operational databases within 

collaborative projects and facilitates the exploitation of the right knowledge at the right 

time in the tight context. 

In addition, a Universal K-nowledge Moderator (UK. M) system, consisting of a Universal 

Manufacturing Enterprise Schema Module, Knowledge Discovery Module and 

Moderation Module, has been proposed to unprove the moderation activities. The 

Universal Manufacturing Enterprise Schema Module enhances the interoperability of the 
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chain on the semantic web. This shows how the KOATING framework can be 
integrated with the state-of-art Moderator. 

The proposed KOATING framework will facilitate the decision making and moderation 
process through the following multiple capabilities. 

Access to past experiences, designs, projects and data to analyze the changes as they 
occur in collaborative projects and where necessary provide the corresponding 
response to increase the awareness within the teams. 

9 Incorporating the "learning" and "knowledge reuse" element within moderators. 

9 Senii-automated knowledge creation, updation and retrieving capability. 

0 Capturing implicit knowledge and transforming this into explicit knowledge. 

9 Text mining for enhanced awareness of business opportunities between the partners 
in a collaborative pool. 

9 Consolidating the knowledge, if necessary transforming the identified patterns and 
/or models to alternative representations and resolving conflict or contradictions 

with previously extracted knowledge. 

However, the application of Semantic Web technologies and tools require considerable 
technical expertise, and are thus not well suited for users outside the field of computer 

science. This makes it hard for domain experts and ontology engineers to work together 

on e-manufacturing tasks. One of the major challenges for the UI<"M research is to face 

the ease of interaction and operation for mass collaboration and knowledge sharing. 
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8 
UML Modelling of Knowledge 

Acquisition Module 

This chapter presents a method for developing and documenting the KAM of the 

Moderator for manual and semi-automatic update of knowledge, using the Unified 

Modelling Language (UML) in order to meet objective 3 of section 1.2. The KAM has 

been modelled to clarify and better understand the requirements and operation of this 

module. The use of UML to model this module has also enabled greater detail to be 

added to its design. UML has been employed to explore the static structure and 

dynamic behaviour, and describe the system analysis, system design and system 

development aspects of the proposed KOATING ftamework as discussed in the 

previous chapter. 
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8.1 Introduction 
In order to develop a knowledge based system, there is a need to model the system 

considering its various knowledge requirements. This will provide the user, knowledge 

engineer and developer with guidelines to analyse, design and implement the proposed 

system. Therefore, the next section discusses and identifies the way to model the system 

and further document it. Structured knowledge based system methodologies are relatively 
immature in comparison with other traditional branches of knowledge engineering. 
These include GEMINI, POLITE and KADS [112]. Until now, the knowledge 

acquisition process remains one of the major challenges in knowledge engineering. A key 

issue is how to solicit the expert to clearly articulate their knowledge, which may be tacit 

or intricate. The knowledge acquisition task should focus on a representation of expertise 

that is natural to domain experts, so that they can think about their expertise rather than 
how to represent it in a computer [112]. Several authors including [112,170-172] have 

suggested and recommended the use of Unified Modelling Language (UML) to model 

the knowledge based system for the knowledge acquisition process. In addition, UML 

has been recognized as a defacto standard for modelling software systems. Therefore, the 

author has adopted a UML based approach to demonstrate the design and development 

of the proposed KOATING framework for Moderators discussed in chapter 7. In this 

manner, this chapter meets objective 3 of section 1.2. 

Rhem [112] has proposed the development of a knowledge acquisition workflow for a 

framework to assist the knowledge engineer. This workflow will guide the knowledge 

engineer in modelling specific domain knowledge. In the present context, the approach 

adopted is similar to the approach adopted by [112] to develop a knowledge management 

system. Once the type of knowledge, e. g., tacit, explicit, declarative, or procedural etc., 

that needs to be captured for the expert module has been determined, the knowledge 

acquisition workflow helps the user to understand the general nature of knowledge 

oriented tasks and guides the knowledge modelling effort using UML. 

UML is a notation that can be extrapolated to include the development of knowledge 

models. Models are used to capture the essential features of real systems by breaking 

them down into more manageable parts that are easy to understand and manipulate. 

According to Booch [173], "A Model is a simplification of reality". Models are used in 

systems development activities to draw the blueprInt of the system and facilitate the 

communication between different elements of the system and the users at different levels 
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of abstraction. People may have different views of the system and models can help them 
understand these views in a unified manner. In addition, this is a widely accepted and 
used approach. The knowledge engineer can easily use it and successfully capture, apply, 
validate and retrieve the knowledge. Bearing all these factors in mind, UML has been 

used to construct the conceptual model of knowledge intensive activities in the proposed 
system. Simple visual UML diagrams have been used to understand the various elements 
of the system, sources of knowledge, input and output, flow of knowledge, interaction 

with knowledge bases, knowledge experts and users. 

8.2 Unified Modelling Language 
The major objectives of knowledge engineering are to support the development process 

of knowledge based systems by providing appropriate tools, techniques, concepts and 
languages to the knowledge engineers. An important approach within knowledge 

engineering is the use of conceptual models to represent the real world application 
domain and model the problem solving skills of the experts and the system. One of the 

major problems associated with conceptual modelling, also known as knowledge 

modelling is that there is no standard language available to model the knowledge for 

developing knowledge intensive systems. Most of the possible languages have been 

adopted from software engineering. Some of the widely used and famous languages in 

knowledge modelling are project based using a n-nx of notations such as Unified 

Modelling Language(UML), Integrated Definition Method(IDEF), Structured Analysis 

and Design Technique (SADf) etc. The software engineering community has adopted 
UML as the de facto standard for modelling object oriented system, and it has been 

advised and recommended that the knowledge engineering community should do the 

same [112]. This would be beneficial in the long term as I<"BS can be easily integrated 

with other enterprises systems, particularly if their design is based on a standard language 

as this would help facilitate communication and sharing of blue prmits among developers 

[174]. As discussed in chapter 4, UML is rarely used for modelling automated knowledge 

acquisition systems; therefore the study of UML in the context of Moderators is an 

added contribution of this research. 

8.2.1 Object Oriented Development and UML 
UML is a general purpose visual language that can be used as a blueprint to develop and 

implement the software system. It is a standard language to specify, visualize, construct, 
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model and document the artefacts of a software system. It provides the ability to capture 
the characteristics of a system using notations. The history of UML is archaeological and 
comprehensive. UML was pioneered by three software engineering gurus: Jim 
Rumbaugh, Ivar Jacobson and Grady Booch, who contributed significantly to the 
development of the notion of UML. They each originally had their own competing 
methods (OMT-Object Modelling Technique, OOSE-Object Oriented Software 

Engineering, and Booch respectively). Rumbaugh's OMT was strong in system analysis, 
but he put little emphasis on the design stage. The main emphasis of Jacobson's OOSE 

was on user)s experience and it was lacking in terms of analysis and design. Booch's 

approach was strong in system design; however, he neglected the analysis aspects. 
Eventually, in the 1990s they joined forces and introduced an open standard to establish 
the basis of UML. Since then, UML has become a standard modelling language for 

analysts, designers and architects because it is progranuning language independent. Also, 

the UML notation set is a language and not a methodology. As such, this language can 

easily fit into any company's way of conducting business without requiring change [112]. 

UML provides (but is not limited to) several types of diagrams that when used within a 

given methodology, increase understanding of an application under development. The 

underlying premise of UML is that no one diagram can capture all the different elements 

of the system In their entirety. The most useful and standard UML diagrams that can be 

used to model a system at different points of time in the software's development lifecycle 

include: 

1 Use case diagram: This illustrates a collection of functionalities performed by the 

system, showing which actors and processes interact with each use case. It either 

represents a whole use case for the complete system or the breakout of a particular 

group of use cases with related functionalities. 

Acfizý_Oflow diagram: The activity diagrams are similar to a flow chart and emphasize 

the procedural flow of control between two or more class objects while processing 

an activity. Activity diagrams are best used to model higher-level process; however, 

when used in a lower level system, they are associated with a use case. 

3 Sequence diagram: A sequence diagram is also known as an interaction diagram, and 

shows the interactions between a set of objects and their relationships. This also 

includes the messages that can be passed among them in a time sequence order. 
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4 Class diaTram: A class diagram is a diagram that shows the classes in the system, 
interfaces, collaborations, and varieties of relationships such as dependency, 

generalization, association, aggregation and inheritance etc. 

5 State cbart diagram the state chart diagram models the different states that a class can 
be in and how that class transfers from state to state. It is used to model the event 
ordered behaviour of any kind of object including classes, objects, interfaces, 

components and nodes. 

6 Collaboration diagram: the collaboration diagram displays the object interactions in 

event sequence order under relatively complicated circumstances. They convey the 

same information as a sequence diagram, but they focus on an object's role rather 
than on the times that messages are sent. 

Component diargram: the component diagram shows physical components, interfaces 

and usage dependency between components of the system. 

8 Deplqyment diagram: the deployment diagram shows how physical components of the 

system under development are distributed across the physical environment M which 

it runs. 

In this manner, using all or a combination of these diagrams, UML can present the static 

structure and dynamic behaviour of the system. The static structure defines the kinds of 

objects that are important to a system, its implementation and the relationships among 

the objects. The static behaviour of the system can be mapped by using use case 

diagrams, class diagrams, component diagrams and deployment diagrams. The dynamic 

behaviour defines the history of the objects over time and the communication among 

objects to accomplish the goal. The dynamic view consists of state chart diagrams, 

activity diagrams, sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams. 

8.3 UML Modelling of KAM and Analysis 
This section details the modelling of the 1, -'-AM using UML. Here the concept of UML 

grows from analysis to implementation mainly focussing on the knowledge acquisition 

aspect of the Moderator. In the following section, the use of "system" primarily refers to 

the KAM. It mainly consists of three stages: system requirement and analysis, system 

design and system implementation. 
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8.3.1 System Requirement and Analysis 
This phase of modelling focuses on the set of system's requirements, the available 

resources and the user's desire along with the idea of the system. The behaviour of the 
17 A 

. [,,, -, 
M (that is what functionality must be provided by the kaNý is documented in this 

phase using a use case model and activity diagram model. These are discussed as follows: 

8.3.1.1 Use Case Analysis 
A use case diagram illustrates the interaction between the users and system's functions. 

Here the user is referred to as an actor, which are not the part of the system, but 

represents anything or anyone that interacts or inputs information to or receives 
information from or both receives and inputs information to and from the system. Use 

cases represent the functionality provided by the system that is what capabilities will be 

provided to an actor by the system. There is no need for one use case diagram to capture 

everything about a system. A well structured use case diagram focuses on communicating 

only one aspect of the system. In the context of the Moderator, only the knowledge 

acquisition aspect has been considered and therefore in the proposed use case model 

only those use cases and actors are considered which are essential for understanding the 

knowledge acquisition aspects. As shown in Figure 8-1, there are three actors which 

interact With the system: 

9 User: represents the person who uses the Moderator system and possesses the 

domain expertise and has a basic understanding of knowledge discovery. The user 

verifies the knowledge and needs to be aware of the actions that might be required 

for a particular condition in a rule(i. e. if a particular problem occurs) 

0 Database: represents the past project databases, project summary data and 

operational data of the enterprises etc., (changes to project information may 

necessitate changes to the expert module. 

Expert module: is a kind of knowledge base. More details have been presented In 

secdon 7.4. 

ill 



)ert Module 

( 
/ 

Date 

Figure 8-1: Use case diagram of Knowledge Acquisition Module 

Generafly, indicating the interactions between actors and the system can help to identify 

the use cases. Use cases mainly depend on the level of abstraction. The seven use cases 

that have been identified for the 1,, -'-AM are: 

0 Create expert module: This use case represents the creation of a new expert module 

when a new partner joins the collaborative project and agrees with the rules and 

regulation of the collaboration. 

9 Edit expert module: this includes the modification or deletion of an expert module. 

0 Addition of item of interest: Automatic and manual update of an item of interest. 
Here, the item of interest has been categorized into competencies and objects of 

mterest related to changes. 

0 Edit item of interest: this can be either the modification or deletion of an item of 

interest. 

0 Regular automatic update of rules: this include the regular update of knowledge in 

the form of rules in the expert module corresponding to the addition of data to the 

databases and verification of knowledge from the user. 
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0 User requested update of rules: this identifies a special type of knowledge which is 
required by the user. 

Manual addition, deletion and modification of rules: this includes the manual 
addition, deletion or modification of rules in the expert module. 

The details of each use case are documented with a flow of events to extract more 
information from the use case diagram. The flow of events for a use case is a description 

of events needed to accomphsh the required behaviour of the use case. The flow of 
events for each use case is written in terms of wbat the system should do, not bow the 

system does it. The use case specification is detailed in Table 8-1. 

Table 8-1: Use Case sDecifications of KAM 
1. Flow of Event for the Use case Create Expert Module. 

Actors User and Expert module 

Pre-conditions The collaborative team must validate the creation of an expert module after a new 
partner joins the collaborative project. 

Post-conditiOns A partially populated expert module exists. This will require addition of item of 
interest and regular automatic updates of rules use cases. 

Basic Flow This use case executes when a new team member join the collaboration. User 

enters his/her password. The system verifies that the password is vahd. (E-1.1) and 
prompts the user to create an expert module's profile(E-1.2). The system prompts 
the user to enter the information required in its profile such as name, contact 
details and communication method etc., or quit the system. 

Alternative flows E-1.1: An invalid member and wrong password is entered. The user can re-enter its 
id and password or ternunate the use case. 
E-1.2: An invalid name of expert module is entered or an expert module with that 
name already exists. The user can re-enter the name or retrieve existing expert 
module or terminate the use case. 

2. Flow of event for the use case Edit Expert Module 

Actors User and E. ), ped Modtile 

Pre-conditions The expert module must exist before this use case executes. 

Post-conditions Other partners need to be aware of changes after this use case executes. This is 

required to make other partners aware of the current role and new area of interest. 

Basic Flow For this use case to execute, the user must be logged into the system. This use case 

can execute either of two main activities: delete expert module or modify expert 

module. User chooses the corresponding expert module (E-2.1). The system 

prompts the user to select the desired activity, DELETE, MODIFY or QUIT. 

If the activity selected is DELETE, the system will ask for confirmation to delete 

em will delete the expert the expert module and if the user confirms, the syst 
. 

module (E-2.2). This will happen whenever the project is finished, or the assigned 

role of a partner is completed and that partner is no longer required for 

collaboration. 
if the activity selected is MODIFY, the system will help the user to modiýy its 

name or change its content in some way (E2.3). This will happen when the role of 

the partner has changed and it is playing a new role in collaboration. It rnight also 

happen that it has completely changed its interest and moved to a new business. 
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If the activity selected Is QUIT, the use case ends. 
Alternative flows E-2.1: User chooses a wrong expert module which doesn't correspond to user. The 

system prompts the user with invalid message. The user chooses a valid expert module or terminates. 
E-2.2: the system prompts the user to either permanently delete the expert module 
or temporarily inactivate the profile. 
E-2.3 An invalid name is entered, the user re-enter the name of expert module or terminate. 

3. Flow of event for the use case addition of item of interest 

Actors User, expert module and past project summary database. 
Pre-conditions Create expert module use case must execute before this use case and expert module 

must exist. 

Post-conditions User venfies the item of interest if it has been extracted using automated methods. 
Basic Flow For this use case to execute, the user must be logged into the system and choose 

the relevant expert module (E-3.1). The item of interest refers to a list of objects or 
attributes that are important to the user or the user's competencies. Moderator VAR 
raise the awareness based on these items of interest and competencies. When user 
chooses a particular expert module, system will prompt the user to either 
AUTOMATICALLY update competency based on summary of past project or 
I\L-ýNUALLY add the item of interest. 
If the activity selected is manual addition of item of interest, system prompt the 
user to type the desired item/s of interest (E-3.2) and update the items of interest. 
Similarly, if user selects to add competency, system prompts to type competency 
and update the competency list (E-3-3). 
If the activity selected is automated update of competency, the system will prompt 
the user to choose the relevant database of project summaries. The competencies 
in the form of keywords are extracted. User verifies the extracted keywords and 
correspondingly prompts the system to update the list. 

Alternative flows E-3-1: User chooses wrong expert module. The system prompts the user to choose 
right expert module or terminate. 
E3.2: An invalid item of interest is entered. System flags invalid message. 
E33: Competency already exists, it prompts the user of repetition and terminates. 

4. Flow of event for the use case edit item of interest 

Actors User and expert module. 
Pre-conditions Corresponding expert module exists and addition of item of interest use case must 

execute before edit item of interest use case. 

Post-conditions Expert module has updated list of items of interest. 

Basic Flow t choose the corresponding expert For this use case to execute, the user must firs 
module (E4.1). This use case executes two main activities: delete item of interest i 
and modify item of interest. User chooses the corresponding item of interest (E- 
4.2). The system prompts the user to select the desired activity, DELETE, 
MODIFY or QUIT. 
if the activity selected is DELETE, the system will ask for confirmation to delete 
the selected item of interest and if user confirms, system will delete the item of 

e item interest (E-4.3). This will happen whenever the partner feels that the s lected 
in. of interest is no longer in its operational domai 

If the activity selected is MODIFY, the system will help the user to modify its item 
of interest or change it(E4.4). 
If the activity selected is QUIT, the use case ends. 

Alternative flows ert module which doesn't correspond to the user. E-4-1: User chooses a wrong exp 
I The system prompts the user with an invalid message. The user chooses a valid i 
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expert module or terminates. 
E-4.2: User chooses a wrong item of interest, which s/he doesn't want to delete or 
modify. The user chooses a valid item of interest or quits. 
E-4.3: the system prompts the user to confirm the deletion of the it f em o interest. 
E-4.4 An invalid name is entered, the user re-enters the item of interest or 
terminates. 

5. Flow of event for the use case automatic regular update of rules 
Actors Database, user and expert module 

Pre-conditions System has access to relevant database and corresponding expert module exists 
Post-conditions User must be notified to edit, verify and resolve any conflict of rules. The edit of 

rules use case must execute after the execution of this use case 
Basic Flow This use case begins when new data is added to the data base. The data acquisition 

system passes this message to KAM. KAM has access to the database (E-5.1). It 
verifies the type of data and correspondingly activates the knowledge miner v., ithin 
the system to perform the knowledge discovery process (E-5.2). A set of rules are 
generated as a result of the knowledge discovery process (E-53). The rules are 
compared with the existing rules to check for a conflicting rule (E-5.4). If there is 
no conflicting rule update the expert module. This use case terminates when the 
rules have been updated. . 

Alternative flows E-5.1: KAM is unable to access the database; user must be notified of this 
problem. 
E-5.2: Unknown type of data identified, user needs to be informed. 
E-5.3: KAM is unable to capture knowledge in the form of rules; in which case 
derived knowledge should be notified to user for manual entry of knowledge in the 
form of rules. 
E-5.4: There exists a conflicting rule; user should be notified of this conflict and 
initiate the edit of rules use case. 

6. Flow of event for the use case user requested update of rules 

Actors User, database and expert module 

Pre-conditions System has access to relevant database and corresponding expert module exists 

Post-conditions User must be notified of the discovered rules and edit rule use case executes after 
this use case. 

Basic Flow This use case is initiated by the user, when s/he needs any special type of 
knowledge. In this case, it prompts the system to the database and specifies the 
kind of knowledge to be mined (E-6.1). The system identifies the data type and 
applies the knowledge discovery process to discover the knowledge in the form of 
rules (E-6.2). A comparison is made with the existing rules for any conflict (E-6.3). 
Rules are added to the expert module (E-6.4) This use case terminates after 
notifying the user of discovered knowledge. 

Alternative flows E-6.1: User selected a wrong database, it can re-select the database or quit. 
E-6.2: Unknown data type identified, user need to be informed. 
E-63: There exists a conflicting rule; user should be notified of this conflict and 
initiate the edit of rules use case. 
E-6.4: System is unable to capture knowledge in the form of rules; in which case 
derived knowledge should be notified to the user for manual entry of knowledge in 
the form of rules. 

7. Flow of event for the use case manual addition, deletion and modification of rules 

Actors User and expert module 

Pre-conditions Create expert module and automatic regular update of rules must have executed 
before this use case executes. 
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Post-conditions Expert module has updated list of rules 

Basic Flow This use case begins when the new rules are automatically discovered and need 
verification from the user for its authenticity. Identified conflict or rules are 
prompted to users to resolve them (E-7.1). The user resolves the conflict by 
performing activity such as ADD, DELETE, MODIFY and UPDATE of rules or 
QUIT the system. 
If the activity selected is ADD RULE, system adds a new rule to expert module (E- 
7.2). 

If the activity selected is DELETE RULE, system deletes the chosen rule from the 
expert module (E-7.3). 

If the activity selected is MODIFY RULE, system facilitates the user to modify the 
rule based on domain knowledge (E-7.4). 
If the activity selected is UPDATE RULE, system updates the expert module with 
updated rules. 
If the activity selected is QUIT, the use case ends. 

Alternative flows E-7.1: No conflicting rule found, system updates the expert module 
E-7.2: An invalid rule is added, the user can delete or modify that rule and re-enter 
the desired rule or terminate the use case. 
E-7-3: An invalid rule is selected, the user can re-select the desired rule to delete or 
terminate the use case. 
E-. 7.4: The rule chosen for modification is invalid, the user can re-select the 
desired rule and modify. 

8.3.1.2 Activity Diagram 
An activity diagram is also created to demonstrate the requirements of the system at the 

system analysis stage. Activity diagrams are used to model the dynarrucs of the system. 

These diagrams are essentiaUy a flow chart that is used to show the workflow of the 

system; that is, they show the flow of control from activity to activity in the system. 

Activities can be done in parallel or along any alternative paths through the flow. It also 

shows how the system will respond to the user's request. In the present context, activity 

diagrams are created to represent a flow within a use case; this depicts the start state, 

activities that the system performs and decisions that affect the workflow of the 

proposed system. Activity diagrams contain activities, transitions between the activities, 

decision points, and synchronization bars. Figure 8-2 to Figure 8-8 shows the activity 

diagram corresponding to each use case used for the proposed system. 
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Figure 8-7: Activity diagram for use case user requested update of rules in 
expert module 

Figure 8-8: Activity diagram for use case manual addition, deletion and 

modification of rule. 



8.3.2 System Design 

8.3.2.1 Static Structure Model: Class Diagram 
The class diagram is a graphical view of the static structure of the model. A class diagram 

shows a set of classes , interfaces, collaborations and their relationships (such as 
dependency, generalization, and association). The UML representation of a class is a 
rectangle containing three compartments stacked vertically, as shown in Figure 8-9. The 

top compartment shows the class's name. The middle compartment lists the class's 
attributes. The bottom compartment lists the class's operations. When drawing a class 

element on a class diagram, one must use the top compartment, and the bottorn two 

compartments are optional. The class diagram shows that how the different entities of 
the system relate to each other, their internal structure and their relationships. Figure 8-9 

shows the high level view of the class diagram. It mainly consists of Expert-Module, 

RuleSet, Rule, Rule-Condition, Resulting_Action, Knowledge Miner, Knowledge 

Manager and Repository. Relationships between classes are represented by lines and 
labels, arrowheads and notation. The upper structure in the boundarly line shows the 
KRM structure used in [43],. therefore, the details are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

The class name attributes and operations are represented 'in the diagram. The relationship 
between the Expert-Module class and Knowledge Manager class is uni-directional 

association. It shows that two classes are related but only one class knows that 

relationship exists. Similarly, Expert-Module is uni-directionally associated with the 

RuleSet class. Here, only Expert-Module class knows that the relationship exists. The 

second type of relationship exists between RuleSet and Rule. This is an association 

relationship and indicates the long term relationship between the classes. In other words, 

a RuleSet keeps a reference to another rule, whenever it is needed. Similarly, association 

relationships also exist between Rule and Rule-Condition and Resulting-Action. The 

relationship class between Knowledge Manager and Knowledge Miner is association. The 

knowledge miner is equipped with a variety of algorithms classes such as Apriorl, C4.5, 

Neural-Network, Rough_Set and Stat-App. These classes are connected with 

Knolwedge-Miner class with generalization relationship. Generalization provides the 

capability to create a superclass that encapsulates structure and behaviour common to 

several classes. These classes are examined for commonality of structure and behaviour. 

Repository class is also associated with knowledge miner and Knowledge Manager with 

association relationship and is represented by a dotted line. In the next section, author 

discusses the dynamic action model for system design that is sequence diagram. 
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Figure 8-9: Class diagram of the proposed system. 

8.3.2.2 Dynamic Action Model: Sequence Diagram 
A use case diagram presents an outside view of the system. Scenarios are used to describe 

how use cases are realized as interactions among societies of objects. A scenario is an 

instance of a use case - it is one path through the flow of events for the use case. 

Scenarios are developed to help identify the objects, the classes and the objects 

interactions needed to carryout a piece of functionality specified by the use case. A 

sequence diagram depicts object interactions arranged in time sequence. It shows the 

objects and classes involved in the scenarios and the sequence of message exchanged 

between the objects. Sequence diagram are typically associated with use case realizations 

in the logical view of the system under development. In the sequence diagram, an object 

can be named in three ways: the object name, the object name and the class, or just the 

class name. In present context, only one diagram capturing the features for design of 

KAM has been considered. 
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As shown in Figure 8-10, the sequence diagram shows objects arranged along the X-axis 
from left to right and message ordered in a timely manner along the Y axis from top to 
bottom. They commonly contain objects, links and messages, along with notes and 
constraints. It also has an object life line, a vertical dashed line, which represents the 

existence of an object over a period of time. In Figure 8-10, the objects are extracted 
from the previous class diagram as shown horizontally at the top of the diagram. All the 

objects are linked by association instances as per their sequence of participation in the 

process. The objects send call messages and invoke a method to start an action. In 

present context, the sequence of process started with the user logging into the system, 

creating its expert module and ending either deleting expert module or editing the expert 

module. 

8.3.3 System Implementation 

8.3.3.1 Component Diagram 
The component diagram shows the static structure of the system. It demonstrates the 

various dependency types among the executable component of the program. The 

component to which arrow is leaves is said to be dependent on the component to which 
it goes. The dependency is shown by a clashed arrow between components. Stereotypes 

may be used to defme the type of dependency. In present context, as shown in Figure 

8-11, the system is divided into 5 major components. They ate Interface, AppsPackage, 

DataMiningPackage, repository. db and 1--, '-BSSupp. db. 

0 Interface: this component of the system provides the user a mean to communicate 

with the system. It facilitates the user with many capabilities by performing various 

tasks, visually showing the rules, item of interests and profiles etc. 

AppsPackage: is a package that offers many built in functions for common usage of 

the proposed system based on the user's request or message received from other 

components of the system. It obtains results from the DataMiningPackage and 

verifies them by the user using interface and deciding if they should be stored in the 

KBSSupp. db. 
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Figure 8-11: The component diagram of the proposed system. 

0 I-, BSSupp. db: is an object oriented database storing rules and other attributes of the 

system. User can access, edit and add information in to this database usmig the 

interface and AppSpackage. 

DataMiningPackage: is basically a data mining engine containing several algorithms to 

extract knowledge from data and deliver it to the AppSpackage for update into the 

database or to the user. 

0 Repository. db: is a database for temporary storage of rules. It stores the various 

mining parameters corresponding to several algorithms used by DataMiningPackage 

and updates them for its best performance. 

8.3.3.2 Deployment Diagram 
Deployment diagrams are created to show the different nodes along with their 

connection in the system. It considers the system requirements such as system 

availability, reliability, performance and scalability. The deployment diagram visualizes the 

distribution of various components across the enterprise. This diagram allows the 

knowledge engineer and architecture team to understand the system topology and 

provides aid in mapping components to executable processes. 
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Figure 8-12: The deployment diagram of proposed system 

As shown in Figure 8-12, the deployment diagram shows what runs where. Only 

Monitor. exe, ResChent. dll, AppsSupp. dU, AppsServer. dll, DMserver. dll and MSOutlook 

are needed in the user PC. The design tune component, such as KbsSupp, AppsPackage, 

DataMiningPackage and 1<-bsSup. db are not necessary. In other word, the user does not 

need to install the expert system tools packages and copy the related program 

source/database to the target PC during deployment. Monitor. exe is the main executable 

program to execute the program. During execution, it obtains the business rule logic and 

interface information from the exported package called AppsServer. dU and 
AppsSupp. dH. The user only needs to copy the above files into a dedicated directory and 

create a shortcut for use. Moreover, email is needed to communicate between partners. 

Thus,, MS Outlook should be available on the users PC to enable the aforementioned 

service. This program will automatically call MS Outlook. Although the email is 

represented Mi the diagram by MS outlook but any preferred mail service could be used. 

In this manner, one can see that the main difference between the component diagram 

and the deployment diagram. The former do not show instances of components, merely 

the dependencies which apply between all components of one type and all components 

of another. Instances are shown in the later. The following subsection evaluates the use 

of UML for the proposed system development. 
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8.4 Evaluation of Applying UML for KAM development 

8.4.1 Using UML for KAM knowledge Analysis 
System's behaviours can be captured using a use case model which illustrates the system's 
intended function (use case), its surroundings (Actors) and the relationships between the 

use cases and actors (use case diagrams). The most important role of a use case model is 

to communicate the system's functionality and behaviour to the end user. This helps the 

knowledge worker to understand the role of different actors and their corresponding 

processes Involved in the system. Here the main emphasis is what the system should do, 

not how the system does it. 

Activity diagram represent the dynamics of the system. Technically, workflow analysis 

can be illustrated clearly using the activity diagram. At this point in the life cycle, an 

activity diagram may be created to represent the flow across the use cases or to represent 

a flow within a use case. Later in the life cycle, activity diagrams may be created to show 

the workflow for an operation. 

Without these diagrams, the knowledge engineer cannot understand the scope of 

development of the system. It helps the knowledge engineer to correct any 

misunderstanding at the beginning of the system development. 

8.4.2 Using UML for KAM Knowledge design 
A class diagram can show the relationships between various classes accurately and thus 

accelerate the development process at a later stage. However, it is very tedious task to 

present all the possible choices in a class diagram. A sequence diagram shows object 

interactions arranged in a time sequence. This diagram represents the graphical view of 

the scenario. In conclusion, without these two diagrams, the knowledge engineer may not 

be able to realize the knowledge structure, representation, and mteractions before 

programming and implementation. 

8.4.3 Using UML for KAM knowledge implementation 
The component diagram and the deployment diagram are used in this research for 

knowledge implementation purposes. These diagrams can be very useful to transfer the 

necessary knowledge to the developers and IT implementers. The component diagram 

can illustrate the static structure of various components used for editing the source code. 

It is beneficial for a knowledge engineer to maintain and update the inference engine and 
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the knowledge base. A deployment diagram is created to show the hardware 

configuration that is used for the system under development. It provides instructions on 
how to install the system onto a users' PC. Since the Moderator system will be 
distributed over several partner's desktop computers, the run time configuration should 
be illustrated clearly to reduce the installation and version upgrading dine frame. 

8.5 Conclusion and learning outcome. 
In conclusion, this chapter has articulated a way of modelling the KOATING framework 
for Moderators using UML to meet objective 3 in section 1.2. UML has been 

recommended by several authors as mentioned in section 8.1 and also recognized as a 

standard for modelling knowledge based systems and software applications. UML has 

been used to analyze, design and develop the proposed KOATING framework using a 

set of diagrams. It can also capture the static and dynamic models of the system. Use case 
diagram and Activity diagrams were used to analyze the knowledge requirements of the 

proposed system. A class diagram and sequence diagram were used to design the system, 

and component and deployment diagrams were used to provide guidelines for the 
implementation of the system. In this manner, the author has provided guidelines on 
how the proposed system can be designed, developed and implemented. 

The application of UML to develop the proposed KOATING framework provided the 

author with a better understanding of the system under development. However, this 

experience can be extended in a number of ways such as designing software, 

communicating software or business processes, capturing details about a system for 

requirement or analysis and documenting an existing system, process, or organization. In 

the present context, it has been found that the UML attempts to bridge the gap between 

the original idea for a system under design and its development. Furthermore, a set of 

codes can be generated from the developed diagrams that will ease the process of 

software development. Being proficient in UML modelling means that one will have an 

ability to capture ideas, relationships, decisions and requirements in a well defined 

notation that can be applied to many different domains. 
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9 
Extracting Knowledge from Post 

Project Reports 

This chapter discusses the application of text mining on PPRS with a view to 
extracting useful knowledge that can be used to update the expert modules. Itfirst 

presents an overview of the problem context by briefly describing construction 
project supply chains, PPRs, issues involved with PPRs and their limitations. It 
further discusses the construction project moderator and the type of knowledge 

needed by the expert modules. A variety of text mining techniques have been applied 
to discover useful knowledge that can be presented to the user for addition and 

updating of expert modules. Finally, it discusses the limitations of the proposed 

approach. 
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9.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a case study related to a construction project supply chain in order 
to prove the concept of the proposed KOATING framework for Moderators using a 
proof by demonstration methodology. It illustrates how different kinds of knowledge can 
be captured by knowledge miners from unstructured text based data in the form of post 
project review (PPR) reports, using a variety of TM techniques. The discovered 
knowledge can be used to semi-automatically update the knowledge content of the 
Moderator's EM. 

This case study shows how different TM algorithms can be used to extract knowledge as 
patterns, associations and trends from the PPRs. The generated knowledge in the form 

of rules relates to improving the processes, identifying recurring problems or good 
practices, addressing problem areas, improving customer relationships and enhancing the 

coordination between collaborators of the construction project. The details of various 
data mining and text mining approaches have already been discussed in chapter 5, and 
this chapter demonstrates their application. It also provides guidelines for the application 

of knowledge miners on the post project reports data related to CPSCs. Knowledge 

miners are used to identify hidden knowledge and then embed this learning in the 
Moderator's EMs. Availability of this knowledge in the EMs will enable the Moderator to 

identify potential problems or item of interest due to operational changes and make the 

team members aware of these and recommend appropriate action. 

This chapter presents an approach used by the knowledge miners to extract knowledge 

from unstructured PPR based textual data. The extracted knowledge is not available in 

the form of IF-THEN rules and therefore requires interpretation so that the identified 

knowledge can be manually Inserted into the expert modules. The next section presents a 

brief overview of CPSCs, PPRs and the current limitations and issues involved with 

PPRs to provide a context for the case study. 

9.2 Overview of PPRs in Construction Projects. 
The construction industry is one of the most diverse and unstable sectors within the UK 

economy. It faces widely fluctuating demand cycles, project specific product demands 

and uncertain production conditions, and has to combine a diverse range of specialist 

skills within geographically dispersed short term project environments. A CPSC may 

contain hundreds of firms, contractors, subcontractors, material and equipment 

suppliers, engineering and design teams and consulting firms [175]. Collaboration 
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between the various entities of the CPSC is temporary and may vary from project to 
project. The lifecycle of a CPSC is limited to a particular project. PPRs of construction 
projects are one of the most important and common approaches for the capture of 
knowledge and lessons learned from the operation of a CPSC. They provide 
opportunities for the project team members to share, discuss and explain their 
experiences through face-to-face, facilitated interactions before a project is closed and 
the team is dissolved. PPRs therefore allow multi-disciplinary teams to critique a project 
to determine both positive and negative aspects, potentially capturing tacit knowledge as 
learning points to improve the planning, execution and design of new construction 
projects. 

9.2.1 Construction project supply chain (CPSC) 
A CPSC involves all the processes, activities, tasks and information flows (both upstream 

and downstream) Within various networks of organizations involved in the delivery of 

quality construction projects or services. A general CPSC may contain several firms, 

contractors, sub contractors, material and equipment suppliers, engineering and design 

firms or teams, consulting firms or teams, etc. It remains highly fragmented and involves 

many small and medium size suppliers and sub contractors. The upstream responsibilities 

of the CPSC consist of the activities and tasks leading to the preparation of the 

production on site involving the construction client and design team. The downstream 

activities and tasks involve the construction suppliers, subcontractors and specialist 

contractors. The CPSC therefore needs a high level of coordination among various 

stakeholders, who may have conflicting interests. This thesis only considers the physical 

view and therefore does not take into account the management philosophy of supply 

chains. CPSC is not the focus of this thesis but a more detailed study of CPSC is 

presented in [175]. The linkage between a CPSC and PPRs is shown in Figure 9-1. 

9.2.2 PPRs of Construction Project 
PPRs are a rich source of data and information for organisations - if organisations have 

the time and resources to analyse them. Too often these reports are stored, unread by 

many who could benefit from them. PPRs attempt to document the project experience - 

both good and bad. If these reports were analysed collectively, they may expose 

important detail and experiences which have perhaps been repeated across a number of 

projects. However, because most companies do not have the resources to thoroughly 
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examine these PPRs, either individually or collectively, important insights are missed 
thereby leading to missed opportunities to learn from previous projects. TI-i-is research 
attempts to determine whether hidden knowledge and experiences could be captured 
using KDT and TM approaches to uncover patterns, associations, and trends in 

unstructured data. The results might then be used to identify specific problem areas and 
enhance processes, and improve customer relationships. 
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Figure 9-1: Generic view of construction project supply chain and linkage with 
PPR. 

A PPR is a process through which an organisation looks at the project process 

retrospectively with a view to learning from activities carried out, to avoid mistakes in the 

future and also to learn from successes and failures. A PPR is also defined as a formal 

review of the project which examines the lessons which may be learnt and used to the 

benefit of future projects. A detailed review of PPRs approaches, benefits of conducting 

PPRs and problems associated with PPRs is presented in [176]. It is clear from this 

review that many authors acknowledge the benefits of conducting PPRs. These include 

facilitating collective learning, providing utilizable knowledge, benefitting client 

organization, better project phase management and preventing knowledge loss. However, 

several recurring problem areas have also be identified as summarized in the next sub- 

section. 
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9.2.3 Issues involved with PPRs 
As reviewed in [176], several authors have indicated that organisations are aware of the 

benefits of PPR but do not udlise the full opportunities to learn from these. Newell [177] 

explored reasons why organisations capture project knowledge but do not seem to 

subsequently utilise that knowledge in future projects. One of the conclusions of 
Newell's research is that project teams lack awareness that such critical knowledge exists 
and could improve their processes. The PPR is sometimes a huge silo of information 

which rarely gets analysed critically to reveal patterns of information that could help 

decision making in the project process. Due to this Mability to convert the review 

contents into useful knowledge, project teams abandon the report on the shelf and move 

on, thus ignoring knowledge which might be useful and even critical to future projects. 

The recurring themes in much of the published PPR literature are that PPRs are useful 

and can generate very valuable knowledge, of many types, but this knowledge (and 

consequent lessons learnt) is not effectively exploited throughout organisation(s) or 

across different projects. The major limitations that exist in exploitation and 
dissemination of PPRs can be summarised as follows: 

1. K nowledge and learning from previous PPRs are not routinely transferred to future 

or ongoing pro)ects and therefore learnt lessons are not properly exploited or reused. 

2. Collections of PPRs are not commonly analyzed or explored together to find the 

hidden knowledge, recurring problems or patterns of behaviour that may exist Within 

them. 

3. PPRs may identify good and bad practices but existing PPR processes do not detail 

how these should be disseminated in order to improve project processes or 

performance. 

4. PPRs commonly generate large quantities of documentation which may be stored on 

a company's information network. However research is stiH required to determine 

how to effectively disseminate analyzed PPRs throughout an organization. 

Drawing from the above, a major challenge for organisations is how to extract 

knowledge ftorn PPRs and disseminate this appropriately across the organisation to 

ensure optimum improvements in the organisation's project processes. The application 

of KDT and TM methods on PPRs should provide opportunities for better exploitation 

of the potential benefits of these PPRs by extracting useful information to identify and 

replace poor practices, improve process performance, avoid reinventing solutions, re-use 
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lessons learned on previous projects etc. The use of K'DT and TM techniques would also 
facilitate the detailed analysis of multiple PPRs simultaneously and therefore could 
substantially increase the potential for useful information and patterns of operation being 
found. 

In the remainder of this chapter, a knowledge miner of a Moderator is implemented on 
the PPR based database as part of a knowledge acquisition process. This is done to 
determine how explicit knowledge can be extracted from the PPR based database, so that 

it can be used to (1) equip the expert module with knowledge which was previously only 

available to the project team members by reading the PPRs and (2) update the content of 

an expert module as soon as a project finishes. The ultimate aim is to show how a 
knowledge miner can be used to extract useful knowledge. 

9.3 Construction Project Moderator 
A construction project is a type of muld-disciplinary project which requires the 

involvement and application of different areas of expertise including a main contractor, 
design and engineering, consultants, suppliers, sub-contractors, quality assurance, health 

and safety and financing etc. In addition, the main contracting company may have 

different types of projects going on simultaneously at different sites involving several 

stake holders. Inevitably, during the design and operation of a CPSC, problems win arise 

due to the different objectives of the team members and this may lead to conflicting 

decisions, which may be beneficial to the objective of one function, but detrimental to 

the objective of another function. In such situations, an intelligent software tool such as 

construction project moderator might be used as a special manager to raise the awareness 

of potential problem areas or decisions that might affect the team members during the 

design and operation of CPSC. The purpose of the construction project moderator is to 

continuously monitor the decisions related to the project activities, to identify as far as 

possible each potential occurrence of conflict or problems, and to orchestrate a dialogue 

between the interested team members until the conflict is resolved. 

The basic functionalities, structure and contents of a construction project moderator 

(CPM) are the same as the earlier moderators described in chapter 3 and chapter 7. The 

methodology for the design and development of the Moderator has been discussed in 

chapter 8. Although the focus of the research in this thesis is on the knowledge 

acquisition element of the Moderator, it is useful here to briefly review the types of 
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knowledge used by a CPM as it supports a collaborative team during the lifecycle of a 
pro)ect. 

A basic assumption of Moderator technology is that the project team members share and 
add to the same shared knowledge relating to the project and/or the deliverables of the 

project during the lifecycle of the project. This shared knowledge may be distributed or 
located in different places. The schematic representation of this concept is shown in 
Figure 9-2. 

During the project, the CPM monitors the shared knowledge and each time a change is 

made to it (e. g. addition, deletion or edit), the CPM checks its internal knowledge to see 

if the "change" might be important to one or more of the team member and if it is, what 

action should be carried out to make that team member aware of the change (and 

potential problem). To carry out these functions, the CPM's internal knowledge must 

contam: 

Expert Module 
B 

Team Member "B" 

Expert Module 
A 

Team Member "A" 

Team Member "A" 

Shared Knowledge 
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Figure 9-2: Shared knowledge of the project 

Team Member "N" 

1,, ' nowledge of how to carryout the appropriate checks on the shared information to 

identify important changes. 

0 1,, '-nowledge of what is irnportant to each team member. 

0 Knowledge of how to carry out the appropriate actions when an Important change 

has been identified. 
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Part of the Moderator's internal knowledge is stored in expert modules, and there is one 
expert module for each member of the project team as shown in Figure 9-2. The 
knowledge m each expert module is structured into several parts e. g. 

Identification and contact info for the team member represented by the expert 
module. 

0 Items of interest. 

9 Knowledge of what to do when an item of interest is identified. 

A detailed description of expert module is presented in chapters 3 and 7. The CPM needs 
to be populated with knowledge about all the team members and things that are 
important to each of them. The expert modules also contain information about areas of 

interest for each team member that is an expert module contains a list of items in which 
the corresponding team member is interested and also knowledge about what the CPM 

should do if one of these "items of interests" is changed. Therefore, in any project the 
Moderator's internal knowledge will be distributed in several expert modules. However 

for the process of discussing knowledge acquisition (and updating of items of interest, or 
details relating to any particular item of interest) it is only necessary to consider how 

knowledge might be changed in a single (or individual) expert module. 

For instance, 'in the present context, the main contracting company is interested in a list 

of knowledge areas as shown in Table 9-1. They are mainly interested in identifying any 

changes that might affect these knowledge areas as this may indicate that problems or 

conflicts are occurring in the project. These key knowledge areas have been identified as 

important to the success/failure of the project by the main contracting company. In 

order to identify relevant changes and perform appropriate actions to support the main 

contracting company, when such changes occur, the expert module representing the 

main contractor must contain knowledge related to these knowledge areas. 

As discussed earlier, the main aim of this chapter is to show how the knowledge nuiners 

of the knowledge acquisition module can be used to equip and semi-automatically update 

the content of an expert module by discovering new knowledge related to these key 

knowledge areas from the post project reports. The next section discusses the application 

of knowledge inmers to extract useful knowledge. 
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Table 9-1: Kev knowledge areas of the contracting comnanv 
Finamial Issues 2 Time 

Additional costs Contract programme 
Budget Extension of time 
Contract sum Lead-in times 
Financial reporting Practical completion 
Liquidated damages Project hand over 
Pricing 
Profit in excess of regional targets 
Tender allowance 

3 Safeo 4 Environmental Issues 

Access Transporting materials 
Accidents Waste disposal 
Health and Safety Whole life performance 

5 Qualio 6 Individual Trade Packa ges 
Aftercare Drainage 
Internal audit Drilling 
Key Performance Indicators Electrics 
Process Excavation 
Product Plumbing 
Quality Scaffolding 
Scope of work Security 
Service Procurement 

7 How work won 
Design and build 
Discounted tender 
Negotiation 
Tender 

9.4 Proposed KOATING framework for Construction Project 
Moderators 

Figure 9-3 shows the proposed KOATING framework in the context CPM to extract 

knowledge from PPRs based textual data. It shows that PPR based database has been 

used as a source of knowledge. In the present context for experimental purposes, 

PolyAnalyst 5.0 software system has been used in this research as an instance of a 

knowledge miner which performs as a data mining engine. The benefits provided by this 

software and its comparative study with other softwares are presented in Table 5-3. 

PolyAnalyst has access to PPR database. As an instance of knowledge miner, PolyAnalyst 

applies several techniques such as text analysis, link analysis, text OLAP, semantic search, 

summarization and summary statistics with a view to discovery variety of useful 

knowledge from PPR database. A brief overview of these techniques is presented in 

section 5.4.1, however, a detailed study is presented in [146]. The application of these 
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techniques is discussed in the later subsection. Once the knowledge is discovered by 
PolyAnalyst, it is presented to the user for verification and knowledge can be updated in 
the appropriate expert modules using the knowledge acquisition module interface. 

As discussed in the sections 5.2.2, the whole process of knowledge discovery works in 

several stages including understanding the problem domain and process, identification of 
data source and its type, data cleaning, data transformation, data selection, data mining, 

pattern evaluation and knowledge representation. However, these steps can be iterative at 

any of these stages. As stated in chapter 7, a knowledge miner is equipped with several 

modules to perform these functionalities at each stage of knowledge discovery as 

required. These modules consist of several heuristics and algorithms to perform the 
knowledge discovery process and extract different kinds of knowledge. The algorithms 

and techniques presented in this case study are only examples to show the application of 

the knowledge miner, since no single technique can perform best on all types of data. A 

data mining module of the knowledge miner should be able to apply a variety of different 

data mining algorithms depending on their appropriateness for the data that is being 
CD. C) 

analyzed. 

Figure 9-3: Proposed KOATING framework in context of Construction project 
Moderator 
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9.4.1 Domain understanding and collection of documents 
This example is based on PPR documentation of two UK based construction companies. 
40 PPR documents were collected from work projects carried out during the last three 

years. Additional information was also gathered from the companies, including PPR 

agendas, explanations of the process, structure of PPRs, and the criteria and expectations 

of the companies when they carry out PPR. There are two quite different types of 

reports. The first containing textual narration and a description of the project, with the 

review divided under sixteen headings plus textual information providing the lessons 

learned during the project. These reports were quite long and typically vary from 15- 25 

pages in length. The second type of reports does not have any specific headings and used 

pictorial notations to express the views of its members. Every PPR includes key people 

who have detailed knowledge of the project and the procedures and format of review are 

uniform across all the projects. Analysis has been carried out separately for both the 

companies with an aim to discover useful knowledge for future project management, 

process development, helping decision makers determine appropriate decisions, avoiding 

mistakes, optimizing the process and identifying any patterns of good or bad practices. 

Once the key knowledge are discovered, they can be presented to the user for update of 

expert modules. An example of the key knowledge in the context of this case study is: 

IF "cban: ge in desýWn " THEN 'alert the contractiq companyforpossible loss" AND "nqofiate u4tb 

, gn , WninW teamfor redesig dest 

As this research is first of its kind where the TM has been applied to PPRs, its 

exploratory in nature. An iterative methodology was therefore designed for this research. 

1. Manual inspection of PPR reports and discussions with domain experts to determine 

types and examples of knowledge which should be found within the reports. 

2. TM using the same PPR reports 

3. Manual examination and evaluation of the TM results (with reference to domain 

experts as and when required). 

4. Further (usually directed) TM experimentation and manual evaluation (repeating 

steps 2 and 3 as requixed). 

5. Representation of knowledge and manual update of the expert module. 

It should be emphasised here that all the PPR documentation used in this case study 

were existing documents. i. e. reports had not been prepared for TM purposes. Before 
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any TM experiments were carried out on these PPRs, the reports were studied manually 
and the format, terminology used, agenda and key issues were considered and discussed. 
Utilising an iterative process, the key knowledge areas where KDT and TM should be 

concentrated were identified, discussed with the contracting company and prioritised 

using their domain expertise. This enabled the KMT process to concentrate on key 
knowledge areas and processes that were most important to the contracting company. 
The next section discusses an ontology development process that was used to support 
the knowledge discovery process. 

9.4.2 Ontology development 
It is necessary to determine an ontology of important and common terms within the PPR 

reports to facilitate the processes of knowledge search and knowledge discovery. In 

practical terms, to satisfy the requirements of simple exploratory TM experiments, it 

would be sufficient to analyse example PPR reports, find the common terms (which 

indicate the types of knowledge that are likely to exist in the reports) and then combine 

and refine these outputs With information provided by domain expert related to key areas 

of interest. The results from this analysis and refinement could then be used to direct the 

TM experiments to identify any useful knowledge that may he hidden within the reports. 

However, the aim here was to develop an approach for knowledge discovery from PPR 

reports, so that particular types of knowledge can be targeted for knowledge discovery. 

With this in mind, an ontology was developed and extrapolated based on the 

combination of key terms identified in the example reports provided by the two 

companies and discussions with domain experts. The details of this approach are 

discussed next. 

This approach involves the development of hierarchies to capture the various key issues 

identified within the PPRs. Each hierarchy has a single root which indicates the main 

topic areas shown in Figure 9-4. The Top Level hierarchy shows that the learning from a 

project will relate to one or more of the following topics, Finance, Quality, 

Communication, Building, Health and Safety, Labour, Environment, Time, Security, 

Materials, Plant or Project Stages of a construction project. Each of these areas is then 

considered in further detail 'in separate hierarchies, using key words from items of 

learning identified in the example PPR reports. For example, Figure 9-5 shows the 

hierarchy for finance related key words. 
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TOP 
LEVEL Learning / Outcome / General outcome / Result 

FINANCE LITY COMMUNICATION BUILDING HEALTH &I LABOUR QU I 
SAFETY 

ENVIRONMENT TIME SECURITY MATERIALS PLANT [I PROJECT 
STAGES 

Figure 9-4: Top Level hierarchy relating to construction PPRs 

Appendix 6 shows the rest of hierarchies corresponding to each category of top level 

hierarchy. In order to focus the text mining on particular topics of interest it is likely that 

two or more hierarchies will be utilised simultaneously. For example, to identify 
knowledge about delays on particular parts of buildings, both the "Time" hierarchy and 

the "Buildings" hierarchy would be used. 

FINANCE 

Figure 9-5: Hierarchy relating to finance from top level hierarchy 

Another motive for development of an ontology based approach is to deal with the 

semantic issues and issues of multilingualism. The different terms may be used for the 

same context by different members of team or the same term can be used for different 

contexts. In addition, a dictionary feature has also been used to add any particular term 

and modify it based on the context. The dictionary feature also helps in identifying the 

meaning of a particular keyword/phrase which has several meanings for different 

contexts. Therefore, the combination of modification of the dictionary feature and an 

ontology based approach has been used to take care of semantic and multilingual issues. 

The next section discusses the functioning of the data preparation module of the 

knowledge miner to perform the pre-processing tasks. 
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9.4.3 Data Preparation Module 
As discussed in section 7.2.2, this module mainly performs all the pre-processing tasks to 
transform the textual data into a form suitable for the application of algorithm. It 
includes transformation of data, data cleaning and other pre-processing tasks. 
Functioning of this module is based on the type of data i. e. whether it is "structured" or 
"unstructured" data. Firstly the data is acquired and its type is identified. Based on the 
type of data several data cleaning and transformation algorithms are applied to make it 
suitable for the mining engine of PolyAnalyst. In the context of textual data, this involves 

removal of unwanted and uninformative texts, stemming and shallow parsing etc. Data 

transformation is another step that is required to transform the data into a form suitable 
for input into the chosen data mining algorithm. For text based data, generally one type 

of text based file is converted to another type of file such as pdf to xxt, to ease the 

computational burden and provide better knowledge representation. 

9.4.3.1 Transformation and Loading 
The very first step in the K. DT process for PPRs is the transformation of gathered 

textual data into a format suitable for TM. Company 1 reports were semi-structured 

manually and divided into categories based on the original headings (issues) within the 

PPRs. This was done to enable exploration of possible patterns within particular issues as 

well as across different issues. All the textual data was imported from doc file to txt file 

to ease the computational burden. In the original document a tabular format was used 

containing 2 extra columns which did not provide any specific information. Therefore, 

these two columns were deleted and only the description column was considered as a 

knowledge source. In the context of company 2, the pictorial notations were replaced by 

textual information. Analysis for each company was done separately. In each case, the 

whole file was loaded as a new project into the software system. 

9.4.3.2 Pre-Processing: 
Unlike other data mining applications, in this research pre-processing of the textual data 

was carried out after loading the data into the PoIyAnalyst system. Pre-processIng is 

mainly done to reduce information overload and generate metadata. The textual data pre- 

processing steps are as follow: 

0 Removal of "Unwanted" text: In TM, punctuation delimiters such as commas, 

apostrophes, exclamation marks, as well as alpha numeric text and numerals are 
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referred to as "Unwanted texts". These delirniters do not help to differentiate 
between the textual mputs, since they are reasonably well distributed throughout the 
report. Therefore, they are removed from the text. 

Removal of non informative words: A common technique to improve the accuracy 
of TM results and to reduce redundancy M the computation is to remove frequently 

occurring, common words from the text. These words are often defmcd by a "stop 
list" which typically consists of 200-300 words, including articles, prepositions, 

conjunctions and some high frequency words for example are, Me, from, can, ma y, etc. 
In the present context, pre-identified words, which did not contribute to the essential 
information wid-iin the report, were removed to reduce the size of document and 

avoid information overload. 

0 Stemming: This is a conunon pre-processing step in textual databases and refers to a 

simplified form of morphological analysis by simply truncating a word. For example, 

agree, agrees, agreed, agreeing can all be stemmed to agree. The inbuilt stemmer of 

the PolyAnalyst software helps to reduce the document space and can provide a 

more concise document space representation. 

9 There were several words which were unlikely to contribute towards identification of 

useful knowledge. These key words need to be ignored while analyzing the text 

documents. For example in the context of finance, certain key words such as pay, 

wage, bonus, adjustment etc. were ignored. Key words need to be agreed with 

domain expert. 

9 Synonyms or different representations or abbreviations used were identified and 

marked in the TM dictionary so that they can be treated as one word. For example, 

c 'sub -contractor" is the same as "subcontractor" or "sub contractor", as are the terms 

"KPI" and "Key performance Indicator". Similarly, profit and financial success, 

happy and glad meant the same thing. Therefore, these need to be included in the 

dictionary to ease the text mining process. 

The dictionary is a part of the software system used for the experiments and custoMiZing 

the dictionary serves the purpose of increasing the likelihood of extracting useful 

knowledge from PPRs. Here it is important to mention that domain knowledge also 

known as background knowledge plays a vital role in text mining pre-processmg 

operations to enhance concept extraction and validation activities. Although text mining 
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pre-processing operations play a critical role in transforming unstructured content of raw 
documents into more tractable concept level data representation, the core functionality 

of TM system lies in the analysis of concept co occurrence patterns across documents in 

a collection. Indeed, TM components rely on algorithms and heuristics approaches to 
consider distribution, frequent sets, and various association concepts at an inter- 
documental level to enable users to discover the nature and relationships of concepts 
within a collection of documents as a whole. 

9.4.4 Text Mining Module 
The text mining module should apply an appropriate text mining algorithm to perform a 

specific function on the pre-processed data. After pre- processing, the textual data are 

ready for TM, which involves the application of various algorithms and functions to 

extract patterns, trends and discover useful knowledge. Text mining generally involves 

techniques from information retrieval, information extraction and corpus based 

computational linguistics to discover useful information and knowledge. As discussed in 

chapter 5. The main focus here is on application of technology therefore less information 

of algorithms has been presented. A detailed discussion of text minýg technology and 

algorithms are presented in the handbook of text mining by [146]. A range of functions 

such as text analysis, link analysis, dimensional matrices, semantic search and summary 

statistics are applied in this case study to demonstrate that a variety of information and 

knowledge that can be presented to the user. The following subsections discuss the 

application of these functions in detail. 

9.4.4.1 Text Analysis (TA) 

The TA provides the morphological and semantic analysis of unstructured textual PPR 

reports in a database format. TA extracts and counts the most important words and 

word combinations from the textual PPR reports, and stores terms-rules for tokenizing 

database records with pattern of encountered terms. Here tokenization refers to the 

breaking of text into sentences and words. TA can be used either in unsupervised mode- 

to provide a better understanding of the most important terms in the investigated textual 

notes, or in supervised mode when a user focuses the exploration on a specific subject to 

accurately track issues important to the user. The terms or a combination of terms are 

generated as rules which record the number of times each term or combination of terms 

exist and where the occurrences are. These rules can be applied on the PPRs to find 
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patterns of events or activities, issues, causes or achievements. For example, as shown in 
Figure 9-6, the "extension of time" rule applied to the dataset, brings a subset of reports 
where extension of time has been granted on the project. Similarly, For example: "Profit 

in excess of regional target" was identified by creating a rule using two keywords and 
phrases -"profit" AND "regional target" and applying them on the dataset. 

Domain expertise may be needed to determine the relevancy and importance of 
combinations of terms identified in this manner. For example, if the word "scaffolding" 

occurred several times in the Health and Safety sections of the PPRs, perhaps in some 
combination with other words, this may well indicate that there is a recurring problem 

with scaffolding in a particular context or with the safety of a particular type of 

scaffolding. Further, these rules can be used as an input to other visualization techniques 
(e. g. Link Analysis) and classification tools (e. g. Decision Tree, or Decision Forest) in the 

software system. TA therefore can be used to highlight the commonly used words In 

various areas of PPRs such as planning, estimation, errors or mistakes, quality, health and 

safety, defects and many more. Identifying problems, issues and possibly their causes in 

this way may help managers to avoid them in future projects. They can then be captured 

as "item of interest" in the EM so that the moderator can make the partner aware of 

potential problems that may arise when they occur in future projects. TA can also be 

used to find where a particular word or its synonyms are used in various reports. Figure 

9-6 shows the application of TA on PPR reports and generated rules. Left hand column 

shows the high-level hierarchies, middle column shows the time hierarchy and the 

corresponding keywords and phrases automatically extracted by text analysis M the form 

of rules and the right column shows the reports. This also facilitates the team member of 

a project to look at their areas of importance. For example, a user responsible for 

financial activities might be more interested in identiýdng knowledge related to additional 

cost, budget, contract sum, financial reporting, liquidated damages, pricing, loss, tender 

allowance and profit in excess to regional target, negotiations and discounted tenders. 

Furthermore, a combination of generated rules can be used to create a new rule based on 

the OR, AND and XOR operators. Based on the key knowledge areas, a set of rules were 

created using a set of keywords and phrases. These rules were further applied to the 

textual database to identify a subset of reports dealing with similar issues. "Extension of 

time" AND "additional cost" AND "loss" was used to identify a set of reports where 

extension of time resulted in additional cost and furthermore led to loss in the projects. 
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The application of this rule enabled four reports to be found where an extension of tinýe 
and additional cost had resulted ma loss. 

The results of the rule application experiments include an abundance of examples of 
rules that were successful in retrieving specific occurrences of certain keywords and 
phrases. The few examples above have simply been chosen to demonstrate how rules 
can be applied to retrieve knowledge. Rule application is an area in which domain 

experience is very important as an expert's in 11 put is needed to identify a set of phrases 
which should be used to create a useful rule and the expert is subsequently also needed to 
identify the relevancy of the results and issues of unportance. 
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Figure 9-6: Text Analysis on textual PPRs and generated rules 

In this manner, a set of specific knowledge can be generated through the application of 

TA and further application of rules on the data set. The User can use these knowledge to 

form rules in the form of IF (Condition) THEN (Action) to make it applicable to current 

moderator system. For example some of the rules that can be generated are as follows: 

,ý 
AND (no liquidated 

. Te the * ifialplannin 1. IF ((Prql*ect Ope= =office buildiýýg) AND (no cban in in 

-AND 
(No additional cost)) THEN (up to 4 eek extension maj begranted if required damqTe) W/ 

to achiepe a profit). 

2. IF (extension of time is allottedjorprqlect) AND (additional cost is not shared between contractors 

and the company) THEN 66redict a loss in the prqject) 
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3. IF 6broV'ect ope ==YYZ) AND (desi: gn leam== XYZ) THEN (Predict the qualio oj'work to 
be below v., pectations). 

4. IF (there is any cha qe in desi ý, gn at later sta , ge oj'prq1`ect) AND (redesý' 
, gn is required at extra cost) 

THEN (Prq1'ect mýght incur a loss). 

Supervised and unsupervised text analysis not only helps the user to identify key 

knowledge but also facilitates other text mining tools such as link analysis to identify the 
key knowledge. 

9.4.4.2 Link Analysis 
The link analysis (LA) reveals and visually represents complex patterns of correlations 

between various keywords that exist in the textual data. The visual output of LA 

facilitates better understanding of the hidden structure of investigated data and helps 

identification of interesting patterns for investigation. A detailed study of technology 

used for the LA is presented in [146]. In the present context, LA is applied to visually 

display the correlations between the terms extracted by text analysis from PPR based 

unstructured data and further investigate these correlations to identify key knowledge. 
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Figure 9-7: Link analysis between Keywords and their correlation 
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Figure 9-7 shows an example of the application of LA on the PPRs- LA has been applied 
on the ontology developed for companies. Each colour code represents a high level 
hierarchy of the ontology developed in section 9.4.2. It shows how a particular group of 
words are associated with another group of words. The strength of the link shows the 
correlation between keywords or phrases. In Figure 9-7, "value engineering" is directly 
linked to "profit" with strong support. Using PolyAnalyst, the cluster of reports where 
value engineering has affected the success of project can be shown by clicking the link 
line. Other key words and phrases can be explored in a similar manner. This analysis 
provides a way of information retrieval and enables relevant subsets of the original PPR 

data to be collected for further exploration based on the particular topics (or terms) of 

interest. Exploration of these links provides the user with a set of knowledge where one 
keyword or phrase has effect on the other. In a similar manner, link analysis between 

each high level hierarchy has been developed to show one to one relationships between 

ontology groups as shown in Figure 9-8, where linkages between finance and time are 

shown, i. e. various attributes of "Time" are linked with attributes of "finance". 

0 earlys 

a overfim e 

margin Time 

additional cost Finance 
x-I'O 

tender allowance 

tender price 

target cost 

cost effective 

actual cost 

loss 

finalaccount 

regional target 

Figure 9-8: Linkages between attributes of finance and time 

Linkages of keywords appeared in time and finance categories as shown in Figure 9-8 

and these constitute useful knowledge. For example, final account is associated with 

tender stages; this may further imply that changes during tender stage may affect the final 

account. Similarly, actual cost is associated with contract period. Therefore, it can be 

interpreted from the report that a change in contract period may affect the actual cost of 

the pro)ect. To measure the significance of linkages minimum correlation and support 

are used a tuning parameters. Maxuinum and minimum number of links can be varied 

based on tuning the correlation and support. Correlation and support are the statistical 
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measure to identify the validity of the linkages. Linkages With high support and 
correlation are less likely to be misleading than the linkages with low correlation and 

support. Linkages should be eliminated which are not statistically valid and may mislead 
the results. Exhaustive experimentation has been carried out by changing the minimum 
support and correlations. Some of the knowledge found can be interpreted as follows: 

* The correlations identified in three reports between "maintain a good relationship" 

and "profit" shows that maintaining a good relationship with construction parties 

such as suppliers leads to a substantial discount and cheap rates which affect the 

profit on a project. 

* The key issues which affect profit are quality, project handover, health and safety, 

additional cost, extension of time, changes during various stages of projects etc. 

The actual cost of a project is affected by the contract period - this was identified in a 

number of projects. 

9 Working with certain sub-contractors resulted in good quality work and a good 

margin. (The sub-contractor details are missing in the PPR report due to 

confidentiality issues) 

Two reports mentioned a small loss being incurred due to confusion between client 

team members and further delay in project. 

9 There is no linkage between keywords in the environment and finance hierarchies. 

This indicates that no emphasis has been put on relating these two areas during PPR 

meetings. Similarly no linkage was found between security and finance issues. 

0 Several kinds of changes have severe impact on the project progress. A number of 

projects faced changes during planning stage. Out of 11,3 projects faced a loss due 

to change of some kind such as personnel working, plan and design etc, and 2 

projects showed that a loss occurred due to design change and expensive redesign at 

late stages of the project. 

0 Adoption of "'Value Engineering" resulted in profit in 2 projects. 

0 Changes at various stages of the project have affected the Lead-in-times in several 

projects. 
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A set of good practices in terms of communications has been observed in 7 of the 
PPR reports. 

In this manner, one can see that the results obtained using LA are very promising as they 
show that some useful (previously unidentified) knowledge can be extracted ftom the 
PPR reports. The processes presented in the preceding sections are examples provided to 
explore the potential of text mining of PPR reports, and based on the results from these 
processes, it is apparent that there is a lot of scope for using text mining to discover 

useful knowledge from PPR reports. These knowledge can then be transferred in the 
form of IF-THEN rules by the user and added to the expert module manually for further 

use by Moderators. In order to better explain the scenario, let us consider 2 "item of 
interest" such as design change and accident. The knowledge can be represented as 
follows: 
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Figure 9-9: Dimensional Matrix representing key knowledge areas. 

In this manner, the task of the Moderator will be to identify these rules and perform 

corresponding action if there is a change in the item of interests or the condition part of 

the rule is satisfied. However, one of the limitations of LA is that it only relates two 
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keywords at a dme. In order to overcome this, the next section discusses the use of a 
dimensional matrix or Text Online Analytical Process (OLAP) as a way to discover key 
knowledge based on a combination of keywords. 

9.4.4.3 Text OLAP (Dimension Matrices) 
A Text OLAP or dimensional matrix having 6 columns representing each knowledge 

area with several key words and rules was created to analyse the PPR reports. More detail 

of this approach is presented in section 5.5.1. The Dimensional Matrix uses the OLAP - 
On-Line Analytical Processing feature which provides the user with the capability of 
performing inulti-dimensional analysis of the data. Each column consists of different 

cells where each cell (block) represents the key word(s) to be searched for within the PPR 
Reports. While working with the OLAP report, the user defines the values of one or 
more cells and then browses the subset of records, belonging to the selected cell which 
represents a keyword or combination of keywords. One of the advantages of this 

approach is that the dimensional matrix can be exported to new project and reused for 

new dataset. 

The dimensional matrix is pictorially shown in the Figure 9-9, where every column 

represents a category of keywords /phrases. For example, the first column represents 
Good-Bad-practices consisting of good practice and bad practice keywords. Here bad 

practice consists of a rule IF(the PPR report contains bad practice words such as poor, 

bad, slow, delay, late, wrong or worse) THEN (include that PPR report). The number in 

parenthesis shows the number of reports where the bad practices word occurred. 

However, these bad practice words alone are not sufficient to extract knowledge 

therefore they need to be combined with several other keywords. As shown in Figure 

9-9, the bad practice keywords are combined with several other keywords such as 

coordination which comes under the communication column, delay which comes under 

TIME column, design which comes under project stage column, and contractor which 

comes under labour column. Finally, a set of seven reports have been identified which 

contain these keywords. The lower pane of the figure shows the highlighted keywords in 

different colour for one of the report. Similarly, phrase "Additional Cost" occurred in 6 

reports. VVb-ile combining with "Extension of time" in the column TIME, both together 

appeared in 4 reports. The knowledge derived can be interpreted as due to extension of 

time in 4 projects resulting in the company incurring additional cost. Furthermore, these 

two can be combined with Quality to identify how extension of time and additional cost 
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affected the quality of the product. A dimension for "change" has also been created to 
identify the changes that Might happen during the project and identify its impact on the 

over all success of project. In this manner, it can be seen that knowledge can be derived 
from PPRs based on the domain expertise using LA. 

9.4.4.4 Summary Statistics 
Basic statistics can be generated for the PPR text at various stages of the TM to compare 

its attributes, key words, or generated rules. These include means, standard deviation, 

frequencies, frequency chart for each category, strings, and yes and no variable, etc. In 

the present example, these statistics help in finding the frequencies of frequently used 

words in the PPR reports. In this way, summary statistics are useful M identifying which 

reports are more important in the context of a particular issue and an example of their 

use is given in Figure 9-10. It shows that for company 1 out of 27 projects a profit has 

been achieved in 17 projects and 10 suffered through loss or no profit. Similarly, out of 
26 projects, some additional cost has been incurred in 8 projects. This information can 

be used to extract useful knowledge relating to these events by the domain experts. 

These types of reports can further be explored to discover useful knowledge relating to 

profit or loss of company. However, in the present context due to a limited number of 

reports it was difficult to further explore those reports. 
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Figure 9-10: Application of summary statistics on PPRs. 
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9.4.4.5 Summarization 
PPRs are commonly neglected and under exploited because of their length and the 
consequent time and effort that subsequent project teams need to apply in order to read 
through them to identify any knowledge and lessons that are relevant to their new 
project. Summarization techniques can reduce the PPR reports to a fraction of their 
original size whilst still retaining significant content in the summaries. Summarization 
techniques determine the semantic weight of sentences written in the PPRs and only 
those sentences whose semantic weight is higher than the threshold are kept. The final 

summary then lists the most important sentences written in the PPR report. The size of 
the summary can be changed by changing the semantic threshold. Useful knowledge can 
be retained within very short summaries, as shown in the following example. 

No profitgain, =tb extension of time. It is understood that the Framework Manager (at Head 
Office) has made an alternative concession to Company 'X" The people giviý ,g 

instructions to 
'ABCD" were not in a position to e, %, tlain and "X" middle managers bad no wish to assist 
'ABCD ", as tbg did not want to see the work outsourced The X Framework Manager 

, gotiated this Contract and the arran AB ne is usin CD 
, gements were bgond the control of th *B ess Unit, 

have produced them, but the 'X" Manager concerned, continues to object to minor items and will 

not sign then off. 

In this case an original document of approXIMately 12 pages has been reduced to a useful 

set of sunnnarized information within one paragraph. In this manner, a part of the 

Moderator's action might be to provide the user with this type of summary of problems 

that had occurred in the past related to changes to a particular item of interest. 

9.4.4.6 Semantic Search 
The semantic search engine of TM provides one of the most powerful search capabilities 
for PPR reports. It is very similar to natural language query, where queries are made 

using natural language, typing a question in conversational English. The result pane will 
display all the related answers to the query. Results are displayed as a tree-like structure 

based on the question. This sub-tree of concepts that are related to the query may help 

the user in simulating a better answer to the asked query. 

For example, during this study, a search was made for reports which are related to an 

extension of time for the project. The search result pulls all the sentences from the 

original PPR reports that best respond to the query and places then in the result pane. It 

shows all the text where the project report mentions the extension of time, or extension 
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of period as shown in Figure 9-11. In this manner, the user can use semantic search to 
identify the information relating to their area of interest and further consolidating these 
information in the form of knowledge applicable to moderator. 

Here it is important to indicate that text mining can identify apparent relationships and 
new knowledge but the final judgements on the value and usefulness of the identified 
knowledge must be down to human experience and judgements. However, a further 

benefit of the Text Mining approach is that it identifies which reports or sections of 
reports need to be read when making these judgements. 
I-Ile tait View Analysis ý>earc n ýýettings Help 

D C-I& E'l Ij 42 ftl EQ 174 
[a 

QL ery 
100 extension (12) Duration 

period. 

Semantic search 

Enter query. 

I Extension of time for project? 

SITF Debriefing 10 October 25th 

S earch 

Cancel 

The actual period was 40 weeks, including the agreed El-week extension 

(3-week extension of time) I Major obstructions In the ground, Includini 

(2-week extension of time] I 

(2-week eý<tcnsion of time) I 

(1-week extension of time) 

Work by in connection with oi 

Additional CCTV and alterations to 

We were fortunate that an extension of time was required for the custo 
time for the contracted work. 

-(& 
I-x i *LT= I SITE Debriefing 11 November 08th 

Figure 9-11: Semantic search on PPR reports. 

9.5 Discussion and Limitations 
In this manner, it can be seen that a variety of TM techniques have good potential to 

derive knowledge from PPRs. However, several limitations are identified with the 

application of the proposed approaches. In the past, text mining has been applied to 

cases where there are plenty of data available for analysis. In the present context, one of 

the limitations of this approach includes availability of data. The results obtained are on 

the basis of a very small set of data. Text mining is more useful to large set of reports 

preferably more than 100, as with large set of data there is a good potential to find 

patterns across a number of project. In present context, small set of data that is only 29, 

it was difficult to identify consistent patterns in the occurrence of key words and phrases. 
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The analysis indicated that although LA may show a strong correlation between 

keywords /phrases, it is not always the case that there is a direct relationship between 

these words. It is mainly due to the lengthy nature of the PPR reports. Generally LA is 

more effective when the length of the text based file is 1-2 pages. Whereas 'in present 

context, the length of PPR reports vary from 12-15 pages. Sometimes due to the 
distance between appearances of keywords /phrases within M the report, it was not 

possible to identify useful knowledge as those keywords have been used in different 

context. In addition, some of the reports are written in such a manner that it was difficult 

to understand by people who have not attended the meeting. In PPRs, there were several 

sentences which were irrelevant and thus increasing the length of the reporting without 

providing any information. There is a need to avoid these irrelevant sentences while 
documenting PPRs. Therefore, there is a need to improve the representation and format 

of reports to enhance the knowledge discovery process using TM. The structure of 

report should better reflect the key knowledge areas. In addition, classifying the projects 

into a particular type will help in identifying patterns across a particular type of project. 

9.6 Conclusion 
Post Project Reviews (PPRs) are a rich source of data and information and valuable 

knowledge can be extracted if the organisations have the time and resources to analyse 

them. However, there are several types of problem in PPRs that are repeatedly reported 

in research literatures as discussed in section 9.4.3. They relate to issues of how 

knowledge from PPRs and the recorded lessons learnt from projects can be quickly and 

effectively identified and disseminated to maximise the benefits gained by the 

organization and new projects. A hypothetical example of a construction project 

moderator has been presented and emphasis has been placed on how a variety of 

knowledge can be extracted form PPRs using a variety of techniques from TM. This 

knowledge can then be interpreted by the domain experts and presented to the use for 

addition or update of an expert module. 

KDT and TM are fairly new research areas which address problems of information 

overload and provide many tools and techniques to help identify useful relevant 

information and present it to users in a concise or easily searchable form. The main focus 

of this chapter has therefore been to determine the potential benefits of the application 

of TM on PPR processes to extract useful knowledge for Moderator's knowledge update. 

The amount of knowledge generated during PPRs makes them ideal candidates to 
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explore the use of KDT techniques, and this study has helped to show that TM has an 

enormous potential for use and benefits for future project improvement, avoiding 

mistakes, improving customer service, and making the organization aware of previously 

unknown facts and problem areas. The case study discussed in the section 9.4 has shown 

that TM could prove to be a very useful tool to discover patterns, trends and hidden 

relationships between various issues, topics and keywords used in PPR reports. 
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10 

Knowledge Miners for Tendering 
Opportunities 

This chapter proposes that the knowledge discovery Module of Moderator can be 

used to raise the awareness of possible business opportunities and corresponding 

partners by examination of invitation to tender documents. A case study of UK based 

SME is considered to illustrate the concept. It has been shown that how various text 

mining techniques can be used to identify possible business opportunities and 
business partners using their area of interest and competencies stored in the shared 
information of the collaboration pool. 
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10.1 Introduction 
In order to compete with the market leaders, enterprises are concentrating on their core 
competencies and collaborating with other enterprises that complement their skills and 
core activities. Collaboration between companies can facilitate both strategic and 
operational foci, allowing individual members to exploit their core competencies to fulfil 

the mission of a project or service. 

Market chaflenges are more intense for small and medium enterprises (SMEs) may be 
held back by lack of resources, finances, and new information and communication 
technology systems. Therefore, to remain competitive, SMEs are looking beyond their 

self centred passive environments and are forming inter-enterprise networks to achieve 
their business goals. This is much more significant in the context of SMEs sector within 
the UK, as according to the Department of Trade and Industry Small Business Services 

[178,179], the SME sector accounts for approximately 60% of UK GDP and 58% of 

employment. Crucially the SME sector plays an important role by supporting the large 

business sectors via the supply of products or services. A large variety of collaborative 

networks (CN) have emerged during the last few years as a result of the challenges faced 

by both the business and scientific world. A detailed study of these types of 

collaborations and differentiation between them is detailed in chapter 3. In this chapter, 

two manifestations of CN are considered as VO and VBE (Collaboration pool). 

Core competency centric companies within the pool can extend their business processes 

by teaming with other member of the collaboration pool having complementary 

competencies and having similar focus. However, one of the major challenges is the 

identification of appropriate business opportunities and selection of right partners to 

accomplish the goal. When a business opportunity is identified by one member, which is 

acting as a broker, a subset of the organizations from within a collaboration pool can be 

selected to form a virtual organization [180]. 

Therefore, this chapter proposes that the knowledge miners of moderators can be used 

to identify the possible business opportunities based on the competencies and areas of 

interest of the members of the pool. It could also prompt the broker by identifying 

possible collaborating partners from the pool to provide the complementary 

competencies required to fulfil the requirements of the business or service. 
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10.2 Problem overview of Tendering Process: A case study of UK based SME 
In order to understand the problems and requirement of moderator service, let's 

consider a scenario associated with an SME AKC Ltd as follows: 

AKC Ltd is an SME and a member of consortium XYZ Net. XYZ Net is a 
network cluster of SMEsY whose members have potential and wish to collaborate with 
each other based on agreed terms and conditions, if a possible business opportuniýy 
arises. AKC Ltdgenerally, deals in areas related to in-house or onsite trainin in the g 

areas of health and safeo, environmental issues, IT, management and web based 

learning. Thg also provide services related to the desi gn of software related to web 
based learning and e-commerre, design and development of web services etc, Its main 

strength lies in the customer focussed staff that understand the current andfuture 

market requirements and provide customers with veg competitive price and service. 
Bein an SME with 40 full time emplqyees, the company alwa ys seeksjor new 
business opportunities andpriýects that suit their competencies and area of interest 

Thg often do so by zdentýoing appropr7ale requestsfor tenderproposals which a pear P 

in various sources in the market. In order to ease their search, the company i's 

re gistered with different tender alert websites such as Tender Electronics Daily, 

sell2wales etc. Eveg morning, one of the managers of the compan y receives nolfcation 
for tenders in the form of emails or RSS feeds with a list of suitable tender 

opportunities for the firm. These notifications are based on the nriteria which the 

manager has chosen on tender alert websites. These emails are generalyl a page long 

containing the short description of the prqlect. Thenjob of the manager is to manually 
fi possible tender opportunities based on it's scan each email and RSS feed and identi 

relevance with respect to the company's profile, requirement and its suitabilio in 

current market situation. He identifies a list ofpossible tender opportunities and then 

passes them to other members of the management teamfor discussion and selection. 
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Figure 10-1: Process of tendering 

It can be seen from the abovementioned scenario that the process of tendering involves 

several stages starting from notification of tenders in the form of emails, through 

identification of partners to the submission of bids as shown in Figure 10-1. 

Online tender scanning and selection of suitable appropriate tender opportunities is very 

important for an SME as loosing bids may damage the reputation of the company and 

waste valuable time and money for the organization. Thus no SMEs wish to commit 

their resources on projects where there is only minimal chance of success. SME staff 

may spend 1-2 hour daily to find suitable tendering opportunity that might exist *in the 

market. Although the company is registered with tender alert services which list the 

tenders based on their resemblance to the company's profile and tender requirements, 

some opportunities may be overlooked as they can not undertake the project on their 

own, but may be able to do so in collaboration with other SMEs. There are also many 

tender opportunities received from tender notification services which upon examination 

fall low in the manager's priority list, as they would not provide a good business fit for 

his company. In addition, since this process is manual, the search space is limited to only 

a couple of tender notification services. In this manner, a company may miss many 
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opportunities as the exhaustive search of databases is not possible due to manual nature 
of the job and the restricted search space. 

10.3 Function of Moderator for Tendering Opportunity 
This research proposes that the integration of knowledge discovery module and 

application of corresponding knowledge miner can identify appropriate business 

opportunity ased on the core competencies and the areas of interests of the company. 
In this context) the major function of the moderator is to: 

e Firstly capture the knowledge associated with the team members of collaboration 

pool. This includes profile, areas of interest,, competencies (preferable with evidence 

of past performance), and the type of project they are interested in. 

0 Secondly, identify the sources of tender data such as tender alert services and track 

the appropriate tenders based on required competencies and subject areas. 

9 Identify possible collaboration partners by categorizing the pool and matching it with 

the requirement of tender invitation documents. 

e Notify the user with possible tenders and collaborating partners. 

Expert Module Expert Module Expert Module Exped Moduk 
of Company 111 of Company 211 of Company 3 of Company... 

Shared Information 
Related to Competencies 

Md ator's Knowledge Miners 

NUMicatinn of bUSirkeSS OPPOFlunFt 
. 
1"Uroy 

ou 

Company I Company 2 Company N 

Figure 10-2: Functioning of the proposed approach in context of tendering study 

To accomplish these goals, Moderator should have access to a variety of knowledge 

about the members of its collaboration pool. Figure 10-2 illustrates the functioning of the 
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proposed approach in the context of this case study. In virtual collaboration, enterprises 
temporarily share competencies, areas of interests or resources in a collaborative rather 
than competitive manner. The basic structure and the content of the Moderator remains 
the same as mentioned in chapter 7. Every company within the collaborating pool is 
associated with an expert module, in which the KAM stores knowledge about the 

company including company's profile details such as its name, contact details, knowledge 

related to its areas of interests and competencies etc. Some of the knowledge in the 

expert modules such as competencies, capabilities and areas of interest need to be shared 

and therefore should be available from a shared database. 

As shown in Figure 10-2, the knowledge discovery module has access to the shared 
information database, as this information will be used to guide the knowledge discovery 

module to search of appropriate tender documents. The invitation to tender data can be 

found in several formats such as RSS, Feeds, emails, and websites. It is assumed that the 

tender data acquisition system has access to these data sources and is capable of 

collecting invitations to tender related to data from these sources. In the present 

scenario, the knowledge miners of the knowledge discovery module are used to extract 

the possible tender documents using the information stored in the shared info. 

10.4 Knowledge Miner for Awareness of Tendering 
Opportunity 

The whole process of identifying the tenders is similar to the knowledge discovery 

process, which includes several stages beginning with understating the domain of an 

enterprise, identifying data sources, data transformation, data selection, data mining, 

matching the tenders and finally notification to the user. These steps can be iterative at 

any of these stages. As mentioned in chapter 7, knowledge rniners are equipped with 

several modules to perform different functionalities at these stages as required. Data 

mining module of knowledge miners will be used to accomplish this task using several 

algorithms. It has been emphasized in the next sub sections that it is difficult to identify 

the appropriate tenders just based on one algorithm. Therefore, different kinds of text 

mining approaches such as text analysis; link analysis and dimensional techniques have 

been applied. It also discusses the shortcomings associated with the individual 

approaches and the need of others. In this research, PolyAnalyst 5.0 software has been 

used as an instance of knowledge miner to perform the text mining tasks. 
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10.4.1 Domain Understanding and Tender Data Collection 
The functionality of the knowledge miner in the present context is dependent on the 
knowledge available to the Moderator. This knowledge will be used to guide the search 
of appropriate tenders and corresponding partners. As this research is exploratory in 
nature, an iterative approach has been adopted to achieve the goal. Firstly, domain 

experts are consulted with a view to understand the key terms they are likely to be see M 
a tender document. Based on this information a set of ontologies is developed to guide 
the search process. Secondly, tender data sources are identified and corresponding 
invitations to tender documents are collected. Thirdly, several text mining algorithms are 
applied to identify the appearances of key words in the invitation of tender documents. 
Finafly, identified invitations to tender documents are communicated to the user for 
further discussion. 

World Wide Web and internet technology has enabled various organizations such as 
companies, governmental agencies, academic institutes and service providers etc., to 

publish their tender needs electronically. Data acquisition system should be capable of 

capturing these new business opportunities floating in the market and pass them to the 
Moderator. One of the prevailing methods for collecting data on the web involves 

crawlinT the web, downloading the content of websites, and creating a searchable index. 

Web crawling refers to the process of selecting a set of URL (Universal Resource 

locators) and downloading their content from the corresponding web servers. The e- 
documents are generally available in various natural language formats such as htm, doc, 

. pdf etc. These tender documents include a wide range of information about the possible 
business opportunity such as basis of the tender, background information of the work, 

user experiences, specification of tender, criteria of selection and validity period etc. 

In the present context, for the experimentation purpose, the data are collected from 

various data sources such as www.. sell2wales. com and tender electronic direct in the form 

of emails. As shown in Figure 10-3, these documents contain a brief description of the 

project, place of performance along with CPV codes. As the purpose of the research is to 

illustrate how a knowledge miner can be used for identifying business opportunities, an 

example set of 40 such tender documents have been collected. 
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Figure 10-3: Invitation of Tender document. 

Before the application of text mining it is necessary to develop an ontology 

corresponding to the competencies of the company. 

10.4.2 Ontology Development 
Development of an ontology guides the text mining process towards identifying specific 

appropriate tenders. It is likely possible that two or more terms can be used to represent 

the same context. For example, in the present context, e-learning, web based learning, 

internet based learning, and online learning can all mean the same context. Therefore, 

based on domain expert knowledge, an ontology has been developed and extrapolated 

relating to the core competencies and areas of interest of the company. These ontology 

are basicaRy major factors on the basis of which tenders need to be filtered and can be 

broadly categorized in terms of technical requirements, financial positions, deadlines, 

competitiveness, past relationships and geographical location etc. An ontology needs to 

be developed for each category. In the present context for the company AKC ltd, a set of 

ontologles has been developed for the technical requirements as follows: 
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E-Learnhýý Electronic learni %. web based learning, web based trainiq, information 

tecbnologv gstem in distantl fle. %iblel zýrtuall blended/ educafionl learniq. 

E-Commerce, Electronic commerce, e-business, internet based business, web based 

tradiý 
,g etc., 

Wl'eb development, web ser7ices, online tecbnolq , gy in design, web design, information 
tecbnolo 

, gy desi 
, gn, and software gstem design. 

These examples are just an instance of the several possible examples which are based on 
the domain experts input. One of the major reasons to develop these ontologies is to 
deal with semantic and multilingualism issues. It can be seen from the above example 
that several terms can be used to represent one technical competency. The developed 

ontology was further implemented into the dictionary of the software system with a view 
to identifying the occurrence of these competencies in the form of "key words" in the 

tender documents. 

10.4.3 Data preparation Module 
The Data preparation module performs several steps such as transformation of data, data 

cleaning and other pre-processing tasks. It can be used to transform the invitation to 

tender related data received from various sources into a format which is suitable for text 

mining. For example, pdf or htm files need to be converted into txt to make it 

homogeneous and provide better knowledge representation after the text mining process. 

In the present context, the emails received from various sources or web based contents 

are generally one page in length and in the form of pst or htm. All the textual data 

related to the tendering requirements are converted into txt format to ease the process 

of knowledge search. These files are loaded into the PoIyAnalyst software which is 

basically acting as a knowledge miner to illustrate the functioning of the Knowledge 

Discovery Module of the Moderator. 

In the present context it has been identified that there is no need to perform pre- 

processing except to modify the dictionary. This is due to the fact that the algorithms 

used for this case study such as link analysis and Text OLAP do not require pre- 

processing of data. The dictionary is updated based on the domain expert's knowledge 

and developed ontology for key word. 
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10.4.4 Text Mining to Tender Documents 
Text mining of i''1 invitation to tender documents is performed by the modelling module of 
the knowledge miner and it is detailed in section 7.2.2. The modelling module should 
apply an appropriate text mining algorithm on the pre-processed data to extract key 

competencies required in the tendering documents and further associate a linkage 
between the competencies of different partners to indicate the collaboration required for 

possible business opportunity. A range of functions such as text analysis, link analysis, 
OLAP-Dimensional Matrix are applied in this case study to demonstrate the process of 
knowledge identification. 

10.4.4.1 Text Analysis 
Text Analysis extracts and counts the important keywords or a combination of keywords 
from the tender based textual data and stores them in the form of rules. In this case 

study, the text analysis is more focussed on identifying the competencies and area of 
interest of the companies in the form of keywords. Therefore, guided text analysis is used 

to identify the tendering documents which are based on the information available in 

shared info of the pool. This approach identifies the possible invitation of tender 

documents which illustrate the competencies and area of interests of the pool. These 

competencies and area of interest are captured in the form of keywords or phrases and 

list the number of textual documents where they are appeared. Similar approach is also 

adopted by several tender alerting services. However, their capability is limited to broad 

areas and therefore does not focus on the need of a particular company. For example, 

sell2wales offers a similar service to identify the tenders where software development is 

needed. However, it is unable to identify the tenders which relates to software 

development for e-learning, which is more focussed on the competency of the company. 

That results in the number of invitation to tenders and therefore increase the time for 

manual inspection. In addition, current web services do not offer service of the partner 

selection problem. 

The keyword/phrases are extracted in the form of rules. A combination of keywords can 

then further be used to create a new rule using OR, AND or XOR operator. Based on 

the competencies, a set of rules can be created corresponding to each company. These 

rules can then be further applied to the textual database to identify the relevant tenders 

where such types of competencies are required and area of interest match with the tender 

requirement. For example, to identify the tenders relating to software development M 
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domain of E learning in the Cardiff or Wales area, a rule can be generated In the form of 
IF the document contains "(Software development AND (E-Learning OR Web based 
learning OR Internet based learning) AND (Cardiff OR Wales )) THEN Select the 
Tender for corresponding company. The application of this rule enabled 3 tenders' 

invitation documents to be found out of 40 documents where software development for 

e-learning was required in the Cardiff or Wales area. Rule application is an area where 
domain expertise is required as expert's input is needed to identify a set of phrases based 

on the past experience. And subsequently identify the relevancy of the identified business 

opportunities and other issues of importance. The process of formation of a rule from 

generated keywords is shown in the Figure 10-4. 
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Figure 10-4: Formation of rules from generated keywords/phrases 

In this manner, text analysis as an initial step of text mining process can be used to 

identify the tenders which are specific to a company and correspondingly the Moderator 

can make the company aware of the business opportunities specific to them. The 

outcome of the text analysis can be used for further application of other algorithms such 

as link analysis or OLAP. However, application of this approach is limited to the 

identification of tenders for a specific company only and therefore does not establish the 
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collaboration between companies. In order to establish the collaboration between a pair 
of companies, link analysis can be used as described in the next section. 

10.4.4.2 Link Analysis 
In this case study, link analysis has been applied to visually display the correlations 
between the competencies of companies in the form of keywords extracted by the text 
analysis from invitation to tender documents and further investigate this linkage to 
identify possible collaboration partners for business opportunities. In this case study, a 
set of rules are generated using the keywords identified in the text analysis process for 

each company. In this manner, a rule satisfies the requirement of a particular company. 
The motive is to identify the linkages between these rules in the tendering documents, so 
that complementary competencies can be identified for any particular project or a set of 
projects. 
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Figure 10-5: Linkages between the rules corresponding to competencies of the 

companies. 

Figure 10-5 shows an example of the application of LA on a set of invitation to tender 

documents. LA has been applied on the rules developed for the individual company. 

Each colour code represents a different rule (a set of competencies and areas of Mterests) 

for a different company. The strength of link shows the correlation between rules. For 

example, Rule-1 which represents the competencies and area of interest of AKC Ltd is 

associated with Rule-3 which represents the competencies and area of interest of 

company 3. It indicates that four invitations to tender documents required the 

competencies or expertise from both the company l(AKC Ltd) and Company 3. Using 
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PolyAnalyst, the cluster of reports which mentions the details of pro, ects can be shown 
by clicking on the link. For example, one of the reports identified required 5 major key 

words /phrases, including web based design, software, education, Cardiff and web 
hosting. Rule-1 indicates that it has the capability to provide services relating to 

education related software design and web services; however, it does not meet the 

requirements of web hosting. One of the competencies mentioned in Rule-3 is web 
hosting. It means that Company 3 has an expertise in web hosting. In this manner it can 
be seen that, this project can be beneficial for both the company 1(AKC Ltd) and 

company 3. Based on the link, these sets of invitation to tender documents can be 

forwarded to company 1 and company 3 and to make them aware of the possible 
business opportunities. 

Similarly, the correlation between company 1 and company 2 shows that there is a 
linkage between the competencies of both the companies on 1 of the invitation of tender 
document. After exploration it reveals that a tender document is looking for training 

related to process improvement techniques such as poka yoke, bench marking, kaizen, 

Lean and six- sigma in Wales. Company 1 has expertise in providing training related to 

process improvement areas such a Poka, Yoke, Kaizen, bench marking as indicated M 

the rule_1. However, it cannot provide training related to Six-Sigma or Lean. At the same 

time, company 2 has expertise in providing training related to Lean and Six-sigma and 

this is mapped in Rule-2. Therefore, there might be a possibility for companyl and 

company 2 to collaborate on this project based on the complementary competencies. 

Therefore, Moderator makes these two companies aware of this business opportunity 

and indicates the possible collaboration. 

In this manner, one can see that the LA algorithm implemented in the knowledge miners 

of the Moderator can be used to raise the awareness of possible business opportunities 

and indication of collaboration between two companies. This approach however is 

limited to the collaboration between two companies only. However, there might be 

several situations when there is a need to collaborate with two or more companies to 

meet the demands of the project and competencies required. In order to overcome this 

limitation, the next section discusses the application of Dimensional matrix or Text 

OLAP as a way to establish collaboration between multiple enterprises. 
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10.4-4.3 Text OLAP (Dimensional matrix) 
The Text OIAP feature of the knowledge miners can provide the Moderator with the 
capability to perform multi dimensional analysis of textual data in order to identify the 
possible business opportunity. In this case study, two different types of approaches are 
adopted to analyze the invitation to tender documents. In the first approach, the analysis 
is focussed on the individual company and the main aim is to identify business 

opportunities which are more likely to satisfy the criteria of an individual company for a 
new pro)ect. The second approach involves identification of business opportunities as 
well as the business partners for a specific project. The process of the application of 
dimensional matrix starts with the creation of a matrix. Each column of the matrix 

consists of different cells where each cell represents a specific competency or a rule 

comprising of competencies and areas of interest to be searched within the tender based 

data. While working with Text OLAP, the user defines the value of each cell and then 
browses the subset of records, belonging to the keyword or selected cell. The advantage 

of this approach hes M reusability of model. Once the matrix is created, it can be 

exported to new project and reused for future datasets. 
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Figure 10-6: Dimensional matrix representing the competencies and areas of 
interest for AKC Ltd. 

The dimensional matrix is pictorially shown in Figure 10-6. This dimensional matrix is 

created based on the competency and area of *interest of the AKC Ltd. Each column of 

the dimensional matrix shows the area of interest of the company. As shown in the 

Figure 10-6, the matrix is divided into 5 different columns relating to task, application 
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areas, patterns, award criteria, and geographical location of the project. Each column 
consists of multiple cells representing the area of interest of the company. It can be seen 
from the figure that in the category of geographical location the company is mainly 
interested in finding business opportunities in the nearby area of Wales, Cardiff or 
London. Therefore,, search will mainly focus on the tender documents which are based in 
these areas only. The number in the parenthesis shows the number of tender documents 

where they appeared. However, one column is not sufficient to identify appropriate 
business opportunity. Therefore, the task column is combined with other keywords to 
identify a pattern of business opportunities. In this manner, E learning, education, 
geographical location Wales, competitors and completion time resulted in identifying 2 

invitations to tender documents. These documents can be exported as htm file and 
emailed to the user for further exploration as shown in Figure 10-7. 
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Figure 10-7: Identification of Tender documents 

In this manner, one can see that the application of a dimensional matrix for knowledge 

rniners can be used to identify and raise awareness of the possible business opportun1ties. 

10.4.4.4 Dimensional matrix for possible partner selection 
This approach involves the development of a dimensional matrix in such a manner that 

each column represents a single company and each cell of that column represents the 

area of interest or competencies in the form of rules as shown in Figure 10-8. This will 

facilitate the search process of tenders across multiple companies, areas of interests. 
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Selection of a particular rule in one column will highlight the other companies' cell where 
the complementary competencies are found to meet the requirements of the project. 
This will indicate which partners should collaborate to meet the demands of the project. 
This concept has been demonstrated using an illustrative example of SMEs. Let us again 
consider the scenario mentioned in 10.2 about company AKC Ltd and their network 
XYZ Net. In practical terms, there can be "n" number of members in the collaborative 

pool as long as the members agree with the terms and conditions with the network. 
However, to illustrate the concept, this example considers 4 companies including AKC 

Ltd as a member of the network. These companies are willing to share their areas of 

interest and competencies which are stored in the shared mfo. Table 10-1 shows the 

areas of interests related to these companies. 
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Figure 10-8: Area of interest and competencies in the form of rules for each 
company. 

A set of 40 tenders has been collected from 3 different tender alert services which quote 

these tenders under the area of information technology. Based on the domain expertise 

and developed ontology, a set of rules has been created for each company as shown 'in 

Figure 10-8. The created dimensional matrix is applied on the dataset in the PoIyAnalyst 

software with a view to analyze the tender based data. 

The application of the dimensional matrix shows that the area of interest of company 1 

(AKC Ltd) appeared in 7 of the invitation to tender documents out of 40. Similarly for 

company 2,3 and 4 their area of interest or competencies appeared 4,8 and 3 times 

respectively. 
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Table 10-1 Areas of interest of each companv 
Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Company 4 
Technology Consultancy, Platform Software Maintenance, Hardware 
Software Consulting, Integration, IT Services maintenance, 
Consultancy services, Training Integration support, -Maintenance, IT supply of Laptops, 
services, Software Maintenance, computers, printers 
IT Training, integration, System Software Development, and hardware, web 
E learning, web based learning, 

integration, Scrv, ce 
orient d 

Application hosting, IT 
- Interface development, e 

architecture ERP 
Development, Monitor services 

t 
Web development, Information , , Business to business IT Implementation, e c. 

Systems management etc. solution for Supply -Medical Software 

chain etc. package etc. 

However, at this point it is the knowledge identified is only useful for each individual 

company. It might be possible that among these tenders there will be some tenders 

which require extra competencies not available with the respective companies. This has 

been achieved by analyzing the dimensional matrix with respect to a particular company 

i. e. defining any of these compames as a root. In the present context, initially the 

company 1 is defined as the root as shown in Figure 10-9. It shows that out of 40 

Tenders, areas of interest of company 1 matches with 7 invitations of tender documents. 

Out of those 7 tenders, company 2 complement the competencies of company 1 in 3 

tenders, company 3 complement the competencies in 3 tenders and company 

complement the competencies In 2 tenders. Further analysis is carried out assuming each 

company as a root company. This method also facilitates the collaboration in deciding 

the broker of tender by showing the donlMation of company's competence. However, 

practicafly it can only be decided durMg the next stage of tendering process therefore not 

the scope of this research. 
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Figure 10-9: Indication of suitable tenders and partners for company 1,2 and 3. 
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Figure 10-9 shows a snapshot of the application of the dimensional matrix where 
company 1 has been chosen as root. This indicates a possible tender for companyl with 
suitable collaborator as company 2 and company 3. In the body of text of the invitation 
of tender documents, it can be seen that the project requires 5 different types of 
expertise. Among these company 1 has expertise in technology consulting services and 
web development. It will not be possible for company 1 to handle this project due to 

shortfall of expertise. Company 2 provides services in the area of integration support 
platform and alone company 2 cannot handle the project. Similarly, company 3 can 
provide services related to software development and application development however 

cannot handle the project alone. As shown in the figure, there is a possibility to establish 

collaboration between company 1,2 and 3 to meet the requirements of the project by 

providing all 5 competencies together. K nowledge miiners can therefore pass this 

information to the Moderator to raise the awareness of possible business opportunities 

and possible partners to company 1,2 and 3. 
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Figure 10-10: Possible business opportunity and suitable partners for company 
1,2 and 4. 

Similarly Figure 10-10 indicates the possible business opportunities for company 1,2 and 

4, where alone they can only partially fulfil the requirement of project based on their 

expertise. It can be seen from the figure that together company 1,2 and 4 meet an the 

expertise required of the project. Therefore, the Moderator can make them aware of this 

business opportunity and possible business partners. 
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Figure 10-11: Possible business opportunity and suitable partners for company I 
and 4. 

Figure 10-11 shows the possible business opportunity and partnership for company 1 

and company 4. Similarly, Figure 10-12 shows the possible business opportunity for 

company 3 and company 4. In this case, company 4 has been chosen as the root. It 

indicates that company 4 can collaborate wi wi ith company 3 on two projects and ith 

company 1 on one project as shown in the parentheses. AU the possible tenders 
highlighting the competence requirement and competence supplied by different 

companies and list of collaborations can be exported in the form of htm file and emailed 
to the respective companies. In this manner, Moderator can be used to raise the 

awareness of a business opportunity and suitable business partners to establish a virtual 

organization. Here it is important to mention that the search is based on the competence 

and area of interest and therefore does not consider the financial constraints and other 

requirements at this stage of selection process. This example illustrated the functioning 

of knowledge miner for extracting knowledge from invitation of tender documents. 

Main I 
- ------ ------------ ---- - -- - --- --------- -- ---- CL Company 3(C)II) Company )! ( OmRn! ýýj tdLC)(1j compwy 1) 

- 
Cp 

_4(C11 
I 

AKC 
- 

Ltd 
- 

Rule 
- 
Area 

- of - 
interest(l) $$others(2) 

$$othersfl) $$others(l) $$otheis(27) 

qoot -> Company_4: Company4_area_cf_interest_rule_1(3) Company 34. Companyý_aieaý_oLintereo_rL4e_1(2I 

61 TeNt Content I Relevance @Name 

j 4j ! --2 sý of 2 Record 14 

Title attribUed to the contract by the contracting a4hority: IT Hardware Maintenance, Network Support and Monitoring and oilhef associated services. A) Hardware I Hardware maintenance & support I 
servers of which the majcritý are ortuahýed 2 Hardware maintenance & support for back up drives. 3 Hardware maintenance & support for Storage Area Networks/NAS. 4 Hardware maintenance & s. 1P 
computers. 5 Hardware maintenance & support for thin : Aients. 6. Hardware maintenance & support for routers and switches. 7. Hardware maintenance & support lor piinters. 8. Hardware maintenance & 

unintewpied power supplies. 9. Hardware maintenance & siýipport for other devices, 8) Monitoring: IT Monitoring Services. 1 Monitofing of back ups. 2. Monitoring of system availabilty. 3. ProacUye Man 
h itch g, anh virus -ipdai 

4. Proyide recommendations and upgrade from the moni services of servers. Q Conýulirg: Cot-sulling services on upgrades and net v, ýxk irnproverren iiiiijififi"ard 
Tuppoit on various Toi E) S upplie3: H aidware supplies and disposal 

Figure 10-12: Possible business opportunity and suitable partners for company 3 

and 4. 

10.5Conclusion from Tendering Case Study. 
One of the major challenges faced by SMEs working in a collaborative environment is 

identifying appropriate business opportunities and siMultaneously determining the 

possible partners to fulfil the requirements of the business opportunity. This chapter 
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illustrated how the knowledge discovery integrated moderator services can be used to 
identify the possible business opportunity and possible partners to meet the demand of 
invitation of tender documents using a case study from UK based SMEs. It has been 

shown that knowledge miners can be used to (1) identify the possible business 

opportunity for each enterprise in the collaborative network using text analysis (2) 

Indicate the possible collaboration between any two enterprises using link analysis and 
(3) Raise awareness of enterprises by indicating the possible business opportunities and 

possible business partners for multi-enterprise collaboration using dimensional matrix. 
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11 

Conclusions 

This chapter summarizes this thesis and discusses the key aspects of the proposed 
research. This outlines the novelty and contributions of this research and 
recommends direction forfuture research. 
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11 
.1 Conclusions and Discussion 

Velocity, visibility, scalability, innovation and cost govern competitive advantage for 

organizations viewing the entire world as their market. Knowledge provides power in 

many of these contexts enabling and facilitating the preservation of valuable heritage, 
learning new things, solving intricate problems, and creating core competencies. 
Therefore, knowledge needs to be acquired, extracted and integrated into the system to 
improve its performance. The use of Moderators to support collaborative projects offers 
the opportunity for relevant knowledge held by individual partners to be shared in 

moderating the behaviour of the collaborative projects. The quality of the support that 

any Moderator can provide is limited by the knowledge about the project's partners as 
collected by the ICAM and stored in the EMs. The question addressed by this research 

was "how to enhance the Moderator's functionality and capability by integrating 
knowledge discovery based semi-automated knowledge acquisition thereby enabling 

moderators to "learn" and "update" their relevant expert modules from knowledge 

discovered in the existing operational databases of companies? ". 

Knowledge discovery and data mining has been identified as a way of addressing the 

needs for regular update of knowledge and ongoing learning for Moderator. The 

literature review undertaken showed an increasing use of data mining to solve knowledge 

acquisition problems in a wide variety of industrial contexts. However, this review 

revealed that there is a need to fully exploit, reuse and integrate the discovered 

knowledge with the existing knowledge based systems to realize the true benefit of 

KDD. This review also indicated the scope of data mining in the areas related to 

collaborative projects, supply chain and virtual enterprises since projects also record 

information in the form of text (e. g. project reports and minutes). Knowledge discovery 

in Text and Text mining have been studied with a view to extracting knowledge from 

unstructured text based data. 

A KOATING framework with data mining capability has been proposed for Moderators 

for semi-automate the process of knowledge acquisition. This approach provided a 

mechanism for integration of data mining system with the existing Moderators and 

reuses the knowledge stored in expert module for moderation process. In addition, the 

KOATING framework has been integrated with state-of-art Moderators called Universal 

Knowledge Moderator. As substantial research had been carried out in to UKM 'in earlier 

projects, this research has been exploited to test and demonstrate the integration of 
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KOATING framework. An illustrative example showed the functioning of the proposed 
KOATING framework in the context of e- supply chain. It has been shown that 
KOATING framework is capable of embedding the updating of knowledge and learning 

capability in the Moderator system. 

To design, develop and document the proposed system, Unified Modelling Language has 
been used in chapter 8. UML has been considered as a de facto standard for modelling 

software applications and it visually capture the design of software. UML has been 

employed to capture the static structure and dynamic behaviour of the system. Six 

different types of visual diagrams have been detailed to capture the system analysis, 

system design and system development aspects of the proposed KOATING framework. 

This enabled the design of the framework to be clarified and greater detail added to the 
design. This increased the usefulness and applicability of this research. To demonstrate 

the proof of the proposed KOATING framework, a case study related to post project 

reports of construction project supply chain has been presented. It has been shown that 

KOATING framework is capable of extracting different types of knowledge from 

unstructured text based PPR related data to update the expert module of construction 

project moderator. 

Knowledge in the expert module must be accurate and therefore a semi-automated 

approach is adopted instead of fully automated system. It is important to emphasize that 

due to the wide variety and complexity of different types of data Ma wide range of 

contexts that knowledge miner must deal with it is highly unlikely that knowledge miner 

of KOATING framework could operate in a fully automatic manner in near future. In 

addition-, domain expertise and human interaction will be needed to guide the process of 

knowledge evaluation, selection and verification in the context of Moderator. 

It has also been shown using case study to the SME of the UK that KOATING 

framework can be used to enhance Moderators awareness capability by raising awareness 

of possible business opportunity and business partners in order to establish a virtual 

organization. In this manner, this research enables a Moderator to learn and continuously 

update its knowledge in the expert module from various sources of operational or past 

data using knowledge discovery and data mining technology. In addition, proposition of 

knowledge miners enhances the Moderators capability by raising awareness of business 

opportunity and possible partners. 
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11.2 Novelty and Contributions 
This research looked into tasks and technologies needed to support the Moderator's 
knowledge acquisition process. This research is novelty and major contributions are 
summarized as follows: 

9 Automated method of identifjing the research gaps: The novelty of the research 
started with literature review of this research. A novel text mining approach has been 

adopted to identify the research gaps from 150 literatures in the domain of data 

mining applications in manufacturing. This is illustrated in section 5.3 of chapter 5. A 

paper based on the findings has been published and attached as appendix 2. 

9 Integrating the knowledge &scovery and data mining based framework A 
knowledge discovery and data mining framework has been developed and integrated 

with the Moderator system. Proposed framework enabled the Moderator to semi- 

automatically update the expert module's knowledge and learn. The detailed 

discussion is presented in chapter 7. A part of the proposed approach is published in 
[62,157,158] and their abstracts are attached as appendix 7,8 and 9. 

9 Knowledge &scovery for wrtual-e-supply chain: An illustrative example is 

presented in section 7.6 of chapter 7, where it has been shown how knowledge can 
be extracted from numerical data relating to suppliers in a virtual-e chain 

environment.. This research is novel in a sense that using an example a proposition is 

made that how knowledge can be discovered from Virtual-e-supply chain to support 

the Moderator's requirement and function. 

9 UML for Semi-Automated Knowledge Acquisition system development 

According to the best of author's knowledge this research is first of its kind where 

UML has been used to model and develop a semi-automated knowledge acquisition 

system specifically in the context of Moderator technology. It is presented in chapter 

8 of this thesis. 

Captujing Tacit Knowledge into ImpKcitform and App#ing Text Mining on 

PPRs to Discover Knowledge. In this research, PPRs have been used as a means to 

capture tacit knowledge in its implicit form. Furthermore, various text mining 

technologies have been used to update the Moderator's knowledge in the expert 

module. A detailed study of knowledge discovery from PPRs is discussed in chapter 
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9 of this thesis. This research has also been published in [175,176,181] and their 

abstracts are attached as appendix 3,4 and5. 

Enhancing the Capabifity of Moderators by Identiýdng Possible Business 
Opportunities and Partners using Text Mining. This research proposes that the 
knowledge miners can be used to identify the possible business opportunity from 

invitation of tender documents floating through various sources. Based on the area 

of interest and competency in the shared info, it also identifies possible business 

partners to form a VO. This is illustrated in chapter 10 using a case study of UK 

based SME. 

11.3 Recommendation for Future Work 
. This future scope of this research is outlined as follows: 

Knowledge discovery on semantic web for automated knowledge creation is 
further challenge for Moderators research. Integration of Ontological engineering 

with data mining for ontology based information extraction and ontology 

learning in context of virtual enterprise and e-SCM is a major challenge. Current 

UE-M research partially addresses this challenge; however, a considerable effort is 

required in this research area. 

Semantic Web technologies and tools require considerable technical expertise, 

and are thus not well suited for users outside the field of computer science. This 

makes it hard for domain experts and ontology engineers to work together on e- 

manufacturing tasks. Another challenge for the Moderators research is to 

enhance and improve the ease of interaction and operation between participants 

and thereby enable mass collaboration and knowledge sharing. The rapid rise in 

popularity of the Semantic Wiki mechanisms, shows co-creating corporate 

knowledge for partners and clients via the Extranet has becomes the main 

challenge to realizing the vision of seamless business interaction across the 

boundaries of e-manufacturing chains. These topics are therefore recommended 

for future investigation. 

World Wide Web (VVWW) is the great source of information extraction. Web 

mining is an important tool to deal with the discovery of useful, novel and crucial 

information on web. Web mining will enhance the knowledge acquisition 
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capabihty of moderator technology. Therefore, apphcation of web mining in 

context of Moderator wiU be another area of future research. 

To date, all the applications of Moderators are limited to Manufacturing or 
related areas. The following are unconnected with manufacturing, but still 

considered to have potential moderator applications and therefore should be 

examined as future research areas: 

Scheduling applications (e. g. Air traffic control, railway timetabling 
(planning and operations) 

Agent moderation in autonomous agent-based systems. 

Pharmacology (e. g. Identifying conflicts in medication) 
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Abstract: Advances in manufacturing systems include attempts to create collaborative net- 
works for enterprise integration and information interoperability. To achieve collaboration and 
sharing effectively, various networking technologies have been proposed in the literature. The 
web has emerged as a basic entity for interconnecting man and machine and almost all parts of 
the enterprise community are being reshaped to exploit the opportunities that it offers. Apart 
from web technology, there are various other tools and techniques that have attracted research 
communities for representing data in ways that both machines and humans can understand. 
Semantic web, the second -generation web technology, is one enriched by machine -processabl e 
information to support the users in their tasks. This paper presents the vision of the semantic 
web and describes ontologies and associated metadata as the building blocks of the semantic 
web. It reviews the literature dealing with the application of the semantic web and ontology in 
the broad domain of manufacturing. First, brief details about key enablers, i. e. web services, 
semantic web, semantic services, and ontology, are presented. Then the implementation of 
these approaches in different sectors of manufacturing is discussed. A knowledge base for all 
the information resources concerned with the manufacturing domain is also built up in this 
paper. An ontology model for a knowledge base of information resources is designed in Prot6ge 
software, which can be used for storing and searching information about authors, journals, 
blogs, newspapers, and many other sources of information. 

Keywords: manufacturing, web technology, ontology, semantic web, prot6g6 

I INTRODUCTION 

Amid, the immense pressure of continuous improve- 

ment in productivity, responsiveness and flexibility, 

manufacturing firms are facing huge challenges from 

their consumer market to satisfy individual customer 
requirements. Manufacturers are striving to meet these 

requirements by focusing their core competencies to 

enable them to compete effectively and efficiently to 

the best of their ability. The traditional view of an 

enterprise, with clear boundaries, limited relationships 

with others and a strong internal focus on efficiency 

and quality is no longer adequate [1]. Today, firms aim 

to improve their competitive edge by focusing on core 

competencies and outsourcing all other functions. In 

such environments, organizational barriers break 
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down, partnerships with suppliers, clients, and even 
competitors are common place and efficiency and 
quality are considered beyond enterprise boundaries. 
The current trend among manufacturing firms is to 
form collaborative networks to succeed and achieve 
business goals [2]. 

The 'automotive industry' is one of the best 

examples to show this transition. In order to compete 
with the global giants, the automotive sector has 

concentrated on core competencies and collabora- 
tions between organizations that compliment their 
skills and core activities [3]. Companies adopt this 
new policy by sharing designs, developments, and 
platforms and thus reduce the burden of costs asso- 
ciated with the development of non-core activities 
[4]. This revolution started in the recession of the 

early 1990s, with the massive move towards out- 

sourcing of non-core activities such as information 

technology, public relations, human resources, etc. 
This step was an impressive move in the automotive 

sector that resulted in massive reductions of fixed 
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Abstract In modern manufacturing environments, vast 
amounts of data are collected in database managementsys- 
tems and data warehouses from all involved areas, including 
product and process design, assembly, materials planning, 
quality control, scheduling, maintenance, fault detection etc. 
Data mining has emerged as an important tool for knowledge 
acquisition from the manufacturing databases. This paper 
reviews the literature dealing with knowledge discovery and 
data mining applications in the broad domain of manufac- 
turing with a special emphasis on the type of functions to be 
performed on the data. The major data mining functions to 
be performed include characterization and description, asso- 
ciation, classification, prediction, clustering and evolution 
analysis. The papers reviewed have therefore been catego- 
rized in these five categories. It has been shown that there 
is a rapid growth in the application of data mining in the 
context of manufacturing processes and enterprises in the 
last 3 years. This review reveals the progressive applications 
and existing gaps identified in the context of data mining in 

manufacturing. A novel text mining approach has also been 

used on the abstracts and keywords of 150 papers to identify 

the research gaps and find the linkages between knowledge 

area, knowledge type and the applied data mining tools and 
techniques. 

Keywords Knowledge discovery - Data mining 
Manufacturing - Text mining - Literature review 

Introduction 

Knowledge provides power in many manufacturing contexts 
enabling and facilitating the preservation of valuable 
heritage, new learning, solving intricate problems, creating 
core competencies and initiating new situations for both 
individuals and organizations now and in the future (Choud- 
hary et a]. 2007). In most sectors, manufacturing is extre- 
mely competitive and the financial margins that differentiate 
between success and failure are very tight, with most estab- 
lished industries needing to compete, produce and sell at a 
global level. To master these trans-continental challenges, a 
company must achieve low cost production yet still main- 
tain highly skilled, flexible and efficient workforces who are 
able to consistently design and produce high quality and low 

cost products. In higher-wage economies, this can generally 
only be done through very efficient exploitation of knowl- 

edge (Harding and Popplewell 2006; Choudhary et al. 2006). 
However knowledge can take many forms and it is neces- 
sary to identify the kind of knowledge to be mined when 
examining the huge amount of data generated during manu- 
facturing. 

In modem manufacturing, the volume of data grows at an 
unprecedented rate in digital manufacturing environments, 

using barcodes, sensors, vision systems etc. These data may 
be related to design, products, machines, processes, materi- 

als, inventories, maintenance, planning and control, assem- 
bly, logistics, performances etc., and may include patterns, 
trends, associations and dependencies. However, the use of 

accumulated data has been limited, which has led to the "rich 

data but poor information" problem (Wang and McGreavy 
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1. Overview 

Post-Project Reviews (PPRs) are a rich source of knowledge and data for organisations - if organisations 
have the time and resources to analyse them. Too often these reports are stored, unread by many who 
could benefit from them. PPR reports attempt to document the project experience - both good and bad. If 
these reports were analysed collectively, they may expose important detail, e. g. recurring problems or 
examples of good practice, perhaps repeated across a number of projects. However, because most 
companies do not have the resources to thoroughly examine PPR reports, either individually or 
collectively, important insights and opportunities to learn from previous projects, are missed. This 
research explores the application of knowledge discovery techniques and Text Mining to uncover 
patterns, associations, and trends from PPR reports. The results might then be used to address problem 
areas, enhance processes, and improve customer relationships. A case study related to two construction 
companies is presented in this paper and knowledge discovery techniques are used to analyse 50 PPR 
reports collected during the last three years. The case study has been examined in six contexts and the 
results show that Text Mining has a good potential to improve overall knowledge reuse and exploitation. 

0 2009 Published by Elsevier B. V. 

Post-Project Reviews (PPRs) are one of the most important and 
common approaches for the capture of project knowledge. They 
provide opportunities for project teams to share, discuss and even 
explain their experiences through face-to-face, facilitated inter- 
actions before a project is closed and the team is dissolved. PPRs 
therefore allow multi-disciplinary teams to critique a project to 
determine both positive and negative aspects, potentially captur- 
ing tacit knowledge as learning points to improve the planning and 
execution of future projects. Interactive debates between the 
Project team members during PPRs may lead to greater innovation 

and better ideas than can be achieved from any individual. This 

shared communication is crucial as each individual contributor 
will inevitably have his or her own perspective or viewpoint and 
will only know part of the whole project story [11. In the UK, major 
companies such as BP Amoco, BAA p1c, National Grid Transco and 
construction companies such as Bovis Lend Lease, IPSL, Simons 
Design and Buro Happold, have adopted PPRs in an effort to learn 
from experience. 

Conducting PPRs is time consuming, manpower intensive and 
expensive in terms of company overheads. Disterer [2] mentioned 
that after finishing the project, team members are spread all over 
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the company and project documentation is stored in folders 
without retaining the essentials for later use. In his assessment of 
PPRs, Busby [3] highlighted that "PPRs were important learning 
mechanisms and their value seems to be underestimated by 
individuals who do not appreciate the need to disseminate insights 
throughout the organisation". PPRs are often conducted as a part of 
companies' quality systems, however a major problem lies in the 
fact that companies have insufficient resource to act on the 
outcome of PPRs 14]. Companies often have individuals with 
responsibility for creating PPRs, but they do not have individuals or 
teams responsible for subsequently analyzing the PPRs collectively 
to identify the good or bad practice and areas requiring 
improvements across a range of projects. In addition, Orange 

et al. 151 and Kamara et al. [61 also identified that PPRs have huge 

potential for much more thorough exploitation. If information and 
knowledge from PPRs can be extracted and analysed effectively, 
good and bad practices might be identified so that lessons are 
learnt from past projects and knowledge is reused or exploited to 
improve the quality and levels of success in future projects. 

Knowledge Discovery in Text (KDT) and Text Mining (TM) 171 

are very recent and increasingly interesting areas of research in 

computer science. KDT and TM are mostly automated techniques 
that aim to discover high-level information from huge amounts of 
textual data and present it in a useful form to the potential user, 

who might be an analyst, decision maker, project manager, etc. 
PPRs are generally recorded in reports or other text-based 
documentation so KDT or TM techniques might therefore be 

and benefits of Text Mining 4p S Review 
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Abstract - Post Project Reviews (PPR) capture good and bad 
practices, identify problems, waste, risks, missed 
opportunities, communication lag, financial issues, partner 
relationships etc., of a construction project supply chain 
(CPSC). They are huge sources of information, knowledge and 
experience from project managers, clients, suppliers and 
contractors, related to issues from every stage of the 
construction project. If these reports were analysed 
collectively, they may expose important detail, perhaps 
repeated across a number ofprojects. However, because most 
companies do not have the resources to thoroughly examine 
these PPRs, either individually or collectively, important 
insights are missed thereby leading to missed opportunities to 
learn from previous projects. This research shows that the 
hidden knowledge and experiences could be captured using 
knowledge discovery and text mining approaches to uncover 
patterns, associations, and trends in PPRs. The results might 
then be used to address specific problem areas, enhance 
processes and improve the design and planning for new 
construction projects. 

Keywords: PPRs, Construction Project, Supply Chain, 
Knowledge discovery and Text Mining 

I Introduction 
The construction industry forms one of the most diverse 

and unstable sectors within the UK economy. It faces widely 
fluctuating demand cycles, project specific product demands, 
uncertain production conditions and has to combine a diverse 
range of specialist skills within geographically dispersed short 
term project environments[ 1 ]. A construction project supply 
chain (CPSC) may contain hundreds of firms, contractors, 
subcontractors, material and equipment suppliers, engineering 
and design teams, and consulting firms[2]. Collaborations 
between the various entities of the CPSC are temporary and 
may vary from project to project. The lifecycle of a 
construction supply chain is limited to a particular project 
only. Post Project Reviews (PPR) of construction projects are 
one of the most important and common approaches for the 
capture of knowledge and lessons learned from the operation 
of a CPSC. They provide opportunities for the project team 

members to share, discuss and even explain their experiences 

through face-to-face, facilitated interactions before a project is 
closed and the team is dissolved. PPRs therefore allow multi- 
disciplinary teams to critique a project to determine both 
positive and negative aspects, potentially capturing tacit 
knowledge as learning points to improve the planning, 
execution and design of new construction projects [3-4]. 
Debates between the project team members during PPRs may 
lead to greater innovation and better ideas than can be 
achieved from any individual. Orange et al. [5] and Kamara et 
al. [6] also identified that PPRs have a huge potential for 
much more thorough exploitation. If information and 
knowledge from PPRs can be extracted and analyzed 
effectively, good and bad practices might be identified so that 
lessons are learnt from past projects and knowledge reused or 
exploited to improve the quality and levels of success in 
redesigning the CPSC. 

Knowledge Discovery in Text (KDT) and Text Mining (TM) 
[12) are very recent and increasingly interesting areas of 
research in computer science. KDT and TM are mostly 
automated techniques that aim to discover high level 
information from huge amounts of textual data and present it 
in a useful form to the potential user, who might be an analyst, 
decision maker or project manager etc. KDT or TM 
techniques might therefore be applied on PPR documents 
from multiple projects to potentially identify information 
relating to bad, good or even best practices. The benefits of 
mining PPR texts lie in the possibilities of discovering 
patterns, associations and linkages of processes, activities and 
terms occurring in the reports. The organization may then 
adjust its activities to reflect what is learned from the KDT 
and TM with the aim of improving processes, optimizing 
profit and improving client retention. In addition, whenever a 
new construction project is initiated, it would be very 
beneficial if lessons learned from previous projects could be 
quickly identified to reduce the chances of errors being 
repeated and increase the potential for savings in cost and 
time. 

This paper examines a method for applying TM on PPRs as 
follows: Section 11 discusses how PPRs capture the 
knowledge and experiences of CPSCs; Section IH briefly 
discusses Knowledge Discovery in Text and Text Mining 

A. Choudhary, J. Harding, P. Carrillo, P. Oluikpe and N. Rahman, "Text mining post project reviews 198 

to improve the construction project supply chain design, " in International Conference on Data 
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Abstract 

Post Project Reviews (PPR) are a rich source of knowledge and information for organisations - if 
they have the time and resources to analyse them. Too often such reports are stored, unread by 

many who can benefit from them. PPRs attempt to document the project experience - both good 
and bad. If these reports were analysed collectively, they may expose important detail, perhaps 
repeated between projects. However, because most companies do not have the resources to 

examine these PPR, either individually or collectively, important insights are missed thereby 
leading to a missed opportunity to learn from previous projects. Hidden knowledge and 

experiences can be captured by using knowledge discovery and text mining to uncover patterns, 

associations, and trends in data. The results might then be used to enhance processes, improve 

customer relationships, and identify specific problem areas to address. 

This paper outlines an ongoing research project that investigates the use of knowledge discovery 

and text mining on Post Project Reviews. An illustrative example will be presented using case 

studies from the construction sector. The PPR processes of two construction companies were 

mapped with the aim of understanding the context, format, terminologies used and key knowledge 

areas suitable for text mining. The textual examination of the PPR reports was complemented by 

semi-structured interviews and workshops to understand the production and content of the reports. 

Preliminary results highlight that although organisations have publicised, standard processes for 

PPR, there is a variance in how these are conducted and produced on a regional basis. These 

variances provide a number of challenges for organisations from a corporate perspective. Also, 

there is an over-reliance on key individuals with little attempt to make some of their knowledge 

more explicit and therefore easier to disseminate between project team members. This paper 

summarises the challenges in identifying the type of knowledge to be text mined, the format of 

PPR reports and the process of conducting PPR. It will also highlights the development of suitable 

p. CariHo, P. Oluikpe, A. K. Choudhary and J. A. Harding, "Text rnining of post project 199 
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Abstract-Competitive advantage can be gained through 
targeted exploitation of proprietary knowledge of an types, but 
especially of expertise and experience. One of the major issues 
in multidiscipline collaborative projects is how best to share 
and simultaneously exploit different types of expertise, without 
duplicating efforts or inadvertently causing conflicts or loss of 
efficiency through misunderstandings of individual or shared 
goak Hence the challenges are enormous when considered in 
the context of distributed decision making from concept design, 
through product and manufacturing system design, volume 
production and on into obsolescence. Moderator Technology, 
in the fonrn of knowledge based software support systems, have 
been successfully demonstrated in both the product and 
manufacturing system design domains. However, knowledge 
acquisition, learning and updating of knowledge is yet to be 
fully studied. This paper presents a knowledge discovery 
framework to support knowledge acquisition for moderator 
technology in collaborative projects. 

1. INTRODUMON 

A BUSINESS can differentiate itself from its 
I ILcompetitors and compete efficiently and effectively, 
through well-targeted exploitation of its knowledge and 
expertise. Knowledge exists in all business functions, 
including purchasing, marketing, design, production, 
maintenance and distribution, but knowledge can be 

notoriously difficult to identify, capture, manage and reuse 
[1]. Hence, manufacturing enterprises are faced with a two- 
fold knowledge challenge; (1) To thoroughly understand and 
efficiently capture their valuable knowledge and expertise, 
and (2) to ensure that such knowledge is effectively reused 
and exploited to gain the best possible competitive 
advantage. This paper presents a knowledge discovery and 
data rrUning (KD/DM) framework for learning, sharing, and 

reuse of expenence and expertise within multiple discipline 

project teams using the concept of a manufacturing system 
engineering moderator (MSEM). 

A manufacturing system may be engineered or re- 
engineered for a variety of different reasons. Projects may 
range from partial or comprehensive overhaul of existing 
resources to a complete design of new manufacturing 
facilities and systems, and are generally executed by 

multidisciplinary project teams. The manufacturing system 
must satisfy many different requirements so compromises 
generally have to be made to achieve a balanced design for 

0-7803-9701-0/06/$20.00 02006 IEEE 

the new or re-engineered facility. Project team members 
must be aware when decisions that they make may affect 
other team members. The complexity of this problem 
increases when manufacturing projects are large and 
members are located in multiple sites, as the greater 
"awareness" that comes with "face to face" meetings can be 
very difficult to achieve. Therefore, an intelligent support 
system such as moderator technology is necessary [2,3]. 
Moderators have been utilized for several types of 
collaborative tearn projects, including both product and 
manufacturing system design. Recently they have also been 
applied in the context of globally extended manufacturing 
teams, where the challenges of knowledge sharing and 
awareness of available expertise were addressed through the 
adoption of a manufacturing system engineering ontology to 
enable semantic interoperability across the extended project 
teams [4,5,6]. 

To date, all moderators have been designed and 
implemented as specialist software systems, consisting of a 
moderation module, multiple expert modules and a 
knowledge acquisition module. Until now, all knowledge 
acquisition for the prototype moderators has been done 
manually, based on human expertise and experience [3,41. 
There is however substantial potential for moderators to 
"learn" and update themselves from knowledge discovered 
in the existing operational databases of manufacturing 
companies. Our data mining case studies have already 
shown that relevant knowledge for future designs and 
redesigns can be identified by exploring operational data 
collected during product manufacture [7,8]. This paper 
therefore introduces a new KD/DM framework and proposes 
that the moderator's knowledge acquisition module should 
incorporate "leaming", updating and reuse elements which 
exploit knowledge discovery techniques. 

II. MODERATOR CONCEPTS 

A. Multidiscipline Design 

The engineering moderator concept was first proposed 
during the MOSES' research project as a support tool for 

product design project teams [2]. It was coordinating 
software for Concurrent Engineering design, to raise 
awareness among the inter-working cross disciplines that 

I MOSES- Model Oriented Simultaneous Engineering Sývstems- EPSRC Project 

Number (GRIH24273) 
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Abstract 
One of the major issues in multi-discip line collaborative projects is how to best share and simultaneously exploit different 
types of expertise, without duplicating efforts or inadvertently causing conflicts or loss of efficiency through misunderstanding 
of individual or shared goals. This research discusses the development of moderators from the initial concepts of an engineering 
moderator to ongoing research into universal knowledge moderator on semantic web. Moderators are knowledge based specialist 
intelligent software systems which support each individual of a team to perform his particular role from a position of strength, 
using his preferred method of working whilst understanding the need of other team members and the whole team working on 
a collaborative project. Current research proposes an improved framework based on semantic web and knowledge discovery 
for moderators to enhance globally collaborative e-manufacturing work through better interoperability and efficiency. A universal 
knowledge moderator prototype system consisting of an enterprise data integration module, knowledge discovery module and 
moderation module is developed to significantly improve the moderation activities and performance of collaborative e- 
manufacturing. 

Keywords: Collaborative Project, Moderator, Semantic web, Knowledge discovery, E-manufacturing 

Introduction 
Current market trends indicate that demand is on the increase 
for highly customized products with ever shortening life 

cycle times and this trend is expected to accelerate. 
Manufacturing enterprise will achieve and sustain 
Competitive advantage by improving productivity, 
responsiveness and flexibility. Manufacturers are striving to 
meet these demands by focussing on core competencies and 
migrating towards knowledge-based manufacturing [1]. 

A manufacturing enterprise can differentiate itself from 
its competitors and compete efficiently and effectively, 
through well targeted exploitation of its knowledge and 
expertise. Knowledge exists in all business functions, 
including purchasing, marketing and design, production, 
maintenance and distribution, but, knowledge can be 

notoriously difficult to identify, capture, manage and reuse 
[2]. Mapping out where "knowledge" resides and identifying 

the conditions that foster its generation and re-use has 

become a necessity. The knowledge assets of an enterprise 

reside in many different places, e. g., knowledge bases, filing 

cabinets, peoples' minds and expertise, and are distributed 

across the enterprise. 
Therefore, enterprises need to know 

their knowledge assets and how to manage and make use 

of these assets to get maximum return [3]. Hence, 

manufacturing enterprises are faced with the following 
twofold knowledge challenge; 

To thoroughly understand and efficiently capture their 
valuable knowledge and expertise, and 

To ensure that such knowledge is effectively reused and 
exploited to gain the best possible competitive 
advantage. 

In this regard, knowledge discovery, knowledge 

management and knowledge engineering are currently topics 

of importance to manufacturing researchers and managers 
intent on exploiting current assets. 

Need for Engineering Moderators in Collaborative 

projects 
A manufacturing system may be engineered and re- 

engineered for a variety of different reasons. Projects may 

range from partial or comprehensive overhaul of existing 

resources to a complete design of new manufacturing 
facilities and systems. Such projects are generally performed 
by multidisciplinary project teams. Project team members 

must be aware when decisions that they make may affect 

other team members. The strength and success of a team 
depends on how well each individual can contribute the 
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Abstract- The new challenge of enterprise interoperability is to 
share knowledge inter-business via networks to enable all 
partners to benefit and WIN, WIN, WIN in their markets. The 
Universal Knowledge Moderator (`UKM) project envisages the 
delivery of collaborative knowledge services which learn through 
Knowledge Discovery Module; exploit interoperability services 
through a Semantic Web based mediated schema within 
Universal Inter-Experts Module; and increase inter-team 
awareness whilst improving coordination through Moderation 
Module, to achieve the global visions of enterprise 
interoperability. The overall aim of UKM is to significantly 
enhance the moderation activities for universal knowledge 
cooperation, using inter-connected semantic web systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Manufacturing industry needed to cut its costs and overheads, 
and there were growing demands for flexible, fast, well- 
planned manufacturing system design. Manufacturing systems 
therefore started to move from distributed manufacturing and 
global manufacturing towards cross-organization e- 
manufacturing, using inter-connected web systems. The major 
goal of most manufacturing organizations is the development 

and adoption of inter-operational approaches that require 
companies to coordinate their activities effectively and 
efficiently across different enterprise and discipline 
boundaries. 

One of the major issues in multidiscipline distributed and 
collaborative projects is how best to share and simultaneously 
exploit different types of expertise, without duplicating efforts 
or inadvertently causing conflicts or loss of efficiency through 

misunderstandings of individual or shared goals. Therefore, it 

is necessary to raise the awareness among the project teams' 

members working on a collaborative project to reduce or avoid 
the conflicts and misunderstandings that inevitably occurs in 

collaborative projects [1]. 

Moderator technology, which encompasses intelligent support 

systems, provides a possible approach to resolving these issues. 

The concepts of a Moderator and Manufacturing System 

Engineering Moderator (MSEM) to support a MSE team have 
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been suggested and previously reported in MOSES [2] and 
MISSION [3] research projects. The main function of a 
moderator is to support a design group or team by raising 
individual members' awareness of the needs and experiences 
of other team members and this concept has been successfully 
demonstrated in both the product and manufacturing system 
design domains. Moderator Technology in the form of 
knowledge based software support systems, consisting of 
Multiple Expert Modules, a Knowledge Acquisition Module 
(KAM) and a Moderation Module (shown in Figure 1). The 
complexity of moderator technology increases when 
manufacturing projects are large and members are globally 
distributed in the context of Extended Enterprises (EE)/ Virtual 
Enterprise (VE). In such circumstances, the core functionality 
of the moderator remains the same, but its knowledge must be 
extended to provide greater understanding of the extended 
environment in which it is operating. 
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